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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Leadership in new nuclear technologies will powerfully benefit America’s energy future.  

Advanced nuclear reactors are versatile, reliable, long-lasting, land-efficient, resource-efficient, 

geopolitically secure, and scalable sources of clean energy. Bold investments in advanced 

nuclear technologies in the United States will advance technological innovation, secure US 

leadership  in international nuclear markets, and support national energy security and 

electricity grid  resilience, all while improving environmental health and accelerating US 

climate action.

However, forging a promising future for the domestic advanced nuclear sector will require  

increasing investment and policy support. Such efforts will generate far-reaching national 

benefits in both the near-term and long-term.

This report uses a high-resolution nationwide model of the United States electricity sector to 

demonstrate how advanced nuclear reactors might play a major role in a least-cost plan to 

transition the power grid entirely to clean energy sources by 2050, assuming that the first  

advanced reactors are available for deployment by 2030. A range of input assumptions were 

developed to encompass uncertainty in cost and learning rates to estimate the outer bounds  of 

potential future deployment. Across these scenarios, the model chooses to deploy a large 

quantity of advanced nuclear power plants (Figure ES-1). Even in the case that first-of-a-kind 

advanced reactors are deployed at the high end of current cost estimates and benefit from very 

little technological learning as additional units are deployed, advanced nuclear captures a 

significant share of future electricity generation. This finding indicates that advanced nuclear 

energy technology provides important and extremely valuable benefits to the electricity system. 

In particular, advanced nuclear reactors efficiently complement other clean energy 

technologies like wind and solar power, balancing out variations in generation over time to 

reliably meet US electricity demand. The flexibility of advanced nuclear power can produce long-

term cost  savings as America transitions to a clean energy system.
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Figure ES-1: Electricity generation capacity by technology across four bounding cost and learning rate model scenarios.

Advanced Nuclear Deployment and Capital Investment:

This modeling study shows that a US clean energy transition incorporating advanced nuclear 

energy could require cumulative capital investment for advanced nuclear power plant construc-

tion on the order of $150 to $220 billion by 2035, growing to a total of $830 billion to $1.1 trillion 

by 2050 (Figure ES-2). Early capital investment and learning-by-doing lead to substantial reduc-

tions in project costs and levelized electricity costs for advanced nuclear technologies, resulting 

in the large-scale nationwide deployment of new reactors.

Widespread commercial deployment of advanced reactors in this study starts in the early-2030s 

and rapidly accelerates as the electricity sector grows over time, potentially supplying around 

20-48 percent of domestic clean electricity generation in 2050, which would be 1,400 to 3,600

terawatt-hours per year (TWh/yr). Total domestic deployed advanced nuclear capacity reaches

19 to 48 gigawatts-electric (GWe) in 2035, reaches 54 to 150 GWe in 2040, and grows to 190 to

470 GWe by 2050.
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Advanced Nuclear Capital Formation and  
Levelized Cost of Electricity Across Scenario Ranges

Figure ES-2: Advanced nuclear capital investment and levelized cost of electricity across scenario ranges. The shaded 

blue area shows the modeled range of cumulative capital deployed for advanced nuclear projects across four different 

nuclear capital bounding cost and learning rate assumption scenarios in a nationwide least-cost model that achieves 

a clean electricity sector by 2050. The shaded orange area and line show cost improvements over time in the levelized 

cost of electricity (LCOE) produced from advanced nuclear power plants.

Economic and climate benefits of advanced nuclear energy deployment potentially include 

the following:

 •  A United States clean energy transition pathway that incorporates advanced nuclear

power can help reduce the costs of a future national clean energy system.

 •  Low-emissions heat and steam from advanced nuclear plants can supply reliable,

clean energy for hard-to-decarbonize sectors such as heavy industry and chemicals.

 •  Clean advanced nuclear reactors can repower fossil-fuel power plants using readily

available infrastructure, increasing economic investment, and promoting a just

transition for local communities.
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 •  A successful future nuclear sector will produce new job opportunities in the manufac-

turing, construction, operation, and maintenance of nuclear plants, creating between 

74,000 and 223,000 permanent jobs in operations and maintenance by 2050 alone.

 •  Successful demonstration and commercialization of advanced nuclear power will  

competitively position the United States as a clean technology leader at a critical  

moment in the global clean energy transition.

Barriers to advanced nuclear energy deployment can potentially be overcome through the  

following:

 •  Immediate capital investment can enhance the potential for cost reductions and the 

total domestic market opportunity.

 •  Avoiding cost overruns on early projects and making cost improvements over time  

will increase the speed and magnitude of advanced nuclear deployment.

 •  Developing supply chains for fuel and component manufacturing is essential for the 

broad deployment of advanced nuclear reactors.

 •  New federal regulatory frameworks currently being formulated, and streamlining  

of existing rules, will be key to ensuring timely licensing and construction of new  

advanced nuclear projects.

 •  Lifting state-level moratoria and restrictions on nuclear projects will expand market  

opportunities and attract new capital investment to states that reform existing  

legislation.

Opportunities for public policy support include the following:

 •  Federal loan guarantees.

 •  Environmental impact pre-qualification and feasibility studies.

 •  Regulatory licensing modernization and fee reform.

 •  Technology-neutral clean energy tax credits.

 •  Inclusion of nuclear energy in state clean energy portfolio standards.

 •  Support for export of advanced nuclear projects.
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Future Outlook:

Advanced nuclear reactors can play a key role in cost-effective decarbonization of the nation-

al power sector, reliably supporting a high-renewables energy system. Updated, realistic cost 

assumptions and accurate operational characteristics reveal that advanced nuclear technol-

ogies provide high value for a clean electricity grid and possess significant market potential. 

Emerging advanced nuclear technologies will ultimately compete in the marketplace based on 

cost, operating parameters, and the ability to meet diverse customer needs, shifting the balance 

among which technologies become dominant. Early advanced nuclear deployments may be 

most competitive or efficient for specific target markets and customers, including existing 

nuclear power sites, sites with retiring fossil fuel plants, remote or island communities, and 

military installations. As advanced reactor deployment expands, however, cost improvements 

over time, and the need for firm energy that provides the required operational characteristics 

can drive large-scale nationwide adoption in support of a wider affordable clean energy 

strategy.
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ABBREVIATIONS

AEO Annual Energy Outlook

ARDP Advanced Reactor Demonstration Program

ARTES advanced reactor with thermal energy storage

ATB Annual Technology Baseline

CAPEX capital expenditures

CATF Clean Air Task Force

CCS carbon capture and storage

DER distributed energy resources

DOE US Department of Energy

DPV distributed solar photovoltaic

EIA Energy Information Administration

EIS environmental impact study

EP Evolved Energy Research’s EnergyPATHWAYS

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

EY Ernst & Young, LLP

FOAK first-of-a-kind

FPSO floating-production, storage, and offloading facility

GFR gas-cooled fast reactor

GW gigawatt

GWe gigawatt-electric (unit of generator capacity)

GWh gigawatt-hour

H
2
 hydrogen gas

HALEU high-assay low-enriched uranium

HTGR high temperature gas-cooled reactor

HTR high temperature reactor

HVDC high voltage direct current
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INL Idaho National Laboratory

ISR in-situ recovery

ITC Investment Tax Credit

kWe kilowatt-electric (unit of generator capacity)

kWh kilowatt-hour

LACC levelized annual cost of capacity

LCOE levelized cost of electricity

LPO Loan Programs Office

LWR light-water reactor

MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology

MSR molten salt reactor 

MWe megawatt-electric (unit of generator capacity)

MWh megawatt-hour

MW
th

 megawatt-thermal

NEI Nuclear Energy Institute

NGCC natural gas combined cycle

NGCT natural gas combustion turbine

NOAK nth-of-a-kind

NRC US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory

NZA Net-Zero America

O&M operations and maintenance

OC overnight costs

OCED Office of Clean Energy Demonstrations

PNNL Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

PPA power purchase agreement

PTC Production Tax Credit

PV photovoltaic
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RIO Regional Investment and Operations

SMR small modular reactor

TWh terawatt-hour

UNECE United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

UPV utility-scale solar photovoltaic

US United States

VCE Vibrant Clean Energy

VOC volatile organic compound

VRE variable renewable energy

WACC Weighted Average Cost of Capital

WIS:dom-P  Weather-Informed energy Systems: for design, operations and markets  

model - Planning Version
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INTRODUCTION

We currently live in an era of rapid technological innovation across all domains of the global 

energy sector. A vast wave of reinvention is transforming every part of the modern energy  

system, from long-distance transmission to energy storage, from residential heating to power 

grid control. The remarkable recent progress in advanced nuclear reactor designs is one of the 

most exciting ongoing developments in the energy world, given their potential to not only  

generate heat and power safely, reliably, and flexibly but also produce this energy without  

emitting carbon pollution.

The term “advanced nuclear reactor” refers to a broad category of fission reactor designs that 

boast considerable improvements relative to current-generation nuclear technologies.1,2 These 

innovations can result in a high degree of inherent or passive safety, high reliability, improved 

efficiency, lower costs, more complete utilization of nuclear fuel, lower generation of waste, 

enhanced resistance to nuclear proliferation, and versatile applicability for the production of 

non-electric co-products like hydrogen, high-quality waste heat, and desalinated water. Some 

of these improvements can be linked. For example, smaller reactor designs offer safety benefits 

thanks to smaller fuel loads and more efficient cooling characteristics while also reducing costs 

by facilitating factory assembly and transportation to the project site. Other factors, such as  

the ability to safeguard spent fuel, vary based on the specific design. This report considers the 

category of advanced nuclear reactors to include smaller next-generation light-water fission 

reactors in addition to non-light-water fission reactors.

While numerous forms of clean electricity generation like solar, wind, and hydroelectricity are 

already widely deployable today, nuclear power offers a number of unique advantages that  

help complement and support the deployment of other zero-carbon emissions technologies, 

thereby strongly incentivizing future advanced nuclear projects. 

First, nuclear reactors produce substantially more energy relative to their land footprint than 

solar and wind projects, which require over 30x and 100x the land area for the same nameplate 

generating capacity.3 With nationwide land requirements for renewable energy sources under 

some modeled future scenarios exceeding the area of West Virginia,4 land use and siting constraints 

may increasingly favor nuclear projects. Nuclear facilities can also be located more flexibly 

than renewable projects that depend on sun and wind conditions. Combined with the potential 

ability of new microreactors and small reactors to match the needs of a range of customers from 

rural and island communities to remote industrial sites like mines, advanced reactors have the 
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potential to serve a more diverse set of markets than previous generations of large, centralized 

nuclear power stations. Nuclear deployments, if proactively planned, could thus help reduce 

system-wide costs for a clean energy transition by limiting excess transmission and new grid 

infrastructure that extensive wind and solar installations would otherwise require.5 

Furthermore, many advanced reactors under development are being designed for high com-

patibility with variable renewable generation, with desirable operating characteristics such as 

accelerated ramping of generation to balance fluctuations in renewable output6 and even  

thermal energy storage capabilities.7, 8 Academic research suggests that pairing reliable, clean,  

firm electricity from sources like nuclear power with variable renewable generation makes 

planned transitions to clean energy systems more affordable.9, 10, 11

As an additional utility beyond that provided by solar and wind resources, nuclear reactors also 

generate useful heat and steam that can be utilized in industrial processes like desalination 

and hydrogen electrolysis. In comparison to traditional nuclear reactors, some advanced reactor 

designs can produce hotter outlet steam that can enable higher-efficiency hydrogen production 

from high-temperature water splitting and replace fossil fuel combustion in a wider range of 

industrial activities like petrochemical and cement manufacturing.12 Advanced reactors thus  

possess versatile nonelectric applications in industries well beyond the power sector.

Given the clear potential advanced nuclear technology offers, it is not surprising that numerous 

research groups and prospective vendors around the world are developing a range of advanced 

designs, with particular progress in China, Russia, the United States, Canada, and the United 

Kingdom. In a pair of 2020 reports, the International Atomic Energy Agency counted over 70 

small advanced reactor designs and 12 advanced large water-cooled reactor designs worldwide 

in various stages of development.13, 14 Notable small modular nuclear reactors to enter commer-

cial operation include the two small pressurized-water 35MW KLT-40S units aboard the Russian 

floating nuclear power plant Akademic Lomonosov, officially commissioned in May 2020.15  

In December 2021, the China National Nuclear Corporation commenced regular operation of 

the HTR-PM high-temperature gas-cooled pebble-bed reactor, a 200 megawatt-electric (MWe) unit 

sited in China’s Shandong province.16 

There are no advanced nuclear energy projects currently in operation or under construction in 

the United States, but several reactor designs are at various stages of licensing and regulatory 

approval. A growing number of initial planned projects have already been announced, includ-

ing but not limited to the BWRX-300 project near Oak Ridge, Tennessee and the Natrium project 
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in Kemmerer, Wyoming.17 Estimated project completion dates typically lie in the late 2020s and 

early 2030s, with plans to expand deployment further upon successful demonstration.

Successful demonstrations and deployments of new advanced designs will rapidly accelerate 

progress towards widespread commercialization. Building a vibrant advanced nuclear industry 

in the United States will require sharp strategic planning. Industry stakeholders will need to 

proactively navigate policy obstacles, cultivate adequate fuel supply and manufacturing capaci-

ty, ensure sufficient capital investment, skillfully manage financial risks, and more. The process 

of  recruiting, training, retaining, and growing the talent pool necessary to license, fabricate, 

assemble, operate and maintain next-generation reactors is both a challenge and opportunity 

for the advanced reactor sector. 

Well-designed federal policies and programs can significantly facilitate the industry’s efforts on 

every front. At a time of deep division in Congress and the federal government, the deployment 

of new nuclear energy alternatives to fossil energy is one of the very few national priorities  

to enjoy appreciable bipartisan support. Consensus on Capitol Hill signals the urgency with 

which constituents expect their representatives and the Biden administration to reduce carbon 

emissions in the energy sector. To efficiently foster a domestic advanced nuclear sector, it will be 

essential for policymakers, investors, and industry to act in close cooperation with one another 

according to a rigorous, strategic plan for deployment.

This report seeks to describe, for policymakers and financiers, the key components that any 

successful advanced nuclear deployment plan will have to include. Using updated assumptions 

for advanced nuclear costs and cost improvements over time, this study modeled the evolution 

of the US power grid over the next three decades using the Weather-Informed energy Systems: for 

design, operations and markets-Planning Version (WIS:dom-P®) optimization model, developed 

by Vibrant Clean Energy, LLC (VCE®). The model evaluates the full energy system and designs a 

future net-zero CO
2
 power sector that meets demand at minimal cost. 

This analysis finds considerable potential for advanced reactors to support future US electricity 

needs and climate progress. Inclusion of advanced nuclear designs among the available tech-

nology options for a clean energy transition leads to large-scale advanced reactor deployment as 

part of a least-cost pathway to a clean electricity future. However, the degree to which the United 

States can successfully develop an advanced nuclear energy sector over the next 15 years will cru-

cially depend upon mobilizing sufficient capital investment and public policy support starting 

immediately from the present day.
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The following chapters explain the high potential importance of advanced nuclear power  

to the future US energy sector and propose key investments, strategies, and policies that will  

help unlock the full potential of this emerging, promising, and powerful set of clean energy 

technologies.
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THE ROLE OF 
EVALUATING
TECHNOLOGICAL 
LEARNING AND 
DEPLOYMENT  
FOR A NET-ZERO 
ELECTRICITY GRID
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1.  EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES AND 
TECHNOLOGICAL LEARNING

New technologies are often expensive when first introduced, becoming increasingly cheaper, 

more affordable, and more competitive with time as more capacity is deployed. Indeed, one of 

the most encouraging clean energy triumphs of the past decade has been the rapid and dramatic 

reduction in the price of solar photovoltaic modules, wind turbines, and lithium-ion batteries. 

The cost of 1 megawatt-hour (MWh) of solar electricity or lithium-ion battery storage capacity has 

fallen by around 85 percent from 2010 to 2022.18 These shifts are already catalyzing fundamental 

changes in the electricity sector in many parts of the world. Worldwide solar capacity reached 

707.5 gigawatts (GW) in 2020, growing 18 times relative to installed capacity at the start of the 

decade, while global wind capacity quadrupled over the same period.19

However, full decarbonization of the power sector both globally and in the United States remains 

a long-term future goal that will require proactive planning and decades to achieve. A range  

of current and emerging clean energy sources will collectively work together in the effort to 

meet this objective. Clean, firm generating technologies like advanced nuclear reactors will  

complement wind and solar capacity, compensating for variable renewable electricity production, 

meeting demand in regions with low wind and solar resource potential, and alleviating other 

constraints such as land availability and transmission costs.

Advanced nuclear technologies will also likely experience cost improvements over the next  

decades as developers move from their first demonstration projects to successively larger waves 

of deployment. However, not all technologies necessarily become more affordable at the same 

rate. Researchers have long understood that, over time, costs evolve differently for different  

technologies based on numerous factors, and have employed concepts like learning rates and 

learning curves to analyze such trends.

A learning rate reflects the rate at which a technology achieves cost improvements as it becomes 

more established in the market. A learning rate of 5 percent for a generation technology, for  

instance, means that the capital cost of that technology decreases over time by 5 percent for 

every doubling of installed capacity. Over time, the falling cost of the technology can be graphed 

along a curve, referred to as a learning curve.
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Technological learning rates for nuclear power have been studied extensively, with various 

estimates and results. A 2016 study calculated the overnight cost1 curve of nuclear power across 

time in seven countries.20 The costs of commercial nuclear plants increased dramatically from  

approximately 1965 to 1975 in the United States, and increased slightly in France from 1970  

to 1990. 

Whereas the increasing affordability of technologies like batteries and semiconductors has 

demonstrated the success of large-scale learning-by-doing, recent efforts to reduce nuclear  

energy costs through mass deployment have encountered setbacks. In recent decades, prominent 

conventional nuclear projects in Western countries like Olkiluoto-3 in Finland and Vogtle units 

3 and 4 in the United States have experienced marked cost overruns and construction delays.21  

A handful of earlier studies of the increasing nuclear construction costs in the United States and 

France even alleged negative learning rates for traditional nuclear plants.22, 23 

However, escalating conventional nuclear costs may reflect poor planning, engineering, and 

policy frameworks rather than inherent technological factors. A comprehensive global analysis 

of nuclear power plant construction costs for plants built around the world between 1954 and 

2015 (from which the increased costs mentioned above are drawn) found that many national 

nuclear programs exhibited considerable cost improvements during the early phase of nuclear 

deployment. Other nations like Japan experienced very limited cost escalation, with nuclear 

builds in South Korea even achieving cost declines.24 While costs of nuclear projects in China are 

unclear, the Chinese government has pursued an aggressive buildout of conventional nuclear 

over recent decades, with the majority of builds completed after 2000 requiring between five and 

seven years for construction.25

When researchers reviewed the literature on nuclear learning rates they found estimates of 

learning rates that varied from -49 percent (rising costs with time) over cumulative national  

nuclear deployment, to +11 percent (falling costs over time) for projects constructed in series by 

the same firm.26, 27 All six studies that included a specification to control for the same construc-

tion firm found a positive learning rate using US data, indicating that costs of reactors from the 

same firm may have declined from learning, internal to the firm, even as national nuclear costs 

escalated. This may provide evidence that serialized and standardized construction of nuclear 

plants, as is often proposed by advanced nuclear developers, could lead to significant positive 

learning and cost declines over time.

1  Overnight costs are the cost of a construction project if no interest was incurred during construction (as if the project was completed “overnight”)
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With a new generation of nuclear technologies now poised for deployment, historical nuclear 

cost patterns may no longer serve as an appropriate basis for projecting the future competi-

tiveness of nuclear power. Multiple studies have used bottom-up models to estimate potential 

learning rates for advanced nuclear technologies. For small modular reactors (SMRs), five of 

the six studies estimated positive learning rates, ranging from 3.4 percent to 16 percent across 

studies and scenarios. In 2022, Stewart and Shirvan estimated a 16 percent learning rate using a 

bottom-up model that estimates costs of factory build, labor, and materials, in addition to  

deriving estimates from the cost record of relevant technologies like natural gas turbines, wind 

turbines, and small airplanes.28 Their study concludes that while first-of-a-kind (FOAK) costs may 

be significantly higher than conventional nuclear costs, the accelerated learning that is enabled 

by modularization and novel technology could result in significant cost declines. Furthermore, 

by reducing the total hours of labor required, advanced reactors could avoid the risk of cost over-

runs that have been associated with labor-intensive megaprojects. Reducing the risk associated 

with project size and labor requirements could make advanced nuclear a more attractive invest-

ment for utilities, policymakers, and financiers.

1.1 Prospects of Advanced Nuclear for Achieving High Learning

In technical aspects, advanced reactors represent a sufficient departure from traditional 

light-water reactors of previous generations that they may exhibit improved learning rates.  

At the same time, advanced nuclear designs may be able to achieve a relatively more rapid pace 

of commercial deployment, enabling these technologies to benefit more quickly from cost  

reductions.29 

Broadly, the advanced nuclear industry is seeking to shift nuclear manufacturing and construc-

tion into a process more akin to building “airplanes not airports”.30 More modular reactor units 

can be more easily factory-manufactured, without as extensive requirements for expensive heavy 

forging of components.31 A smaller reactor will also reduce construction time, while enabling 

more standardization and simplification in balance-of-plant infrastructure.32 Some modular  

advanced nuclear designs are intended to be manufactured in a central facility, then transported 

to the site of installation in a “hub and spoke” production model.33 Units could even be returned 

whole to the manufacturer following retirement, simplifying the decommissioning process and 

reducing end-of-life costs. Smaller designs also allow advanced reactor vendors to scale projects 

modularly to compete in a wider array of applications, potentially increasing demand and  

driving faster rates of deployment and learning.
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Aside from the supply chain advantages offered by moving towards reactor units a fraction the 

size of conventional light-water nuclear plants, advanced reactor concepts also possess inherent 

characteristics that may drive lower costs. For instance, advanced designs that are capable of 

passively self-cooling for weeks in the event of a loss of onsite power may require less backup 

generating infrastructure. New nuclear technologies that operate at normal atmospheric  

pressure may not require the specialized reactor vessels and sophisticated systems of pumps 

and valves needed to maintain higher pressures in, say, a traditional pressurized water reactor. 

In general, modular advanced reactors feature much more streamlined design principles, with 

fewer complex parts and a reduced need to maintain multiple, intricate, redundant systems.

Stewart and Shirvan’s study concluded that small reactor designs in particular could benefit 

from five factors that could lead to accelerated learning and reduced costs: 1) deployment of 

many units at the same site, 2) serialized factory manufacturing, 3) shortened construction time, 

4) design simplification of plants, and 5) increased flexibility of deployment to maximize  

system value.34

A 2018 study concluded that the costs of materials like concrete, steel, and nuclear fuel have not 

been major cost drivers of nuclear plants; instead, design, labor, and project management have 

been significant determinants of construction costs.35 In particular, high-cost plants often: do 

not have completed designs at the time of construction start, experience significant regulatory 

interventions during construction, have a FOAK design, encounter litigation between project 

participants, have a long construction schedule, and have high labor rates and high labor hours 

invested.36 Since many of these factors could potentially be addressed by serialized deployment  

of advanced nuclear technologies, we attempt to model the potential learning achievable by 

advanced nuclear deployment in our modeling analysis.

1.2  Approach for Modeling Advanced Nuclear Costs  
and Potential for Learning

This study assesses the scale of public policy support and capital deployment needed to drive 

the successful deployment of advanced nuclear reactors at scale in the United States, and  

provides insight into a least-cost energy system that incorporates advanced nuclear power to 

achieve a net-zero power sector.

Recognizing the uncertainties around future learning rates and construction costs of advanced 

nuclear, we use a range of assumptions for learning rates and FOAK costs that are grounded in 
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the literature. The four scenarios in the modeling results that follow are distinguished by  

“high” vs. “low” learning rates and FOAK cost inputs (Table 1-1). For a detailed summary of study 

assumptions and methods, see Appendices A and B, respectively.

Table 1-1: Conceptual matrix of four core modeling scenarios examined in this study. The scenarios bound future 

advanced nuclear capital costs based on initial FOAK capital cost estimates and employed bounding high and low 

learning rates used to determine cost reductions based on modeled deployment over time.

Lower initial cost 

Low learning rate

Lower initial cost 

High learning rate

Upper initial cost 

Low learning rate

Upper initial cost 

High learning rate

Cost Reduction Due to Learning

To reflect learning over time, other studies have generally incorporated pre-determined cost 

reductions over time for energy technologies like solar photovoltaic (PV), wind, nuclear, natural 

gas with carbon capture and storage (CCS), and other clean energy sources. Improving over this 

prescribed approach, our study utilized a dynamic endogenous approach to modeling advanced 

nuclear reactor deployment costs. This approach updates the capital costs of advanced nuclear 

technologies based on a scenario-specific learning rate to reflect improvements as the model  

independently deploys reactors over time. Further discussion of learning calculations is included 

in the methods section in Appendix C. 

An imposed capital cost floor for all three advanced nuclear technologies was set at $1,800 per 

kilowatt-electric (kWe). In addition, we initialize learning in the model by hard-coding a set of 

advanced nuclear demonstration projects already announced, funded, or otherwise planned. 

The projects include demonstrations of all technology types, and the model is restricted from 

building any non-demonstration advanced nuclear projects before the end of 2028. 
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Learning Rate Selection for Scenario Development

Figure 1-1: Advanced reactor learning rates from the literature and for other energy technologies relative to  

learning rates used in scenarios for this study. Low (5 percent) and high (12 percent) learning rate encompass the  

body of research on energy technology learning rates and provide boundaries. (See Appendix B.) 

This study uses learning rates of 5 percent (Low Learning) and 12 percent (High Learning) based 

on the estimates of advanced nuclear learning discussed above to effectively provide bounds  

on the potential impact of learning (Figure 1-1). For comparison to other energy technologies 

(see Appendix B), a learning rate of 5 percent approximates the empirical learning rate of coal-

fired power plants, while a learning rate of 12 percent approximates the empirical learning rate 

of wind power installations.

Costs for First-of-a-Kind Projects

Estimates of FOAK capital costs for advanced nuclear technologies were collected from the  

academic literature, national laboratory studies, and proprietary private sector estimates.  

For the purposes of this study, we examined three technological categories of advanced nuclear 

reactors: light-water SMRs, high-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGRs), and  advanced reactors 

with thermal energy storage (ARTESs). These three categories of advanced reactors are not  

comprehensive, but reflect many of the design types slated for deployment over the next decade 

in the United States. Input values are derived from multiple sources to represent the technology 

class and do not reflect a single design. As used in this report, the ARTES design has many of the 
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characteristics of liquid-metal or molten-salt fast reactors, but thermal storage can be used with 

most nuclear reactor types. 

Certain fixed and variable costs—which remain static throughout the duration of the model—

were also adjusted across the two Upper Cost and Lower Cost scenarios. Importantly, conventional 

nuclear does not undergo endogenous learning in this model as it is a well established tech-

nology. Instead, in Lower Cost scenarios, an assumed lower bound capital cost for conventional 

nuclear plants is held static over the course of the model. Meanwhile, in Upper Cost scenarios, 

a prescribed cost reduction for conventional nuclear power is assumed in accordance with 

the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) moderate Annual Technology Baseline (ATB) 

projection. NREL ATB 2021 is the most recent version available and is used in this study. Table 

1-2 summarizes the input cost assumptions and assumed learning rate regimes for advanced 

and conventional nuclear energy in all four modeled scenarios. Further details regarding model 

settings and assumptions appear in Appendix A.

Table 1-2: Nuclear technology cost inputs in real 2020 US dollars for all four model scenarios. These include initial 

FOAK capital costs (CAPEX), which endogenously decline as a function of reactor deployment. Input values are derived 

from multiple sources to represent the technology class and do not reflect a single design. More detail on sources and 

derivations for cost assumptions appears in Appendix A. Traditional nuclear does not have a listed learning rate  

because it does not experience endogenous learning in this study.

Nuclear Technology Input and Learning Assumptions Across Scenarios
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1.3 Operational Characteristics

In addition to initializing FOAK capital costs and gathering fixed and variable nuclear cost  

assumptions, this study applies technology-specific operational characteristics that affect grid 

service capabilities, siting, and more. Table 1-3 presents these input characteristics, including 

heat rate,2 template reactor capacity size, maximum power output to the grid, minimum opera-

tional power output, maximum up and down ramping capabilities, liters of water consumption 

per kilowatt-hour (kWh) of electric energy generated, and, for ARTES, the electric energy equivalent 

of thermal storage capacity and roundtrip thermal storage energy efficiency. Maximum output 

is considered to be the same as reactor capacity except for ARTES. 

Table 1-3: Operational characteristics of nuclear energy technologies. Blank values are not applicable for the  

given technology. The ARTES maximum power output is greater than its reactor size due to its grid-facing steam cycle 

and molten salt storage tank systems. An ARTES can output at 500 MWe continuously for up to 5.6 hours. Input values 

are derived from multiple sources to represent the technology class and do not reflect a single design. More detail on 

sources and derivations for operational characteristic assumptions appears in Appendix A.

Nuclear Technology Input and Learning Assumptions Across Scenarios

2  Heat rate is a proxy for the efficiency of thermal power plants to convert fuel into electricity 
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These detailed operational characteristics for advanced nuclear reactors alongside the above 

mentioned input cost and learning assumptions served as inputs to the WIS:dom-P model to 

investigate how the United States electricity sector changes in order to achieve decarbonization 

by 2050 at the lowest feasible cost for the utility-scale power sector. These operational data and 

bounding cost and learning assumptions reflect the latest literature and do not inherently  

favor advanced nuclear technologies over other clean technology options. At the same time,  

this approach represents a progression relative to other energy system studies that typically 

only rely on specifications and future cost projections for large light-water conventional reactors 

to model nuclear power. 

Establishing a cautiously bounded playing field for emerging nuclear technologies allows the 

range of roles that advanced nuclear power might play in tomorrow’s clean electricity grid to be 

fairly assessed. The next section summarizes this modeling study’s key findings and discusses 

their implications for the future US energy system.
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2.  A NATIONAL CLEAN ELECTRICITY GRID 
BY 2050

This study uses multiple input scenarios to model a future electricity system that reaches 99 

percent decarbonization by 2050. The multiple input scenarios result in a range of energy source 

mix and structure.

2.1 Power Sector Mix and Structure

Capacity Expansion Modeling Results

By 2050, the US power sector landscape primarily consists of renewable and nuclear technologies 

in these model runs (Figures 2-1 and 2-2). Both installed generation capacity and total generation 

grow considerably in the next three decades over the course of the four scenarios. Installed 

capacity more than doubles, increasing to around 2,500 to 3,000 GWe by 2050. Total nationwide 

generation grows from 3,900 TWh in model year 2020 to 7,400 TWh in 2050.

Installed Capacity

 

Figure 2-1: National installed capacity by electricity generation technology for each model scenario for 2025-2050.
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Renewable energy grows across all scenarios, dominated by onshore wind and utility-scale solar 

photovoltaic (UPV) installations. The shift to low-carbon technologies results in the retirement 

of coal generation by 2030 in all models, as well as the gradual diminution of natural gas gener-

ation and capacity. Ultimately, only natural gas combined cycle plants with carbon capture and 

storage (NGCC+CCS) are in operation by 2050.

Advanced nuclear technologies increase across all scenarios, with significant deployment  

beginning in 2035. By 2050, advanced nuclear power annually generates a comparable amount 

of electricity to utility-scale solar farms in the Upper Cost scenarios. In the scenarios with lower 

initial advanced nuclear capital costs, advanced nuclear plants produce a comparable amount  

of national electricity as utility-scale solar and onshore wind installations combined. 

Utility-scale electricity storage and distributed rooftop solar PV capacity both increase steadily 

throughout the next three decades. Meanwhile, the proportion of US electricity generation from 

hydroelectric stations declines modestly. Traditional nuclear power also plays a progressively 

smaller role in the energy mix through 2050 due to high capital and operational costs and plant 

retirements.

Electricity Generation

Figure 2-2: Electricity generation by technology type for each model scenario for 2025-2050.
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Only late in the Upper Cost, Low Learning scenario does conventional nuclear exhibit a total net 

increase in nationwide capacity, expanding from 57 GWe in 2045 to 62 GWe in 2050. This deploy-

ment is driven by the combination of higher capital costs for advanced nuclear (this scenario 

represents the most conservative bounding scenario for advanced nuclear capital costs and cost 

reductions) and the constraining requirement that the model decarbonizes by 2050. In the two 

Upper Cost scenarios, especially in the Upper Cost, Low Learning scenario, traditional nuclear 

sees an uptick in new deployment in several states.

Geographic Distribution of Capacity

The WIS:dom-P model deploys new power sector infrastructure at specific geographic sites with 

county-level granularity at minimum, based on factors such as competing land uses, renewable 

resource quality, cooling water availability, and existing transmission networks. Some differences 

in siting decisions occur between the four scenarios due to differences in advanced nuclear  

capital costs and cost improvements over time. Overall, however, patterns of capacity installation 

over the next three decades are geographically similar for all scenarios.

Across the four model scenarios, by 2050, a cumulative land area of 17,500 to 28,800 square  

kilometers (1.75-2.88 million hectares) nationwide is directly occupied by wind turbines and 

utility-scale solar projects, as well as associated roads and infrastructure. This direct land usage 

ranges between the combined area of Connecticut and Rhode Island and the total area of  

Massachusetts. When indirect land use including the land surface surrounding solar modules 

and wind turbines is taken into account, a total cumulative land area of 182,000 to 277,000 

square kilometers (18.2 - 27.7 million hectares) nationwide is occupied by wind and solar farms.

New advanced reactor projects are distributed broadly across the continental United States by 

2050 (Figure 2-3). Large facilities are generally concentrated near major load centers such as 

across the eastern coastal states between Washington, DC, and Boston, the Great Lakes region, 

and the Pacific Northwest. Sizable advanced nuclear power stations are also situated near  

Houston, Los Angeles, Las Vegas, and Phoenix.

Utility-scale solar and onshore wind farms are numerous throughout the country. Particularly 

sizable concentrations of utility solar PV generation are deployed in California and Texas and 

throughout much of the midwest, southeast, and mid-Atlantic regions. Onshore wind capacity 

is prevalent across the Great Plains, the Midwest, and Texas. Moderate amounts of offshore wind 

capacity are installed along the Atlantic coast between North Carolina and Massachusetts.
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Installed Capacity in 2050

Figure 2-3: Siting map of installed electricity generation capacity by technology type in 2050 for each model  

scenario. Marker diameter corresponds to the magnitude of installed capacity at a given site.

Interestingly, across all scenarios, traditional nuclear sees a modest resurgence of new deploy-

ment in Florida between 2040 and 2050. The Pacific Northwest continues to generate a large 

proportion of regional electricity from hydropower. Finally, large utility-scale energy storage  

facilities follow a siting pattern somewhat similar to advanced nuclear plants, with sizable  

deployments in urban areas of California, Texas, Florida, and the Eastern seaboard.

Load Profiles and Grid Dispatch

A distinguishing aspect of this study and a powerful feature of the WIS:dom-P model is its  

exceptional level of temporal detail in assessing grid dispatch, at up to five-minute intervals. 

Importantly, this enhanced temporal resolution provides additional advantages compared to 

modeling dispatch at a coarser hourly interval. This feature allows for a high confidence that 
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available grid supply consistently meets demand and ensures continued reliability even as  

variable renewable energy generation expands.

In general, advanced nuclear designs can ramp generation output at rates faster than traditional 

nuclear technology. ARTES technologies possess the particularly attractive ability to store energy 

in thermal energy storage systems and increase power output later, allowing for effective load 

and price following while maintaining very high reactor capacity factors. The flexibility of 

advanced nuclear manifests in sharp ramping to meet peaks and valleys in generation from 

low-cost, fuel-saving variable renewables. Figure 2-4 illustrates this ramping behavior within a 

net-zero electricity grid for all four scenarios during a simulated summer in 2050.

Example Summer Grid Dispatch in 2050

Lower Cost, Low Learning Lower Cost, High Learning

Upper Cost, Low Learning Upper Cost, High Learning

Figure 2-4: Patterns of aggregated national electricity dispatch for an example month-long summer period in 2050. 

This simulation shows the importance of flexible, clean firm resources to integrate the high penetration of variable 

renewable energy resources in all four scenarios and the ability of ARTES reactors to provide valuable ramping and 

load-following services to balance the grid. 
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2.2 Advanced Nuclear Deployment 

Advanced nuclear power plays a prominent role in achieving a net-zero electricity grid, with  

185 to 469 GWe of advanced nuclear capacity providing around 20 percent to 48 percent of total 

electricity generation in 2050 (Table 2-1 and Table 2-2). Since this model features endogenous 

learning, advanced nuclear technology deployment and cost reductions go hand in hand. As the 

model independently elects to build advanced nuclear alongside other clean energy technologies 

as part of a least-cost energy system solution, nuclear technology overnight costs decline over 

time due to endogenous learning. Using accurate advanced nuclear operational characteristics 

and employing a bounding analysis of four different sets of initial overnight cost assumptions 

and learning rates, the WIS:dom-P model deploys a large amount of advanced nuclear capacity 

throughout the continuous United States over the next three decades.

Table 2-1: Range of electricity capacity (GWe) [portion of total capacity] across all scenarios.

2035 2040 2050

Advanced Nuclear 19 [1%] to 48 [3%] 54 [3%] to 149 [8%] 185 [6%] to 469 [21%] 

Total Solar 460 [30%] to 529 [33%] 525 [29%] to 666 [32%] 815 [36%] to 1,247 [43%]

Total Wind 333 [21%] to 334 [22%] 506 [25%] to 604 [29%] 536 [24%] to 788 [27%]

Table 2-2: Range of electricity generation (TWh) [portion of total generation] across all scenarios.

2035 2040 2050

Advanced Nuclear 162 [3%] to 405 [8%] 434 [8%] to 1,236 (21%] 1,464 [20%] to 3,557 [48%]

Total Solar 725 [14%] to 838 [17%] 821 [14%] to 1,045 [18%] 1,271 [17%] to 1,932 [26%]

Total Wind 916 [18%] to 921 [18%] 1,239 [21%] to 1,630 [28%] 1,486 (20%] to 2,141 [29%]

This result corresponds to the following number cumulative total of advanced nuclear reactor 

units across the three modeled technologies and reactor sizes  , shown in Table 2-3.
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Table 2-3: Range of advanced nuclear reactors deployed by date across all scenarios.

Year Total Number of Advanced Reactors

2035 59-260

2040 152-939

2050 560-3,415

Unsurprisingly, the highest values for capacity and generation occur under the Lower Cost,  

High Learning scenario in which advanced reactor designs are initially demonstrated at a more 

affordable cost and experience faster learning by doing, eventually driving substantial cost  

reductions over time. 

Both traditional and advanced nuclear power compete against NGCC+CCS in the model in terms 

of capacity expansion and energy dispatch, yielding insights into capacity factors and levelized 

costs of energy for different clean firm power resources. The advanced nuclear power plants  

generally exhibit high capacity factors of >80 percent nationwide, indicating high utilization 

and good market competitiveness. Figure 2-5 shows temporal trends in total electricity genera-

tion and average capacity factor for different clean firm technologies that see significant  

deployment in the capacity expansion model.
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Temporal Generation for Clean Firm Power Across Scenarios

Figure 2-5: Electricity generation and capacity factors for traditional nuclear, advanced nuclear, and NGCC+CCS over 

time across all four model scenarios. Bar graph labels (corresponding to the left vertical axis) denote energy generation 

(TWh) values. The average capacity factor (line graphs corresponding to right vertical axis) indicates the utilization 

rate of different clean firm resources in different initial cost and learning rate scenarios.

A notable conclusion from this study is that as the model approaches 2050, it utilizes NGCC+CCS 

less, primarily leveraging fossil gas generation with CCS for ancillary firming purposes as  

opposed to large-scale energy generation. In contrast, nuclear energy generation is generally 

used at a high capacity factor, outcompeting NGCC+CCS in the modeled electricity market.

Deployment and Overnight Cost Reductions Due to Learning

Over the next 30 years, advanced nuclear overnight cost (OC) reductions from endogenous  

learning encourage further deployment and drive continued cost declines in the WIS:dom-P 

model. This virtuous cycle can be expressed as a function of the number of deployed reactors,  

as this study’s endogenous learning is calculated using cumulative capacity, normalized to  

technology-specific template reactor capacity sizes. 

In particular, reactor capacity sizes are 1,000 MWe for traditional nuclear, 150 MWe for SMRs,  

345 MWe for ARTES (with a capability to ramp up to 500 MWe for 5.6 hours at a time), and 80 MWe 

for HTGRs. The inclusion of thermal energy storage results in unique and more sophisticated 

modeling constraints and capabilities.
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Traditional nuclear power does not experience endogenous learning in this study. Instead, in the 

two Lower Cost scenarios, a static $4,783/kWe OC is assumed; and in the two Upper Cost scenarios, we 

adopt the NREL moderate ATB cost projections. More information is available in the Appendices. 

This study ultimately produces significant advanced nuclear deployment, driving substantial 

OC cost reductions. Assessing these OC reductions as a ratio of nth-of-a-kind (NOAK) to FOAK 

capital costs contributes valuable insights into how far advanced nuclear progresses down the 

learning curve in the simulations. Figure 2-6 illustrates this learning curve progress for the three 

modeled advanced nuclear technologies across the four FOAK and learning rate scenarios.

Figure 2-6 follows a classical learning curve where cost improvements continue with growing 

cumulative capacity deployment. However, an important feature of advanced nuclear technolo-

gies—and, in particular, those that employ standardized and modular manufacture—is that 

learning is better described as a function of reactor deployment,37 thereby benefiting technolo-

gies that can be sited more flexibly. The WIS:dom-P model used in this study attempts to deploy 

capacity in discrete increments as reactors, but also maintains the capability to flexibly site 

capacity deployment at a county-wide scale in increments that differ from reactor sizes.

Advanced Nuclear Overnight Cost NOAK to FOAK  
Ratio Learning Curve Progress Across Scenarios

Figure 2-6: Learning curve progress of advanced nuclear energy technologies (SMR, ARTES, and HTGR) within a  

theoretical learning curve bounding area. Learning curves are plotted using annualized NOAK to FOAK OC ratios.  

Note that technology learning curves with the same learning rate track the same curve until they reach their cost  

floors and level off, although not all technologies reach this cost floor in all scenarios. 
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Here, cumulative capacity deployment (GWe) and overnight cost ($/kWe) data in Figure 2-6 are 

exponentially interpolated to annual data from five-year cumulative data, where the incremental 

increase in each five-year period is annualized in years one through five. Exponential interpo-

lation is used in favor of linear interpolation because this method is in line with the modeled 

five-year period cumulative capacity deployment data. Details on the exponential interpolation 

methods used for incremental annualized data are briefly discussed in the methods section in 

Appendix B.

2.3 Limitations

Ultimately, not even sophisticated national energy system models are capable of confidently 

predicting the clean energy future with certainty. As is the case for any study of this scale, the 

results described throughout this report are sensitive to numerous factors, from the range of 

assumptions considered to the technical and design constraints of the selected modeling  

approach.3 A number of the more important limitations are discussed in this section.

This report is confined to the continental United States and therefore does not account for 

advanced nuclear deployment that could benefit overall learning rates due to projects built in 

Alaska, Hawai’i, the US Territories, or internationally via nuclear export projects. This analysis 

also only considers advanced nuclear deployment in support of the US electricity sector and 

therefore does not directly account for nuclear deployment in service of non-electric markets, 

such as the market for high-heat applications. Advanced nuclear projects that help meet indus-

trial process heat demand might, for example, accelerate the deployment of HTGRs beyond those 

deployed for the power sector alone.

This modeling study also does not address some market factors that could influence the com-

petitiveness of advanced nuclear designs with one another and with other energy sources. In 

reality, one class of reactors may achieve a low FOAK cost while another category is built at a high 

FOAK cost. Additionally, advanced nuclear technologies are likely to undergo learning at differ-

ent rates. Various market factors will determine the relative competitiveness of different tech-

nologies, from the availability of high-assay low-enriched uranium (HALEU) fuel for initial

3   We note that due to an input table error, fuel costs for SMRs, which are expected to use conventional nuclear fuel, were inadvertently set to be 

the same cost as the more expensive HALEU fuel used in ARTES and HTGR designs. This error is unlikely to substantially influence the findings. 
The resulting LCOE values are within the expected range for this bounding analysis, values reported in the literature, and values reported by the 

private sector. Fuel costs are only a small fraction of nuclear power plant operating costs, and the difference between HALEU and conventional 
fuel prices diminishes throughout the course of this study. 
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 projects to the varying success of vendors in securing business deals and pre-orders, to the effi-

ciency with which upstream manufacturing capabilities are established, and more.

These findings are likely sensitive to such considerations, but fully exploring this solution space 

would have required an order of magnitude higher number of scenarios. In addition, assigning 

high or low FOAK costs to different technologies effectively picks winners and losers at the  

model parameterization stage. Given such considerations, this study aims to provide a bounding 

analysis that can constrain the high and low range of future costs and deployment of advanced 

nuclear reactors as a group, based on a high-resolution capacity expansion model.

New future non-nuclear clean technologies may also emerge, changing the trajectory of the 

domestic clean energy buildout. For instance, enhanced geothermal energy could also see more 

widespread commercialization this decade, an outcome the WIS:dom-P model has not accounted 

for in the set of scenarios. The costs of offshore wind deployments might fall more rapidly than 

anticipated at the same time that offshore wind capabilities increase. Alternatively, new forms 

of cheap or long-duration energy storage could enable even wider deployment of wind, solar, 

and storage capacity beyond anticipated levels.

The future of the US energy system is complex and continually changing. There is no guarantee 

that advanced nuclear power will grow to the extent envisioned in these models. These results 

highlight how advanced reactors, when modeled realistically, have the potential to make a major 

contribution toward national energy production and progress in climate change mitigation.
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APPLICATIONS
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3.  CAPITAL INVESTMENT FOR EARLY 
ADVANCED NUCLEAR DEPLOYMENT

In the previous chapter, the results highlight how advanced nuclear power can grow to become 

a large component of the future energy system in the United States even under pessimistic cost 

and learning assumptions. However, this outcome assumes sufficient availability of capital.  

The magnitude of capital investment implied by the deployment timeline across these model 

scenarios demonstrates the scale of future investment needed for a successful advanced nuclear 

sector. In today’s world, the complex processes of technology development and product commer-

cialization are inextricably intertwined with government policy and market interactions. 

3.1 Capital Investment

Capital formation is the process of acquiring the necessary pool of capital for an investment 

or project. That capital can be in the form of financed debt or equity. Capital costs are generally 

expressed as overnight costs (OC). Nuclear construction projects occur over multiple years, with 

capital expenditure required both before and throughout the construction process. This model-

ing study produced estimates of capital expenditure for advanced nuclear projects over the next 

30 years across four scenarios. In Figure 3-1, we show capital costs annualized over an assumed 

three-year construction period, which is consistent with stated NOAK construction timelines for 

most advanced reactor developers. 

Capital must be available to enable initial advanced reactor projects and develop the necessary 

supply chain. Critically, early investment in advanced nuclear energy drives early learning and 

catalyzes the development of supporting services like manufacturing, construction, fuel supply, 

and more. Early planning for and incorporation of firm, clean, dispatchable generating capacity 

like nuclear can reduce total system-wide power sector costs for decarbonization scenarios,  

relative to inefficient retroactive deployment in response to emerging system needs.38

Realizing the potential of advanced nuclear energy to help power the United States energy tran-

sition could require cumulative capital formation for power plant construction on the order of 

$150 to $220 billion investment by 2035, growing to a total of $830 billion to $1.1 trillion by 2050. 

For context, the same range of capital investment is required to deploy utility-scale solar and 

onshore wind across the model scenarios. 
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Cumulative Annualized Capital

Figure 3-1: Cumulative annualized capital investment in advanced nuclear power plant construction across all  

modeled scenarios.

The following sections discuss various factors that will likely differentiate the financing and 

construction of advanced nuclear power plants from previous generations of traditional nuclear 

reactors. These considerations will ultimately determine the degree to which advanced nuclear 

designs are able to achieve cost improvements and more easily secure capital investment and 

financing.

3.2 Deployment and Capital Availability

To achieve cost reductions in key areas for advanced nuclear power, the industry will need to 

successfully develop a factory-scale construction program. Smaller reactors forgo some cost re-

ductions achieved with the economies of scale provided by conventional large reactors. Instead 

of pursuing economies of scale, modular designs can achieve potentially significant cost reduc-

tions through the production of multiple reactors of a standardized design. 

Achieving the scale of mass production necessary to unlock major cost improvements will not 

be possible if just a single demonstration project is completed and operated for years before 

subsequently scaling up deployment. An unsuccessful demonstration program or delays in the 

first wave of advanced nuclear demonstrations and subsequent early-stage projects will impede 

cost reduction from technological learning and restrict the potential for advanced nuclear to 

help meet US climate goals. 
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Given the importance of sufficient capital availability for early reactor builds, capital formation 

in both the public and private sectors is a necessary condition to achieve sustainable, cost-effec-

tive advanced nuclear energy deployment. However, under-investment in technology develop-

ment and commercialization is typical, especially when large capital investments are required.39 

The consequence is that new technology is often under-deployed. This is particularly true for 

innovations linked to the “public good”, such as addressing climate change, which is not fully 

valued in the market, making it difficult for private firms to capture sufficient benefits to make 

deployment financially attractive. 

Cost reductions achieved through sufficient early investment and deployment of advanced nu-

clear power reduce the overall investment required (Figure 3-2). This results in a greater market 

opportunity by making the technology cost-effective enough to compete without the need to 

consider the unpriced public benefits.

 Installed Capacity Cumulative Annualized Capital

Figure 3-2: Significant advanced nuclear capacity is installed even under more conservative Upper Cost and Low 

Learning scenarios. Capital cost reductions achieved from higher learning rates for advanced nuclear reactors result in 

overall greater capacity deployment at a lower total capital cost relative to scenarios with lower learning rates. 

The clean firm power landscape is likely to be competitive starting in the near future. Other 

emerging clean firm power technologies such as NGCC+CCS, advanced geothermal, or run-of-river 

hydropower, may be able to fill the need for clean firm power on a decarbonizing grid, potentially 

competing with advanced nuclear reactors in some applications and contexts. Dispatchable 

utility-scale or distributed energy storage can also increase grid flexibility. However, each of 

these technologies has its own drawbacks, as does advanced nuclear. For example, this study 

assumes an optimistic CCS capability of 95 percent, which may be lower in practice.40 Enhanced 

geothermal increases the geographic options for siting geothermal power, but siting potential 
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for enhanced geothermal systems remains somewhat restricted.41 Similar considerations  

apply to run-of-river hydropower, which is subject to even more limited siting constraints.  

High reliance on grid-scale storage to help match the daily generation profile to demand may 

substantially increase system costs. It is also assumed that there are no restrictions on HALEU 

fuel production, an assumption that will require active federal policy efforts to realize.

More broadly, increasing the available portfolio of clean firm power sources and encouraging 

competition among technologies will be important for decarbonizing not only the power sector 

but also the rest of the economy. Advanced nuclear, for instance, may play an important role in 

unlocking low-carbon solutions in other economic sectors, such as powering industrial processes 

and supplying residential and commercial heat (see Section 5).

3.3 Financing

Financing is expected to be easier for advanced reactors than for large conventional reactors  

because of their lower absolute cost, reduced construction timelines, and lower construction 

risks due to factory production. Although initial financing conditions (e.g., the cost of capital) 

are expected to be higher for the first advanced reactor unit, successful construction and oper-

ation of initial builds will likely improve conditions for financing subsequent projects. Such 

staged increases in capacity should reduce the financial risk associated with long-lead-time, 

capital-intensive projects.

Project structure and management could also help reduce capital costs per kWe for advanced 

nuclear. In traditional nuclear construction projects, the “stacking” or “pancaking” of contract 

contingencies and profit margins across a fragmented supply chain has escalated project costs 

over time. The increase in average capital costs per MWh for conventional light-water reactors in 

the last decade is mostly due to vendor/supplier agreements and risk management (increasing 

the cost by 70 percent), rising commodity prices (adding another 25 percent), and growing own-

ers’ costs (about 17.5 percent). Together, these factors more than doubled the costs of traditional 

nuclear reactors between 2004 and 2011.42 

In contrast, advanced reactors are expected to rely on a more integrated supply chain and fewer 

subcontractors organized in fewer layers. Such improved organizational and management  

efficiencies have the potential to reduce the multiplication and stacking of contingencies. 
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3.4 Discount Rate

The discount rate is the opportunity cost of capital (as a percentage of the value of the capital). 

The opportunity cost of capital is the return on investments forgone elsewhere by committing 

capital to the investment under consideration. Higher discount rates negatively impact capi-

tal-intensive projects by increasing overall project cost and levelized cost of electricity (LCOE). 

Large nuclear energy projects have historically had higher discount rates compared to other 

technologies. Conventional nuclear power has been considered a higher investment risk than 

other conventional technology due, in large part, to past delays and cost overruns for nuclear 

projects. This additional risk is reflected in higher discount rates. Reductions in the discount 

rate are usually expected after multiple projects meet the expected cost and construction time-

line, demonstrating their future potential for success.

Municipal or government-backed projects generally have a lower discount rate than inves-

tor-owned projects, reducing the overall project cost. Municipal projects usually have a higher 

credit rating than investor-owned entities, allowing them to secure lower interest rates. Further, 

they do not pay taxes or have to consider the return on equity. 

Advanced reactor projects reduce investment risk compared to that of conventional reactors. 

Sequenced construction exposes less capital to loss due to cancellation at any given point in the 

project. Sequenced reactor projects are completed more quickly, enabling faster learning and  

reducing project risk. Multiple reactor developers are following an iterative innovation approach 

that reduces design and manufacturing risk before a full-scale design is available. Some develop-

ers plan to own and operate the reactors and sell the electricity directly on a contract.

3.5 Project Planning 

Project design can significantly affect many investment parameters. Recent nuclear projects 

have experienced cost overruns during the construction phase, caused in part by project man-

agement inefficiencies.43 Nuclear energy projects are not alone, however; many large projects 

experience delays.44, 45 Moving to a standardized factory construction model with smaller units 

shifts project design to a smaller project paradigm, avoiding many of the challenges with larger 

projects.
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Multiple Reactor Sites

Lower capital costs per reactor can be more readily financed. Sequenced construction also allows 

for a more distributed pattern of capital expenditure (Figure 3-3). This facilitates the capital for-

mation and potentially enables access to capital at a lower discount rate for smaller utilities or 

customers with less capital on hand or limited ability to carry debt. 

A more sequenced approach to construction can use construction resources more efficiently. 

The total site workforce can be reduced, moving from one reactor to the next as tasks are com-

pleted. Projects will also require a reduced pool of construction assets and equipment. If delays 

occur in the process of building one reactor unit, construction can begin or continue on the next 

module. This strategy presents numerous advantages over building a single large light-water 

project, in which a construction issue would force a larger group of workers to delay work until 

the issue is resolved.

Figure 3-3: Illustrative example of a project designed to sequence reactor construction and staggered capital formation.

Multiple reactors at a site allow for additional cost savings from shared infrastructure, such as 

transmission, operations, facilities, and workforce. This advantage is well understood with ex-

isting large conventional power plants, and multi-reactor sites have remained more economical 

than single-unit sites.46 

Another important consideration for the advanced nuclear sector will be the appropriate scal-

ing of upstream factory manufacturing capacity. Factories can operate more efficiently and 

cost-effectively when optimally designed to meet the needed level of demand from the industry 

at large. While a sequenced reactor construction approach can reduce project-level risk, parallel 

projects reduce the risk of lag or downtime (Figure 3-4). 
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Figure 3-4: Illustrative diagram of parallel projects consisting of sequenced capital investment and reactor construction. 

Color coding of project dimensions is the same as in Figure 3-3.

Orders for long-lead projects or limited manufacturing capacity are typically made far in advance, 

creating a queue or backlog. Backlogs are common in industries that specialize in large and 

complex products. The commercial aircraft industry provides several parallels to small modular 

reactor manufacture. Airliners are very complex, expensive, and safety-critical products that are 

constructed and assembled in a factory. Orders are commonly placed years in advance, and man-

ufacturers carry a backlog of several thousand units. 

A backlog of orders is useful to define the scope and initial priorities for manufacturing capac-

ity, while also allowing for pre-planning of efficient manufacturing capacity expansion in the 

future. The backlog also provides a buffer to maintain steady production — even if order volume 

periodically drops. Sustainable backlogs are a positive indicator to investors. However, excessive 

backlogs signal the need to expand capacity to meet customer demand and maintain customer 

confidence that the order will be filled. 

Early demand and orders for reactors will send a strong demand signal to prospective suppliers. 

A backlog of orders for reactors will provide justification for significant investment by compa-

nies that supply fuel and component manufacturing capabilities. 
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3.6 Economic Metrics

This study evaluates the costs of various energy technologies as a function of either deploy-

ment-driven capital cost improvements or projected capital cost curves, along with the costs of 

providing energy generation to meet grid dispatch requirements. The capital, fixed, and vari-

able costs can be assessed together as the levelized cost required to produce a unit of electricity. 

Importantly, levelized costs decline both from capital cost reductions and capacity factor rates. 

Two levelized cost metrics are used to highlight how different clean firm power technologies 

provide value to the grid and how costs are expected to evolve over time.

Overnight Costs

Reductions in OC from learning-by-doing can only be achieved if sufficient capital is mobilized 

and is done so in a timely fashion. Figure 3-5 shows the cumulative invested capital, translated 

from the modeled advanced nuclear deployment rates, needed to facilitate OC reductions and 

achieve a net-zero power sector by 2050. Importantly, the plotted capital formation considers 

capital deployment only for project builds. Supporting and ancillary advanced nuclear service 

industries, such as HALEU fuel production, require capital deployment well before power plant 

project capital mobilization. Capital formation needs to begin today, growing to around $30 

to $40 billion of cumulative deployed capital by 2030 and $150 to $220 billion by 2035 in order 

to drive sufficient commercialization of advanced reactors to achieve necessary cost improve-

ments. These investments are crucial for positioning the advanced nuclear sector to accelerate 

the rate of capital cost declines in the late 2030s.
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Advanced Nuclear Capital Formation and  
Overnight Cost Across Scenario Ranges

Figure 3-5: Required cumulative capital deployment to realize modeled overnight cost. Cumulative  

capital is in blue; OC reductions are in yellow and red. Since no advanced nuclear will be deployed by 

2025, the capacity-weighted average OC for advanced nuclear technologies is calculated using technolo-

gy-specific capacity from 2030, only for the purposes of plotting a continuous estimation of OC.

Levelized Cost of Electricity

OC learning manifests in substantial reductions in the LCOE for advanced nuclear power. Similar 

to Figure 3-5, Figure 3-6 plots improvements in the LCOE for advanced nuclear energy versus  

capital formation. The difference is that in Figure 3-6, LCOE (a generation-based metric) is plotted 

instead of OC (capacity-based), and as such, all weighted averages are weighted using generation 

instead of capacity.
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Advanced Nuclear Capital Formation and  
Levelized Cost of Electricity Across Scenario Ranges

Figure 3-6: Required cumulative capital deployment to realize modeled levelized cost of electricity reductions. 

Cumulative capital is in blue; LCOE reductions are in yellow and red. Since no advanced nuclear is deployed by 2025, 

generation-weighted average LCOE for advanced nuclear technologies is calculated using technology-specific  

generation from 2030, only for the purposes of plotting a continuous estimation of LCOE.

With advanced nuclear becoming a major component of the modeled US power grid by 2050,  

the cost of advanced nuclear power strongly influences the overall retail cost of electricity.  

The two Lower FOAK Cost model scenarios yield overall national average retail electricity prices 

of $59/MWh to $65/MWh in 2050, while the two scenarios with Upper FOAK Cost result in retail 

electricity rates of $76/MWh to $81/MWh.

While LCOE is an important metric for ascertaining the total cost of generation, it is by its nature 

significantly influenced by the average technology capacity factor. In particular, LCOE is com-

posed of three cost components: capital costs ($/kWe), fixed annual costs ($/kWe•yr), and variable 

costs ($/MWh). Variable costs can be further broken down into fuel costs ($/MWh) and variable 

operations and maintenance costs ($/MWh). Equation 1-1 expresses the formulation for LCOE, 

segmented by levelized capital, fixed annual, and variable costs. Importantly, the average capaci-

ty factor is used to levelize capital and fixed costs.
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Equation 3-1: Expression for the technology-specific levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) broken down into contributions 

from capital (CAPEX), fixed, and variable costs (numerator), of which the first two terms are levelized by an average  

capacity factor (CF) based levelization factor (denominator). Units are noted in parentheses. Capital costs are amortized 

over the technology lifetime using a discount rate of 5.87 percent, which is discussed in greater detail in Appendix C.  

The constant 8,766 is the number of hours in a year.

Evidence of the impact of capacity factor on LCOE is readily visible in Figure 3-6, where some  

inflections and even increases in the maximum LCOE appear despite monotonic, long-term  

reductions in capital and fuel costs. These variations are primarily driven by capacity factor 

changes as the grid decarbonizes and the utilization rate of different generating technologies 

shifts. We probe this phenomenon further in Figure 3-7.

Breakdown of Temporal Levalized Cost of Electricity Across Scenarios

Figure 3-7: Breakdown of levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) relative to average capacity factor for different clean firm 

power technologies that produce significant electricity generation by 2050 in this study. Breakdown of LCOE is shown 

in stacked bar plots; average capacity factor appears as yellow lines. Results are presented for all four scenarios in  

five-year intervals, with LCOE categorized into contributions from levelized capital, fixed, and variable costs.
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The key takeaways from Figure 3-7 are threefold. First, nuclear power LCOE is generally dominat-

ed by levelized capital costs, followed by levelized fixed and variable costs. And with the excep-

tion of ARTES reactors, levelized variable electricity costs represent a fairly minor contribution 

to LCOE for nuclear technologies. Second, advanced nuclear technologies typically achieve LCOE 

cost parity with NGCC+CCS by 2040. Third, the capacity factor substantially influences the LCOE. 

Despite OC reductions, levelized capital costs actually increase in certain situations as absolute 

OC learning begins to plateau and capacity factors dip. Importantly, the learning rate remains 

constant, but the successive OC reductions in absolute dollars decrease over time. The capacity 

factor of some clean firm technologies begins to decline in the late 2040s. This only marginally 

affects advanced nuclear technologies, but seriously impacts NGCC+CCS. Precipitous declines in 

average NGCC+CCS capacity factor between 2045 and 2050 due to economic pressures, result in 

sharp increases in levelized capital and fixed costs and a transition for these plants to a backup 

role for the grid. This is expected since, of the three constituent costs in the LCOE (Equation 1-1), 

the average capacity factor is only used to levelize capital and fixed annual costs, and these cost 

components are inversely proportional to generator utilization rates.

LCOE is only one instantiation of a levelized cost metric. For example, energy generation technol-

ogies can also be characterized using a capacity-based levelization method we call the levelized 

annual cost of capacity (LACC) [$/kWe•yr]. LACC reduces the influence of capacity factor on the 

levelized cost value because, unlike LCOE, its derivation includes capacity factor only to levelize 

variable costs.

In this way, a complete description of levelized costs for energy generation technologies should 

include both LCOE and LACC. And in particular, technologies with proportionally high variable 

costs are better characterized by LCOE because a low capacity factor does not significantly de-

flate overall LCOE. Similarly, energy technologies with proportionally high capital or fixed an-

nual costs are better analyzed using LACC because a low capacity factor does not significantly 

diminish the contribution from capital and fixed annual costs. More details on the derivation of 

LACC and the application of LACC analysis to our modeled results are presented in Appendix D.
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4.  INITIAL TARGET MARKETS  
AND CUSTOMERS

Over the past decade or more, researchers, policymakers, and industry have proposed a large num-

ber of potential contexts in which advanced nuclear reactors might be commercially deployed.47, 48 

Such suggestions have often been speculative and warrant more careful evaluation to distinguish 

between viable opportunities for early deployment in the nearer term and applications that would 

face more substantial obstacles in terms of cost-competitiveness or other barriers.

In this section, a number of settings and contexts are theorized to offer strong market poten-

tial for future advanced microreactor or small reactor deployments and assess the advantages 

offered by nuclear energy production relative to competing options and to potential obstacles 

to deployment. Proposed initial target markets and customers are classified into two broad 

categories: early stage and intermediate stage. Early stage markets and customers are approxi-

mately those potentially best suited for FOAK to NOAK advanced nuclear projects during the very 

opening phase of technology commercialization. In contrast, intermediate stage markets and 

customers face additional cost, technical, regulatory, or readiness concerns that may make them 

better suited for a subsequent phase of deployment.

4.1 Early Stage

Existing Nuclear Sites
SUITABILITY: conventional and small reactors.

Sites of existing or retiring nuclear power generation may provide favorable opportunities  

for initial advanced nuclear projects. A strong precedent in the United States exists for the  

construction of new nuclear units of a different design at existing nuclear power plants. 

Examples include the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station in southeastern Pennsylvania, the 

Dresden Generating Station in northeastern Illinois, and the Alvin W. Vogtle Electric Generating 

Plant in northeastern Georgia. Existing nuclear power plants have already been proposed as 

candidate sites for the Advanced Reactor Demonstration Program (ARDP). Existing and retiring 

nuclear power plants make appealing locations for advanced reactor projects as they already 

meet regulatory criteria ranging from seismic stability to the siting of emergency planning 

zones. Furthermore, local stakeholder considerations may be facilitated by community comfort 

and familiarity with nuclear technology.
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Replacement of Coal, Gas, and Oil-Fired Power Units
SUITABILITY: small reactors.

To-be-decommissioned and recently decommissioned coal-fired power plant sites and other 

fossil fuel generating stations represent desirable target locations for advanced reactors for 

several reasons. The repowering of coal and other fossil sites can help save early novel reactor 

deployment costs by allowing for some reuse of equipment and infrastructure. One recent aca-

demic study quantified potential savings of up to 15 percent on initial OC for an SMR sited at a 

decommissioned coal power plant, thanks to the ability to repurpose existing assets like cooling 

systems, switchyards, and grid connections.49 Existing road and rail connections may facilitate 

construction, while coal plant sites may also prove favorable for meeting regulatory siting  

guidelines. The Idaho National Laboratory has recently released an extensive report on the  

technical and economic considerations relevant to the repowering of coal-fired power plants 

with advanced reactors.50

Repowering existing coal sites can generate continued local economic activity and employment, 

thereby appealing to local communities and stakeholders. The potential for retention of fossil 

plant workers, however, depends critically upon the time frames over which fossil plants  

are retired relative to the start of construction and operation of new onsite nuclear capacity.51  

The potential scale, timing, and implications of repowering existing fossil-fired power stations 

nationwide with advanced nuclear reactors is discussed in Section 7.6.

Military Bases and Portable Military Applications
SUITABILITY: microreactors and small reactors.

The US military could emerge as an early customer for micro- and small reactors. Two separate 

Department of Defense projects are already in progress.52 Operational considerations such as 

performance, reliability, security of fuel supply, and modularity can incentivize the pursuit of 

projects at a higher cost point than might be viable for many civil or private sector applications. 

Energy-dense, mobile, and reliable sources of power could also support the Department of 

Defense’s interest in the development and future deployment of laser and microwave weaponry 

with power levels ranging from 150 kWe to 1 MWe.53 However, any military requirements for 

special customization to meet specifications could complicate manufacturing and supply chain 

considerations.
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Data Centers
SUITABILITY: all reactors.

Electricity represents a major component of data center operating costs, and data centers also 

place a high value upon reliability and predictability of power supply. Some exploratory efforts 

are already underway to investigate connections for new data infrastructure with existing  

nuclear power plants.54 But as is the case for heavy industrial customers, data center operators 

are likely to prioritize electricity costs and risk reduction and may not be likely to emerge as  

early adopters of new advanced nuclear reactors. Given that the primary competitor in this  

end-use case is the price of conventional electricity, onsite nuclear could struggle to be considered 

for such applications.

At the same time, some large US-based technology companies such as Google55 and Microsoft56  

have signaled strong interest in procuring 24/7 carbon-free electricity to power their business 

operations and activities as part of long-term corporate climate commitments, even if such 

clean electricity comes at a premium cost. As such, these and similar voluntary commitments 

by tech companies could potentially drive greater adoption of advanced nuclear technologies 

for data center applications than would otherwise occur due to cost factors alone. A preliminary 

agreement by advanced reactor developer Oklo to partner with a cryptocurrency firm suggests 

the possibility for earlier adoption in some applications.57

Remote Communities
SUITABILITY: microreactors and small reactors.

Many remote and island communities rely on fossil energy generation and imported fuels, 

facing both high energy costs and vulnerability to supply shortages. Most remote communities 

have power requirements of 5 MWe or less and are thus promising candidates for microreac-

tor-sized projects,58 while small reactors may prove well suited for replacing fossil generation in 

larger towns or small cities in remote regions. Microreactors may be able to achieve cost-com-

petitiveness with diesel power generation in remote communities even from the very outset of 

early deployment.59, 60 Island communities often exhibit a similar reliance on fossil generation 

and fuel imports, but enjoy access to maritime shipping and thus confront lower costs and risks 

of supply disruption. At the same time, land scarcity and the value of potential desalination via 

the co-generation of heat strengthen the value proposition for nuclear power over other genera-

tion technologies.61
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Direct Contracts
SUITABILITY: microreactors and small reactors.

Direct sourced contracts and power purchase agreements are used to purchase electricity from 

a single supplier. These contracts are common in industrial and commercial applications where 

the buyer desires to reduce market cost volatility and ensure supply. Increasingly, companies are 

also using these contracts to directly purchase electricity specifically to meet internal goals of 

consuming only clean energy.62, 63 Early efforts have primarily focused on solar and wind renew-

able energy credits. However, these sources do not generate electricity that is directly matched to  

consumption. Clean firm energy sources, like nuclear energy or geothermal, will be required to 

meet hour-matched consumption. 

4.2 Intermediate Stage

Off-Grid Extractive Industrial Sites
SUITABILITY: microreactors and small reactors.

Remote industrial sites such as mines, logging operations, oil and gas operations, and water 

and wastewater facilities often face similar high energy costs and supply challenges as those of 

remote communities. Such customers are gaining focus as a potential area for early adoption  

of new nuclear technologies. For instance, the mining sector has expressed interest in the use of 

small reactors to decarbonize diesel generators currently used to power on-site mining equip-

ment.64 Remote industrial applications would also particularly favor mobile or transportable  

reactor designs that could be relocated to new sites. However, industrial customers are likely to 

be both highly cost-conscious and risk-sensitive.65 Many of these industries already face consid-

erable operational uncertainties and tight profit margins. As such, extractive sectors are likely 

to wait to observe the results of initial deployment efforts elsewhere before committing to 

adoption.

Industrial Heat, Power, and Co-Generation
SUITABILITY: all reactors.

The heavy industrial and manufacturing sectors remain major consumers of electricity as well 

as fossil energy for industrial heat. For many sectors including but not limited to steel, aluminum, 

computer chip manufacturing, shipbuilding, and petrochemicals, energy costs represent a  

sizable fraction of overall costs. Particularly as some industrial commodities like steel and 
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aluminum face the prospect of carbon border taxes that may impose trade tariffs on carbon-in-

tensive products,66 major industries are increasingly prioritizing innovative ways to reduce 

carbon intensity. Small reactors are often proposed as an appealing solution to meet clean 

energy requirements for many industrial activities.67 Co-production of heat can also serve a 

versatile array of industrial applications including hydrogen and ammonia production.68  

Yet despite the potential value of nuclear energy for industrial customers, cost considerations 

and uncertainty regarding unproven technology are likely to dissuade industrial customers 

from early adoption. Pilot programs with public sector support, such as a recent $10 million US 

Department of Energy award to Xcel Energy to explore nuclear hydrogen production, could 

accelerate the pace of adoption.69

Transportable Designs
SUITABILITY: microreactors and small reactors.

In addition to the military and off-site industrial applications mentioned above, some have 

suggested that mobile advanced reactor designs could also provide long-term power to small 

communities or could be designed for rapid-response deployment during emergencies or nat-

ural disasters. However, the commercialization of mobile, transportable reactors will critically 

depend on the development of new regulations to govern this category of nuclear technology—

an unpredictable process that may take many years. This factor complicates any potential for 

the near-term commercialization of transportable reactors intended for highly flexible siting 

and operation. 

Moving forward, the use of nuclear energy for marine-based propulsion could expand given the 

few available options to decarbonize propulsion for large ships. However, the unique regulatory 

uncertainties associated with marine-based small reactors, in conjunction with the high costs 

and long lead times of the domestic shipbuilding sector, make marine-based nuclear applica-

tions a particularly poor candidate for targeted deployment in the short term. 
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5. NON-ELECTRIC REVENUE

More efficient use of low-carbon energy beyond the power sector will optimize future energy 

systems design to meet ambitious national decarbonization goals. Developers and researchers 

are exploring numerous additional applications for advanced nuclear energy and potential 

co-products including hydrogen production, desalination, heating, and others. These additional 

uses may also provide multiple additional revenue streams that could enhance the profitability 

of nuclear power and expand the range of markets in which nuclear technology can be applied. 

Useful co-products of nuclear energy can also provide valuable social and economic benefits  

to nearby communities. Key energy system and community benefits of advanced nuclear are 

discussed in the subsequent major report section.

Expansive, versatile non-electric applications help position nuclear energy as an extremely 

valuable multi-sector solution for not only national but global clean energy needs. As worldwide 

energy demand continues to rise, with emerging economies becoming wealthier and improving 

population-wide living standards, energy access and energy consumption will likewise increase. 

Particularly given the value of non-electric co-generation, advanced nuclear technology possesses 

considerable international market potential and presents a rich opportunity for American tech-

nology and innovation to regain a leadership role in the global energy technology marketplace.

5.1 Industrial Process Heating

Nuclear energy not only provides clean electricity but also produces heat as a reliable, non-fossil 

option for industrial process heating. Some advanced reactor designs feature high-temperature 

characteristics particularly attractive for industrial applications. For example, a 2011 Idaho 

National Laboratory (INL) analysis demonstrated that a high-temperature reactor (HTR) 

multi-module plant could support high-temperature processes at prices similar to those of 

natural gas in the price range of $6-$9/GJ.70 Different reactor designs offer diverse temperature 

ranges for a variety of industrial processes.71 For instance, LWRs are well-suited for lower  

temperature applications up to 300°C, while Gas-cooled Fast Reactors (GFRs), molten salt reactors, 

and HTGRs achieve temperatures over 500°C for high-heat applications.

Industrial processes that use heat include methane reforming, thermal water splitting for  

hydrogen production, steel and cement manufacturing, paper production, and more (Figure 5-1).
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Figure 5-1: Temperature Ranges for Industrial Heat Applications and Suitable Reactors (reproduced from72)

HTGRs have the most market potential for supplying industrial heat applications. One study  

estimated that within the current market, the potential market for nuclear process heat sums 

up to a total heat load of 131,231 megawatts-thermal (MW
th

) (equivalent to approximately  

1,035 TWh) per year based on reactor sizes of 150 MW
th

 and 300 MW
th

 with heat as the primary  

application.73 For context, this would be around 17% of the total installed advanced nuclear  

capacity (equivalent of 763,000 MW
th

) in the year 2050 for our Upper Cost, High Learning scenario.
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5.2 District Heating

Zero-carbon heating sources will play an increasingly prominent role in the future for meeting 

greenhouse gas reduction targets.74 Nuclear energy is a promising option for supplying district 

heat for domestic applications — a productive use of clean heat that would otherwise go wasted. 

District heat from nuclear power is used in many locations throught Europe and Russia, with 

over 750 combined operating years of experience.75 In the summer of 2021, for instance, the 

China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC) launched a district heating demonstration project 

for the Qinshan nuclear power plant.76 This initiative will supply heat to a total of 464,000 square 

meters of residences in Haiyan County, Zhejiang province.  A 2018 European study evaluated 

15 district heating system models using nuclear for combined heat and power plants with an 

assumed 25% heat connection rate. Researchers found 7 systems were cost-effective and could 

decrease annual fossil emissions up to 10 Mt CO
2
.77

Due to their reduced size and improved safety characteristics, advanced nuclear reactors may 

be more flexibly sited closer to small population centers in the future, increasing the potential 

for advanced nuclear power to serve urban heating needs in towns or small communities like 

college campuses.

District heating systems are generally less common in the United States than in Europe, Russia, 

or East Asia. Nuclear power is an untapped resource for its domestic expansion. There are cur-

rently only 660 district energy systems operating in the US, many of which are operated by com-

munities, universities, hospitals, and airports such as Cornell University and the New Orleans 

Regional Medical Center District Energy System.78, 79, 80 Millions have been allocated to expand 

district energy systems supplied by renewable energies such as the South Loop District’s proposed 

district heating systems in Bloomington, MN.81, 82 Advanced nuclear reactors could supply the 

electrical grid while providing carbon-free heat to such systems.

5.3 Desalinization

Potable water sources are limited in certain regions of the United States, including coastal areas. 

Desalination of seawater involves pumping seawater through filters and other treatment  

processes that consume considerable energy which makes it costly. Nuclear-powered equipment 

could reduce desalination costs and carbon emissions, either in conjunction with pre-existing 

infrastructure or as a complementary feature of new power plants.
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The average cost of desalination has fallen within the past two decades and is expected to  

continue falling for the next 20 years, making desalination more competitive for meeting  

public water supply needs.83 The local urgency ignited by increased domestic migration to  

water-stressed urban areas such as the United States Southwest is giving some regional govern-

ments and municipalities acute reasons to explore alternative solutions. San Diego, for instance, 

receives half of its water from the Colorado River, which has been decreasing in volume in  

tandem with decreasing snowfall from the Rocky Mountains.84 New desalination capacity may 

solve challenges elsewhere, including globally, helping meet long-term water demands and  

presenting another opportunity for efficient, zero-carbon new nuclear energy technologies.

Desalination can be accomplished at lower temperatures than most of the other co-generation 

processes discussed in this report. Suitable nuclear plants for desalination systems include even 

low-temperature LWRs, heavy water reactors, and SMRs in temperature ranges of 280-325°C.85 

Small and medium-sized nuclear reactors may be ideal for optimizing desalination capacity.86, 87 

Cost estimates for desalination technologies based on country case studies are shown in  

(Table 5-1) below, converted into 2022 dollars.88

Table 5-1: Cost Estimates for Different Desalination Technologies

Operations/Components Costs Cost Estimates

Reverse Osmosis (RO) $0.70 - $1.32 per m3

Multi-Effect Distillation (MED) $0.84 - $1.35 per m3

Multi-Stage Flash (MSF) $1.66 - $2.08 per m3

The presence of an existing nuclear power plant may significantly improve the economics of 

future desalination investments. For instance, a 2021 study by Stanford and MIT showed that 

using the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant in California to power desalination systems could 

provide fresh water in quantities equal to or more than a network of waterways throughout 

California (Delta Conveyance Project) while requiring substantially lower capital costs.89, 90 

 Such considerations emphasize the value of broad, multipurpose planning around advanced 

nuclear deployment in the coming decades. 
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5.4 Hydrogen

An added benefit of nuclear energy is its potential to power large-scale hydrogen production. 

This is generated through electrolysis, particularly during periods of lower electricity demand. 

Future hydrogen production from nuclear sources could also adopt emerging new approaches, 

such as the decomposition of water using direct heat from the reactor.91 Hydrogen fuels some 

large-scale, power- and heat-intensive industrial processes (e.g., oil refining and ammonia  

production), presenting opportunities for advanced nuclear power to cleanly and reliably power 

hard-to-decarbonize sectors of heavy industry. 

Numerous demonstration projects are underway throughout the United States to explore hydro-

gen production from nuclear power and nuclear process heat. These efforts include but are not 

limited to: 

 •  The Department of Energy (DOE) in October 2021 allocated 20 million in funding to  

produce hydrogen at Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station in Phoenix, Arizona.92 

 •  The Hydeal Los Angeles project plans to convert natural gas plants to hydrogen-powered 

plants to achieve LA’a net-zero goals by 2035.93 

 •  In 2020, The DOE awarded Xcel Energy $10 million to investigate hydrogen production 

from steam electrolysis in collaboration with INL.94

 •  Exelon aims to produce hydrogen at the Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station using a  

Proton Exchange Membrane electrolyzer.95 

 •  Energy Harbor is producing hydrogen using Low Temperature Electrolysis and  

Polymer Electrolyte Membrane.96

Nuclear-powered  hydrogen production represents an additional revenue stream for new and 

advanced nuclear technologies. Indeed, some research efforts are focusing on nuclear plant 

designs that incorporate electrolytic hydrogen production using nuclear process steam into a 

multigenerational system in conjunction with co-located solar PV installations that provide 

cheap electricity.97
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Hydrogen production from clean nuclear power could offer benefits that other clean energy 

sources do not. For example, a Stanford-MIT study found that Diablo Canyon could produce  

110 kg of hydrogen annually at a per-unit cost within a range of $2.01 - $2.46/kg H
2
, which is  

half the cost of production from solar and wind today at a fraction of the land footprint.  

A 2020 report by Lucid Catalyst projected that next-generation SMRs could potentially achieve 

hydrogen co-production for as little as $0.90/kg by 2030.98

5.5 Synthetic Fuels

Net-zero synthetic fuels are another asset that advanced nuclear reactors could potentially  

produce. The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) explored the feasibility of advanced  

nuclear designs powering floating-production, storage, and offloading facilities (FPSO).99  

While no nuclear-powered FPSOs are in operation today, marine vessels have long harnessed 

nuclear propulsion, providing a wealth of operating experience for nuclear-generated power. 

Meanwhile, maritime applications for conventional FPSOs are similarly well-established. 

To advance a low-carbon economy, hydrocarbon fuel could be produced from limestone using 

electrolysis, without the emission of carbon dioxide. EPRI’s cost estimates suggested that  

nuclear-powered, marine-based FPSOs could shave construction costs relative to land-based  

facilities, with OC of $2200/kWe for a 600 MWe plant and $1600/kWe for a 1200 MWe plant.  

This estimate assumed a world-class South Korean shipyard and the participation of major  

manufacturers and suppliers with power sector infrastructure familiarity. 

Given the tremendous relative decline in the capacity, economic competitiveness, and techno-

logical level of the United States shipbuilding sector over recent decades, domestic construction 

of nuclear-powered FPSOs would likely be unfeasible and involve prohibitive financial risk.  

The restrictions outlined in the Jones Act would also complicate the operation of foreign-built 

FPSOs off US shores. As such, marine-based synthetic fuels production likely only represents an 

opportunity for US advanced nuclear vendors insofar as they can compete to provide marine 

nuclear propulsion units for foreign-built FPSOs intended for foreign markets.

On shore, companies are already exploring land-based co-production of synthetic fuels with 

nuclear power, such as a Royal Dutch Shell initiative aiming to produce synthetic jet fuels from 

existing nuclear plants.100 The company has targeted production of up to 50,000 tons of synthetic 

fuel annually for the Scandinavian Airlines once the production facility is commissioned  

between 2026 and 2027. 
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6.  COMPARISON WITH NUCLEAR 
DEPLOYMENT ASSESSMENTS IN 
OTHER RECENT MODELING STUDIES

Recently published decarbonization pathways studies have estimated future nuclear energy  

deployment under various cost and policy assumptions. This section summarizes nuclear  

sector findings from three major decarbonization pathways studies: Princeton University’s 

“Net-Zero America” (2021),101 Vibrant Clean Energy’s “Zero by Fifty” (2022),102 and Williams et 

al.’s “Carbon-Neutral Pathways for the United States” (2021).103 Each of these studies examines 

multiple scenarios that vary input assumptions and produce a range of nuclear deployment 

outcomes.

Unlike most decarbonization pathways studies, which do not fully recognize the costs and  

characteristics of advanced nuclear reactors,104 this modeling analysis uses cost assumptions  

that are tailored specifically to advanced nuclear technologies and grounded in updated cost 

estimates and operational characteristics published in the literature and obtained from reactor 

developers. Furthermore, endogenous learning rates are incorporated to reflect the dynamic 

relationship between costs and the deployment of novel nuclear technologies.

6.1 Energy System Results and Nuclear Technology Assumptions

Contrasting the Princeton Net-Zero America (NZA), Vibrant Clean Energy (VCE) Zero by Fifty, and 

Williams et al.  study findings with one another and with this study reveals the importance of  

selected assumptions around advanced nuclear costs and operational characteristics. Notably, 

the inclusion of advanced nuclear designs in the capacity expansion model appears to consider-

ably alter the composition of the energy system landscape. 

By 2050, the US power grid operates a large installed capacity of advanced and conventional  

nuclear reactors across the four model scenarios in this study (247 to 489 GWe) and in the VCE 

Zero by Fifty models that permit advanced nuclear construction (293 to 473 GWe). None of the 

scenarios in these studies constrained the future deployment of renewables or selected for  

nuclear. This suggests that simply including advanced nuclear reactors as an option for the 

clean energy buildout can result in substantial advanced nuclear deployment as part of a  

least-cost pathway to a decarbonized power sector.
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In contrast, the Princeton NZA and Williams et al., 2021 studies only considered traditional 

nuclear power plants as an option for new generating capacity, and their models thus build 

little or no new nuclear capacity except in scenarios where renewable capacity is limited by land 

or deployment rate constraints. New nuclear construction is economical only in these renew-

ables-constrained scenarios, yielding an installed nationwide nuclear capacity of 310 GWe in the 

renewables-constrained Princeton NZA case and 150 GWe in the analogous Williams et al. case. 

At the same time, these two studies found that scenarios excluding nuclear and gas generation 

with CCS lead to higher total system costs and nationwide land use (see Sections 6.2-6.3 and 

Appendix D), highlighting how traditional nuclear energy plays a valuable role for energy system 

optimization even at present-day costs.

Indeed, the Princeton NZA and Williams et al., studies assume traditional nuclear capital costs  

on the order of $6,500/kWe, which are on par with initial capital costs for advanced reactors in the 

Upper Cost model scenarios, but well above initial costs in the Lower Cost scenarios. More impor-

tantly, advanced reactors possess different operational characteristics, such as improved ability 

to ramp up and down in response to grid-balancing needs, higher thermal efficiencies, and more 

flexible geographic siting (see Appendix A). One category of advanced reactors included in this 

study incorporates thermal energy storage capabilities, providing valuable additional generation 

flexibility and improving real-time market competitiveness (See Section 2.1 and Figure 2-4). 

Overall, our results suggest that the cost improvements and favorable operational characteristics 

of advanced nuclear plants play an important role in encouraging new nuclear projects in a 

least-cost pathway to zero-emissions power.

6.2 Total System Costs

Major differences in study boundaries, scenario construction, modeling approaches, and meth-

odology complicate some direct comparisons among these studies, particularly for certain fac-

tors like system costs. Nevertheless, an analysis of electricity sector and energy/industrial sector 

costs for these modeling studies produces some useful conclusions.

First, within the VCE Zero by Fifty, Princeton NZA, and Williams et al. analyses, those scenarios that 

allow the system to retain existing traditional nuclear generation, permit fossil fuel generation 

with carbon capture, and allow new nuclear power plant construction result in lower system 

costs overall and exhibit more favorable trends in system costs over time (Figure 6-1 and Figure 

6-2). The inclusion of advanced nuclear technologies in some VCE Zero by Fifty scenarios (and in 
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this study) effectively makes a new clean energy source available that can be flexibly sited while 

providing high system value. In contrast, the scenarios in the VCE, Princeton, and Williams et al. 

studies that prohibit new nuclear power plants or gas generation with CCS are the most expensive 

decarbonization pathways. This emphasizes the importance of pursuing a diverse and robust 

portfolio of clean firm generation options for building a decarbonized, cost-efficient power sector.

Second, comparing this report’s modeling results with those from the VCE Zero by Fifty study, 

both of which employed the same electricity sector model, shows that this study achieves similar 

system costs per unit of electricity generated and a faster rate of power system cost improvements 

over time (Figure 6-1). This occurs despite the model runs in this analysis employing higher 

overall technology and fuel cost assumptions than the VCE Zero by Fifty study, hence their 

higher calculated system costs of power production even from the start of the modeled period. 

Even so, the two Lower Cost scenarios have similar generation-normalized power system costs as 

the VCE study by 2050. Relative to power sector costs in 2020, the four model runs in this study 

exhibit cost improvements over time that are similar to (Upper Cost) or greater than (Lower Cost) 

those achieved by the published VCE Zero by Fifty model runs, suggesting that these four scenar-

ios are cost-efficient.

Annual Electricity System Cost and Cost Ratio Over Time, Normalized to Generation

Figure 6-1: Temporal trends in annual electricity system cost, normalized to electricity generation (top), and trends in 

power system costs relative to the initial 2020 power system cost (bottom) for this modeling analysis and for VCE’s Zero 

By Fifty study. Power system costs for VCE study were inflated to 2020 dollars using the Consumer Price Index.105
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Total Annual Electricity System Cost and Cost Ratio Over Time

Figure 6-2: Temporal trends in total annual energy and industrial system cost (top), and trends in energy and industrial 

system costs relative to initial 2020 system costs (bottom) for two other major net-zero emissions modeling studies. 

Total annual system costs for Williams et al. and Princeton NZA were inflated to 2020 dollars using the Consumer  

Price Index.106

Note that the Princeton NZA and Williams et al. studies consider decarbonization and associated 

costs across the energy and industrial system as a whole, rather than just those costs associated 

with the power sector. This wider total system scope results in overall escalation of system costs 

over time (Figure 6-2), due to expenditures related to the steel sector, gas and CO
2
 pipeline infra-

structure, end-user efficiency improvements, and other costs outside the power sector. The costs 

and cost trends in Figure 6-2 are also total costs, not normalized to electricity generation.

6.3 Land Use

Future clean electricity grid infrastructure will occupy a far larger total land area than the ener-

gy system today. While the direct footprint of wind turbines and associated roads and structures 

is less than 1 percent of the total area of a wind farm, multipurpose use of unoccupied land 

is nevertheless restricted due to permitting requirements that mandate minimum setbacks 

around turbines in the event of structural failure. In contrast, for utility-scale solar installations, 

the land directly occupied by solar modules represents a much higher fraction of the total solar 
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farm area.107 A higher proportion of point-source clean energy generation like nuclear power, 

geothermal power, and gas with carbon capture can reduce the future land footprint required 

for solar and wind installations. Should future land availability constraints strongly limit the 

extent of wind and solar installations, such an economic and policy environment will likely fur-

ther increase the value of advanced nuclear, geothermal energy, and fossil generation with CCS.

Modeled future utility-scale wind and solar land-use estimates allow for fairer direct comparisons 

among these four studies, as the underlying assumptions are highly similar. Across the four 

model scenarios in this study, a total cumulative land area of 182,000 - 277,000 square kilometers 

(18.2 - 27.7 million hectares) nationwide is occupied by wind and solar farms. This is equivalent to 

slightly more than the total area of Colorado at the upper end, and a little larger than Missouri  

at the lower end.108 This corresponds to less than 35 percent of the modeled total land use for 

wind and solar power estimated by Princeton NZA (51 to 107 million hectares in scenarios 

where renewables deployment was not constrained) and also falls below the range modeled by 

Williams et al., 2021 (29 - 47.7 million hectares in non-constrained scenarios). 

The Princeton NZA and Williams et al., 2021 scenarios that prohibited nuclear and carbon cap-

ture technologies produced the largest future land use estimates, due to the far more extensive 

wind and solar buildouts needed to meet decarbonization requirements. The VCE Zero by Fifty 

land-use figures for wind and solar installations have not yet been publicly released. 

6.4 Limits to Intercomparison

Aside from the choice of bounding nuclear cost assumptions and inclusion of realistic opera-

tional parameters, there are major differences between this modeling analysis and the three 

previously-published studies—even relative to the VCE Zero by Fifty study, which also uses the 

WIS:dom-P model. These considerations complicate attempts to directly compare and contrast 

this report’s findings against the prior work summarized above.

Unlike the Princeton NZA and Williams et al., 2021 studies, which use the EnergyPATHWAYS (EP) 

and Regional Investment and Operations (RIO) models, this study employs an entirely different 

capacity expansion model with a different spatial resolution, logic for power plant siting, weath-

er-dependent solar and wind resource modeling, and many other factors. Boundaries for certain 

cost categories may not necessarily match, potentially resulting in varying definitions of out-

puts like system costs or clean energy jobs. A careful decomposition of each energy system cost 

component would be required to more accurately compare total system costs for these analyses. 
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This is even before considering scenario-based differences such as input cost assumptions, pow-

er plant operational parameters, national electricity and energy demand, and different decar-

bonization targets.

This study also utilizes a number of assumptions and settings that differ from those used to 

produce the VCE Zero by Fifty results published to date, despite using the same underlying mod-

el. First, the VCE Zero by Fifty study targets economy-wide net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 

2050, whereas our study achieves net-zero power sector CO
2
 emissions by 2050. In addition, this 

study was also initialized in 2020 whereas the Zero by Fifty study was initialized in 2018, mean-

ing that this study’s model scenarios utilized real load data, installed capacity, and other inputs 

whereas the Zero by Fifty study uses forecasts and modeled capacity expansion for 2020 values. 

This set of model runs also used updated fuel costs from the Energy Information Administration 

(EIA) 2022 Annual Energy Outlook (AEO) for oil, gas, and coal, with considerably higher prices in 

the 2020s. The Upper Cost model scenarios further employed middle-of-the-road NREL Annual 

Technology Baseline capital cost estimates, whereas the Zero by Fifty study considers optimistic 

NREL ATB future capital cost values. 

The model scenarios in this study do not use the distributed energy resources (DER) co-optimiza-

tion setting, which permits the model to estimate the impact of power plant siting and deploy-

ment upon distribution system costs and reconsider the least-cost solution with such consider-

ations in mind. This setting would likely have produced additional system-wide cost savings,  

but is unlikely to significantly change utility-scale deployment or the overall technology mix of 

the energy system.109 

The full report and published findings from the VCE Zero by Fifty study have not yet been released. 

Consequently, detailed Zero by Fifty results on solar and wind land use, future electricity load 

assumptions, input cost assumptions, breakdowns of modeled energy system costs, and other 

topics are not yet available. Upon the release of the full VCE Zero by Fifty study, more extensive 

comparisons with this analysis will be both possible and valuable.
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7. CLIMATE BENEFITS AND JOB CREATION

Commercializing advanced nuclear technology produces a wide range of potential benefits by 

mitigating climate change, creating jobs, and reducing energy costs.The modeling results in this 

report suggest that by 2050, advanced nuclear could provide up to 50 percent of total US electricity 

demand with clean energy, create more than 223,000 stable and well-paying jobs nationwide, 

and contribute to increased American energy security and affordability. This section provides 

quantitative results and a discussion of the potential benefits of advanced nuclear 

commercialization.

7.1 Climate

The Biden Administration has sought to restore America’s leadership in the global fight against 

climate change by investing in clean energy. The results illuminate the potential contribution of 

advanced nuclear power to meeting the Biden Administration’s climate goals.

Upon taking office, President Biden rejoined the Paris Agreement, which seeks to limit the 

average global temperature rise by 2100 to 1.5 to 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels. 

Research published by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change suggests that an unprec-

edented increase in global nuclear generation may be required, with global nuclear generation 

increasing to up to 500 percent of current levels across modeled scenarios, to reach ambitious 

climate targets like 1.5 C at low cost.110 President Biden has also announced a policy goal of reach-

ing 100% clean electricity in the United States by 2035. Nuclear already accounts for 48 percent of 

clean electricity generation in the United States at present, and provides a valuable firm source 

of power to complement the increasing share of variable renewables on the grid.111 Meeting the 

administration’s ambitious climate and energy targets will require continued existing nuclear 

power plant operation, as well as advanced nuclear reactor deployment.

The modeling results, produced with Vibrant Clean Energy, suggest that commercializing  

advanced nuclear technology could result in rapid growth of clean nuclear generation that 

would help to meet the administration’s climate goals. The contribution of advanced nuclear to 

the United States electricity sector in 2050 across the scenarios is summarized in Table 7-1.
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Table 7-1: Nuclear shares of total US generation and capacity in 2050.

Scenario
Generation:

Total Nuclear %
Generation:

Adv. Nuclear %
Capacity:

Total Nuclear %
Capacity:

Adv. Nuclear %

Low Cost
High Learning

49% 48% 22% 21%

Low Cost
Low Learning

40% 38% 16% 15%

Upper Cost
High Learning

35% 32% 13% 12%

Upper Cost
Low Learning

25% 20% 9% 6%

In the optimistic Low-Cost High-Learning scenario, the least-cost pathway to meeting a 2050 

net-zero power sector target in the United States would have nuclear power provide approximately 

50 percent of the entire US electricity demand, up from 19 percent today. 

The majority of this nuclear generation would come from advanced reactors, with the deploy-

ment of 469 GWe of advanced nuclear power by 2050. Nuclear energy is able to provide this high 

share of generation with only 21 percent of the capacity in the electricity system, due to the  

high capacity factors of nuclear plants relative to other clean sources. Additionally, this growth 

comes in spite of a steady decline in generation from existing traditional nuclear plants, which 

declines by 80 percent by 2050 in the Low-Cost High-Learning scenario.

The results illustrate the potential importance of advanced nuclear power relative to solar and 

wind. In the Low-Cost High-Learning scenario, nuclear generation exceeds solar generation by 

75 percent and exceeds wind generation by 50 percent in 2050. This suggests that the market size 

for advanced reactors could substantially exceed the projected large markets for solar and wind 

power in the course of achieving a future low-cost net-zero power sector. However, finance and 

policy support would be necessary to achieve the low costs and high learning rates implied by 

this optimistic scenario.

In these modeling results, 20 to 50 GWe of advanced nuclear capacity is deployed by 2035. The 

contribution of advanced nuclear to the United States electricity sector in 2035 is summarized 

in Table 7-2. Across the scenarios, advanced nuclear power contributes 3 to 8% of US generation 

by 2035, with all nuclear generation providing 15 to 19% of US generation that year. In 2035, 
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the percentage of total generation from the sum of conventional and advanced nuclear power 

plants across all scenarios is comparable to generation from wind or solar.

Table 7-2: Nuclear shares of total US generation and capacity in 2035 (least-cost optimized for 2050 net-zero power 

sector target).

Scenario
Generation:

Total Nuclear %
Generation:

Adv. Nuclear %
Capacity:

Total Nuclear %
Capacity:

Adv. Nuclear %

Low Cost
High Learning

19% 8% 8% 3%

Low Cost
Low Learning

17% 6% 7% 2%

Upper Cost
High Learning

15% 4% 6% 1%

Upper Cost
Low Learning

15% 3% 6% 1%

By 2035, the United States achieves around a 60% total reduction of direct power sector CO
2
 

emissions relative to 2020 fossil CO
2
 emissions across all four of the scenarios. This corresponds 

to 2035 power sector CO
2
 emissions of around 700 million metric tons of CO

2
 (Mt CO

2
), compared 

with 2020 emissions of 1,750 Mt CO
2
. In the model scenarios, power sector emissions fall by 90% 

relative to 2020 levels by 2045 (175 Mt CO
2
 in 2045), before the power grid achieves essentially full 

decarbonization in 2050 (Figure 7-1). Note that the current US grid has already achieved some 

decarbonization relative to 2010 power sector fossil emissions of 2,400 Mt CO
2
.112
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U.S. Power Sector CO
2
 Emissions 

Figure 7-1: US power sector direct CO
2
 emissions over time. Historical data from the EIA Electric Power Annual report 

through 2019 (light line),113 followed by modeled power sector CO
2
  from the Upper Cost, High Learning scenario (dark 

line). All four model scenarios are initialized in 2020 and follow nearly identical power sector emissions trajectories 

due to WIS:dom-P’s uniform implementation of the 2050 net-zero electricity sector carbon constraint across model 

scenarios.

The scenarios used in this report were constructed around a 2050 net-zero power sector target 

rather than the Biden Administration’s 2035 goal for a zero-emission power sector, which means 

that these results may understate the potential contribution of advanced nuclear technology in 

reaching a binding 2035 net-zero target. Reaching a 2035 net-zero target would require substan-

tially more policy and financial support. Across the scenarios, around 70% of the United States 

generation comes from clean sources in 2035.

7.2 Clean Air

Apart from climate benefits via reduced greenhouse gas emissions, the modeled decarboniza-

tion pathways for the United States power sector produce dramatic benefits for domestic air  

pollution. By 2030, the phaseout of coal-fired generation across all model scenarios cuts SO
2
, 

PM
2.5

, and PM
10

 emissions from the power sector by more than 98%, while NO
x
 emissions fall by 

around 75% over the same period (Figure 7-2). By 2050, essentially all power sector emissions of 

criteria pollutants included in the model (CO, SO
2
, NO

x
, PM

2.5
, PM

10
) have ceased.
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As the majority of advanced nuclear power is deployed after 2035, advanced reactors contribute 

incrementally rather than decisively to the nationwide alleviation of SO
2
, PM

2.5
, PM

10
, and NO

x
 

pollution between 2020-2035. Nevertheless, the continued operation of existing traditional 

nuclear reactors over this period helps avoid the near-term expansion of fossil fuel use. Early 

advanced nuclear deployment may also support indirect air pollution reductions by enabling 

more rapid renewables deployment and fossil capacity retirement in certain localities and 

regions.

Reduction in Power Sector Air Pollution

Figure 7-2: Reductions in power sector direct emissions of modeled air pollutants over time relative to 2020 levels,  

for the Upper Cost, High Learning scenario. All four model scenarios follow highly similar future power sector  

emissions trajectories for this suite of pollutants.

Advanced nuclear energy arguably plays a more direct role in displacing remaining power sector 

emissions of NO
x
, CH

4
, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). NO

x
 and CH

4
 pollution from the 

power sector have both fallen to half of 2020 levels by the 2030s with VOC emissions declining 

by 84%. Advanced nuclear reactor deployment alongside other clean energy installations elim-

inate the remainder of these emissions by 2050. Other pollutants such as ozone are not directly 

considered by the WIS:dom-P model, but would also experience sharp declines in emissions as 

a result of power sector and economy-wide decarbonization, as ozone production is driven by 

other pollutants such as VOCs and NO
x
.

This transformation of the United States power sector produces considerable public health and 

environmental benefits. Long-term research by the Clean Air Task Force has estimated that over 

3,000 Americans die every year due to the particulate pollution emitted from domestic coal-fired 
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power plants alone.114 Economy-wide air pollution may contribute to as many as 100,000 to 

200,000 excess deaths in the United States annually.115  Such metrics do not include the even 

greater impacts of sub-lethal public health risks such as long-term illness and the aggravation of 

respiratory conditions. Air pollutants can also affect ecosystems and the natural environment, 

with pollution also affecting sensitive wildlife and with NO
x
 and SO

2
 contributing to phenom-

ena like acid rain.116 Power sector decarbonization via a combination of renewables, advanced 

nuclear energy, and other clean energy sources will not only vastly improve public and environ-

mental health, but will also likely produce substantial national economic benefits thanks to 

generally improved societal well-being.

7.3 Improved Life Cycle Environmental Impacts 

Life Cycle Comparisons Across Clean Electricity Technologies

The true environmental impacts of electricity generation extend well beyond power plant opera-

tions. Total life cycle impacts of electricity production include upstream activities such as mining, 

manufacturing, construction, and the production and shipment of fuels, as well as downstream 

activities such as waste disposal and materials recycling. Researchers often assess such compre-

hensive “cradle-to-grave” impacts of electricity technologies using Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) 

approaches, which quantify climate, environmental, and human health impacts at every step of 

every process involved in electricity generation, both upstream and downstream.

In contrast to misleading portrayals in popular mass media, nuclear energy produces fewer 

environmental and public health impacts than most other forms of energy production. The 

total life cycle impacts of electricity generated from nuclear power plants are often similar if not 

improved relative to wind or solar electricity. Consequently, a future US power sector featuring 

a sizable fraction of advanced nuclear generation alongside wind and solar technologies will 

likely represent a vast improvement over the fossil-heavy power sector of today.  

The United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) recently published a major report 

analyzing a broad suite of life cycle impacts for a wide range of electricity generation technolo-

gies, including nuclear power.117 In terms of life cycle greenhouse gas emissions, nuclear energy 

was the lowest-emitting source of electricity examined (range of 4.9 to 6.3 g CO
2
 emitted per kWh 

of electricity generation), well below that of even utility-scale solar PV (23 to 82 g CO
2
/KWh) and 

even slightly below calculated emissions for onshore wind (7.8 to 16 g CO
2
/KWh). For most other 

life cycle impacts such as freshwater eutrophication, human toxicity, land occupation, mineral 
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and metal requirements, and life cycle fossil fuel usage, impacts associated with nuclear power 

were scored as comparable or better than other clean energy technologies such as renewables. 

The UNECE similarly rated nuclear energy as equal to or superior to wind and solar generation 

when considering overall life cycle ecosystem impacts and overall life cycle human health impacts 

as a whole.118

Nuclear energy results in markedly lower life cycle environmental impacts than competing 

clean energy technologies like wind and solar in two categories in particular: land use and 

mineral/metal requirements. Nuclear power plants produce large quantities of electricity and 

heat relative to the land footprint they occupy, on the order of 240 watts of generating capacity 

per square meter. This is two orders of magnitude more land-efficient than utility-scale solar PV 

installations (4-8 We/m2) and onshore wind power (2-3 We/m2).119 

At the same time, nuclear reactors require fewer minerals and metals than solar and wind  

installations on both a per-unit-capacity120 and per-unit-generation basis.121 Lower mineral  

requirements in turn translate into lower upstream land-use impacts from mining and  

mineral processing. Power sector decarbonization pathways that are able to leverage more  

materials-efficient generation sources like nuclear can thus significantly reduce not only overall 

material demand but also the environmental impacts associated with materials sourcing.122

Uranium Mining

Modern uranium mining practices have improved significantly relative to practices half a  

century ago, thanks to the adoption of better mining techniques and stronger oversight and 

accountability frameworks including public and tribal engagement.123 Starting in the 1980’s,  

a technique for uranium extraction called in-situ recovery (ISR) made it possible to mine  

uranium without pit or shaft mining altogether, and has become increasingly widespread.124 

ISU works by leaching uranium directly from the ground using a chemical extraction method, 

which poses less disturbance to the environment than pit or shaft mining. In 2019, over half  

of globally-mined uranium was produced via ISR.125 Nevertheless,  there are potential impacts 

that require monitoring to ensure safety, such as groundwater testing. 

Historically, irresponsible uranium mining practices and inadequate environmental and labor 

safeguards exposed workers and communities to radiation, particularly at the height of the 

Cold War during the peak of nuclear weapons production. Negligent mining left and continues 

to leave impacts that have particularly harmed Indigenous peoples whose lands were often 

targeted for uranium ore production, including Navajo and Hopi people126 in the United States, 
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Aboriginal Australian communities,127 and Indigenous Tribes in Northern Canada.128 Many legacy 

uranium mine sites sit abandoned, with mines and mine tailings having remained un-remediated 

in some cases for generations, posing continued hazards to local communities today.

To address US indigenous tribes, the NRC engages in extensive interactions with every tribe in 

the United States that is located near mines, and other nuclear facilities. As US interest in  

advanced reactors may lead the United States to restart operations at idled uranium mines, regu-

lators, the uranium industry, and downstream nuclear customers should all continue to enforce 

regulations and best practices that minimize impacts to the environment and local community. 

the United States federal government must furthermore fulfill long-unmet obligations to  

communities impacted by uranium mining by allocating additional funding and resources to 

accelerate remediation of abandoned mines and DOE legacy sites.129

Spent Fuel and High-Level Nuclear Waste

Uncertainty regarding the disposition of spent nuclear fuel remains a significant source of 

opposition to nuclear energy from politicians and the public. the United States federal govern-

ment has a self-imposed legal obligation to take title to spent fuel from commercial reactors and 

deposit it in a geological repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The federal Nuclear Waste Fund, 

which was collected from utilities to pay for the development of a repository, currently holds 

approximately $45 billion.130 However, since progress on the Yucca Mountain site was halted and 

defunded during the Obama administration, the federal government has been in violation of 

its own mandate, and has had to pay over $7.5 billion back to nuclear power companies in law-

suits, and collection of nuclear waste fund fees has been paused.131 The fund continues to collect 

interest and grow by $1.5B/year. While US companies are currently doing an excellent job manag-

ing spent fuel, the United States needs to establish better long-term solutions. In short, nuclear 

waste management remains a significant issue for nuclear policy, but not safety, in the United 

States 

The outlook for nuclear waste management shows positive signs. First, the current practices for 

spent fuel management at reactor sites, especially storing spent fuel rods in large, thick concrete 

dry casks, has an excellent safety record, with zero release of harmful radiation to the public in 

decades of operation. Second, innovative waste management technologies, like deep borehole 

drilling, offer new opportunities for spent fuel management that may not require the construc-

tion of a large central mined repository like that which was planned for Yucca Mountain.132 

Third, international peers like Finland have made substantial recent progress toward developing 
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centralized nuclear waste repositories, with the deep geological mined repository at Onkalo, 

Finland, substantially constructed and scheduled to commence operation in 2023.133 That is in 

contrast to France, which has close the fuel cycle by reprocessing of spent fuel a core policy.134 

In a future with high levels of nuclear deployment and/or geopolitical constraints on nuclear 

fuel supply (e.g. from Russia and Russian allies), nuclear waste could become a valuable source 

of fuel for advanced reactors. This is already the case in France, which has reduced demand for 

natural uranium by almost 20% from reprocessing spent fuel.135 

The increased efficiency and optimized design of advanced reactors may result in less nuclear 

waste produced from operation relative to older designs.136 Several advanced nuclear companies 

have offered reactor designs that could run on spent fuel with minimal reprocessing, including 

General Electric’s PRISM, Moltex, and Oklo. The ARPA-E Optimizing Nuclear Waste and Advanced 

Reactor Disposal Systems program seeks breakthrough technologies to facilitate a 10x reduction 

in waste volume with back-end costs in the range of $1/megawatt-hour.137

7.4 Jobs

Nuclear energy can play a positive, central role in the economic livelihood of local communities 

where nuclear power plants are based. Today, the nuclear power sector supports nearly 500,000 

jobs across the United States, which can pay 30% higher than the local average.138, 139 Important 

community and public revenue is generated through local, state and federal taxes which can 

amount up to $30 million per plant just at the local level.140 Consequently, communities around 

nuclear facilities are often wealthier, with higher incomes and increased property values.141 

Advanced reactors possess a similar potential to grow local employment, economic activity, and 

public capacity just as the nuclear industry has done to date. 

Operations and Maintenance Jobs

Across the four models, the estimated range of operations and maintenance jobs at advanced 

nuclear power plants (Figure 7-3):

 • 2035: 8,000 to 22,000 permanent jobs

 • 2040: 22,000 to 654,000 permanent jobs

 • 2050: 74,000 to 223,000 permanent jobs
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Advanced Nuclear Permanent O+M Jobs

Figure 7-3: Permanent operations and maintenance jobs in the advanced nuclear sector, by scenario and over time.

Operations and maintenance jobs are estimated based on installed advanced nuclear capacity 

and reactor types operating in that year, multiplied by employment factors determined from a 

range of published literature as well as projections provided by advanced nuclear vendors under 

confidentiality agreements. This category considers onsite, full-time power plant staff only.

By 2050, up to a couple hundred thousand Americans are directly and permanently employed  

at advanced nuclear power plants in operations and maintenance positions. This is as much  

as double the 100,000 direct permanent jobs supported by US nuclear power plants today.142  

In combination with manufacturing, construction, indirect, and induced employment, it is  

likely that a successful future US advanced nuclear sector could support significantly more jobs 

and economic activity than the already-large US nuclear industry does today.

Manufacturing Jobs

A 2004 INL study143 suggested that at least 37,000 manufacturing jobs could be repatriated to the 

United States-based on government incentives and a hypothesized buildout of 50 GWe of tradi-

tional nuclear power plants in the United States. Using this old estimate as a basis for general 

discussion, potential factors that could determine how domestic employment within a future 

advanced manufacturing sector are qualitatively assessed. Direct estimates of advanced nuclear 

manufacturing jobs are difficult to predict, given large uncertainties today about the future 

manufacturing models that vendors will pursue to mass-produce advanced reactors.
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 •  Demand: It is anticipated that demand for advanced nuclear reactors will be both 

domestic and international, with a substantial fraction of the demand being 

international.

 •  Number of jobs repatriated: The INL study assumed that all manufacturing jobs would 

be repatriated jobs. This study refers to repatriated jobs as those which were previously 

associated with internationally-sourced procurements, and which the United States will 

have the capacity and capability to supply for advanced reactors. Hence, for this study, 

using the Westinghouse AP1000 procurement approach, the major components that 

were sourced internationally included steam generators, reactor vessels, head assemblies, 

and the turbine generator. Thus, approximately half of the other components that  

make up the primary and secondary systems are domestically available, which include 

components such as the reactor coolant pump, major valves, pressurizers etc. Therefore 

only approximately half of the major components are considered as contributing to 

domestic employment thanks to repatriated jobs.

 •  Considerations for localization of supply chain for international orders: international 

customers of US nuclear technology will likely be interested in sourcing components 

locally to the extent possible to support local economic development. Hence, for meeting 

international advanced nuclear export opportunities, some components that can be 

procured in the United States will be procured internationally.  

 •  Considerations for smaller scale components: The INL study assumed all major  

components would continue to be sourced internationally because the reactors in 

consideration in the study were large plants such as the AP1000, which require large 

forgings that are only available from a few international suppliers. However, reducing 

the component size by up to 20% exponentially increases the number of suppliers both 

internationally and domestically that can provide the components. Hence, for small 

modular reactors and microreactors, it is anticipated that more major components  

for these plants can be locally sourced in the United States.
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Plant Construction Jobs

The 2004 INL study assumed 72,000 construction jobs would be created by a 50 GWe buildout of 

conventional nuclear capacity. A large-scale advanced nuclear buildout throughout the United 

States would differ from this theorized large light-water reactor construction program in several 

ways:

 •  Increased manufacturing and factory-based scope due to modularization and techno-

logical improvements: It is expected that small modular reactors and microreactors will 

be largely manufactured in factories, with minimal on-site scope. In addition, factory 

manufacturing techniques have progressed markedly since the INL study’s publication 

due to technological progress in areas like robotics and logistics. Hence, it is expected 

that a successful domestic advanced nuclear industry will create fewer construction 

jobs than what the INL study assumed.

 •  Reduced site development scope: Large reactors require a significant amount of civil 

works associated with items such as deep excavations, reinforced foundations, and 

transmission infrastructure, which would be of a substantially smaller scale for small 

modular reactors and microreactors. Hence, the civil and site construction scope and 

associated jobs would be significantly less.

 •  Accelerated and standardized construction techniques: Due to the modular, standard-

ized nature of many advanced reactors, it is anticipated that advanced nuclear power 

plant construction will adopt similar if not identical power plant designs, leading to 

faster learning-by-doing and encouraging an industry construction model in which 

smaller construction crews move from one project site to the next project site and com-

plete builds more rapidly. Such factors might further reduce construction personnel 

requirements per unit of advanced nuclear generation capacity.

Given these considerations in conjunction with uncertainties involved in distinguishing  

between permanent and temporary construction jobs across both concurrent and sequential 

small reactor projects over the length of a 30-year study period, construction jobs created by a 

successful US advanced nuclear sector are not estimated. However, the modeled buildout of ad-

vanced nuclear reactors nationwide reaches 190 GWe to 470 GWe of operational capacity by 2050, 

a buildout that is four to nine times the size of the conventional nuclear construction program 

envisioned by the INL study. It is therefore conceivable that the future US advanced nuclear 

sector could employ a couple hundred thousand Americans in advanced nuclear power plant 

construction by the 2040s.
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Indirect and Induced Advanced Nuclear Jobs

 The 2004 INL study assumed that 181,000 indirect jobs would be created for a cumulative na-

tionwide installation of 50 GWe of conventional nuclear capacity. In contrast, SMRs and micro-

reactors are expected to be deployed in more locations than assumed for the large plants in the 

INL study, which considered a reactor unit capacity of 1200 MWe and envisioned the construction 

of 41 plants. Advanced nuclear reactor unit capacities of 80 MWe to 350 MWe enable far more 

spatially extensive deployment of advanced nuclear power plants even considering the instal-

lation of multiple units at the same site, potentially generating increased nationwide indirect 

economic benefits and job opportunities. However, the advanced nuclear supply chain will 

differ sufficiently from the traditional nuclear industry to introduce large uncertainties into an 

assessment of indirect job creation potential.

Induced jobs are created outside the nuclear industry, but are required to support the industry 

and its workers. These include jobs that support additional infrastructure and amenities built 

because of the nuclear power plant, such as grocery stores, schools, restaurants, etc... In the case 

of advanced reactors, a variety of factors may increase, decrease, or not affect estimates of in-

duced job creation relative to conventional nuclear plants. The smaller scale of advanced nuclear 

plants may result in a more limited increase in local services and associated workers. As with 

indirect jobs, the secondary economic effects of advanced nuclear construction are difficult to 

evaluate. Nevertheless, considering the large scale of advanced nuclear capacity installed in the 

model over the next three decades, the total indirect and induced job creation potential may 

prove considerable. 

7.6 Just Transition

A just transition refers to a shift in the energy landscape from fossil fuels to clean, zero-carbon 

energy technologies that avoid leaving workers in the fossil fuel, automotive, and other sectors 

stranded with no opportunities to adapt or adjust to these changes. Nuclear energy offers 

unique advantages for helping enable a just transition given its versatile co-benefits outside  

of electrical production. This may allow a wide range of fossil fuel workers to transfer their 

relevant skill sets to new but related areas of employment within a decarbonized US economy. 

Beyond the power sector, the potential of advanced nuclear reactors to support the co-generation 

of non-electric products such as hydrogen or synthetic fuels may provide additional opportuni-

ties to support a transition away from fossil fuels, as both the future clean hydrogen sector and 
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the supply chains needed to refine and transport synthetic fuels will leverage additional compo-

nents of the current fossil fuel sector.

Many fossil fuel plants, including coal plants, are already attractive for nuclear reactor siting 

since they are already located near cooling water sources, integrated within transmission  

networks, and safely distanced from local populations. Retrofitting coal plants for nuclear energy 

also directly allows for re-employment of workers and economic support of communities  

impacted by the coal plants’ closures.144, 145

Exploratory efforts to deploy next-generation nuclear projects at retiring fossil fuel plants are  

already underway. The Natrium advanced nuclear power plant is set to be built by TerraPower 

over the next 7 years in Kemmerer, Wyoming, replacing the coal-powered Naughton plant after its 

retirement in 2025.146 The project has generated strong community support from local Wyoming 

residents, who value the project’s potential to transition thousands of local coal power plant 

workers to construct, operate and maintain the nuclear plant. The Kemmerer project illustrates 

how advanced nuclear energy can enable an economically advantageous transition away from 

the fossil fuel industry for communities that previously depended upon fossil generation. Siting 

advanced nuclear reactors at decommissioned coal-fired power plants can harness the available 

infrastructure and expertise that already exists in these communities while developing the 

United States advanced nuclear sector over the long-term.147

Fossil-to-Nuclear and Nuclear-to-Nuclear Repowering

The results highlight a sizable potential for advanced nuclear projects built at the same site 

as fossil fuel and conventional nuclear power plants currently operating today (Figure 7-4). 

Combined with forward-thinking public policy, advanced nuclear deployment at existing power 

plant sites could enable project cost savings through the reuse of existing transmission, cooling, 

steam-cycle, and balance-of-plant infrastructure while generating local community benefits 

through job creation that replaces lost employment from retiring fossil or nuclear plants.

The WIS:dom-P model takes several factors into account when siting new power plants, such as 

existing transmission networks, the availability of a cooling water supply, the prioritization  

of brownfield over greenfield development, and more. As such, this result suggests strong 

cost-optimization reasons for deploying new nuclear projects at existing fossil fuel and nuclear 

energy generation stations. Over the next three decades, the scenarios lead to the deployment  

of advanced reactors at 146 to 254 existing power plant sites nationwide. These projects are  

largely built after 2035, with most builds occurring in the 2040s. Apart from hard-coded 
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advanced reactor demonstration projects, deployment of new nuclear capacity prior to 2028 was 

not permitted in the model.

Site Conversions to Advanced Nuclear Across Scenarios

Figure 7-4: Spatial distribution of site conversions from various traditional power plant technologies (denoted by 

shape) to new advanced nuclear reactor technologies for each scenario, where symbol size corresponds to the capacity 

of the converted advanced nuclear deployment. States with no site conversions to advanced nuclear are omitted entirely 

from the map.

The model deploys advanced nuclear at existing coal-fired power plants that total between 109 

and 153 GWe of coal generating capacity, equivalent to 52-73% of the domestic coal power capacity 

today.148 The existing natural gas power plants where new nuclear units are built account for 

between 34 and 71 GWe of current gas generating capacity, or 7-14% of the gas-fired power sector. 

New nuclear units are also built at current nuclear power plants with a combined 31 to 63 GWe of 

operational capacity today, which corresponds to one to two-thirds of the 95 GWe US conventional 

nuclear capacity at present.149 In total, new advanced nuclear projects are deployed at between 

130 to 223 currently-operating fossil-fired power plants (Figure 7-5).
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Number of Advanced Nuclear Site Conversions and Average Duration  
Between Power Plant Decomissioning and Site Convertion Across Scenarios

Figure 7-5: Number of sites converted from either coal, natural gas, traditional nuclear, hydropower, or other  

traditional technologies to advanced nuclear power plants across all four scenarios. In addition, the average number 

of years between the decommissioning of the traditional power station site and the conversion to an advanced  

nuclear plant is labeled.

In most cases, the modeled decommissioning of the existing power plant and the commissioning 

of new advanced nuclear capacity at the same site are separated by a considerable temporal lag 

of a decade or more. The average modeled site conversion delay time for fossil-fired power plant 

site conversions is 16 years, noticeably higher than an average of four years for traditional nuclear 

plants. Importantly these averages are over five-year time periods. In other words, an average 

below five years may be considered to be in the same time period. The Vibrant model makes no 

effort to minimize the delay between site decommissioning and advanced nuclear conversion. 

The observed lag between re-powering fossil-fired power plants using a least-cost model  

emphasizes the importance of proactive planning should policymakers and stakeholders wish 

to maximize fossil power plant job retention and site equipment reuse (see recommendations 

in Section 9.2). A prolonged period of even just a few years between the decommissioning of a 

fossil-fired or traditional nuclear power plant and the start of advanced nuclear construction 

will substantially reduce the potential for re-employment of existing plant workers and reuse of 
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infrastructure. Planners should endeavor to make all necessary preparations for a new nuclear 

power project years, if not a decade, in advance of projected fossil plant retirement.150

At the same time, the observed temporal lag suggests that the results represent a somewhat 

optimistic assessment of the potential for repowering of existing coal and gas capacity with 

advanced nuclear power. The model meets climate targets by decommissioning substantial 

coal and to a lesser extent gas capacity in the 2020s and early 2030s, whereas the deployment of 

advanced nuclear projects does not accelerate at a nationwide scale until after 2035. This finding 

suggests that climate goals will drive fossil plant retirements on nearer-term timescales that 

make plans to repower decommissioned capacity with advanced nuclear power more difficult. 

On the other hand, pursuit of faster power sector decarbonization with a target date earlier than 

2050 could change this calculus and necessitate more near-term advanced nuclear builds.

The modeled potential for advanced nuclear builds at existing conventional nuclear sites,  

however, may be more realistic. Conventional nuclear power plants that host new advanced  

nuclear projects in the model scenarios typically see existing conventional reactor units  

decommissioned in around the same timeframe that the advanced reactors enter operation. 

This suggests a stronger potential for contemporaneous repowering of today’s nuclear facilities 

with advanced nuclear technology in the near term, enabling more ambitious efforts to retain 

nuclear plant workers and re-use existing plant infrastructure.
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8.  BARRIERS TO NUCLEAR POWER 
DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT

The most important barriers to greater cost-effectiveness and economic competitiveness of 

nuclear power deployment are created by the following factors: technology complexity, the scale 

of the components and facilities, and a slow and uncertain regulatory licensing process that is 

not designed to facilitate innovation. These major categories of issues are interdependent and 

create a compounding effect that drives cost. 

Historically, the need to optimize power output increased the size and scale of the plant compo-

nents, which increased complexity because of the need to include additional components to  

ensure the efficient and safe operation of larger sized components. An example of this is the 

need for an active and mechanically operated reactor coolant system for large plants, which is 

not necessary for certain small modular reactor designs, since they can achieve passive cooling, 

and require no special equipment. Additional components in a mechanically operated coolant 

system created more potential points of failure, which increased technical scopes related to 

analysis, modeling, validation, equipment and system qualification, and other areas. This in-

creased system complexity further drove additional regulatory standards, scrutiny, and require-

ments. The larger sizes also significantly affected the supply chain by creating oligopolies, as 

only certain suppliers could provide large nuclear components. The time required to develop 

and deploy these larger systems also increased with reactor size.

8.1 Supply Chain Barriers

While advanced reactor designs may be able to benefit in the future from inherent advantages 

that simplify supply chain considerations, the component manufacturing pipeline could present 

a challenging bottleneck over the next decade. In particular, the current US-based supply chain 

has not been developed to support future advanced reactor deployment. Multiple issues, both 

strategic and capacity-related, would need to be addressed.151 The strategic elements include 

preventing future oligopolies, supporting domestic job creation, managing obsolescence, and 

ensuring nuclear security. Capacity issues include providing the infrastructure to manufacture 

major components domestically or in close partner countries at a sufficient scale, including  

providing large forgings, specialized alloys, and fuels.152
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Issues Related to Scale

Cost estimations for advanced nuclear power plants should factor in the issues related to scale 

and complexity and perform the trade-off analysis relative to higher power generation, to ensure 

that the final costs on a dollar per megawatt basis are competitive. This assessment should drive 

plant sizing, which would in certain cases lead to investment decisions on small modular reac-

tors and microreactors. The potential benefits of smaller reactors will include more applications 

and deployment scenarios. For instance, developing nations may benefit from greater distribut-

ed generation due to less robust transmission and distribution infrastructure.

Issues Related to Cost-Effectiveness 

Increased competition will help to drive down cost. Hence, oligopolies should be prevented in 

future advanced reactor supply chains. Oligopolies can be prevented by encouraging smaller 

designs that can be built by several vendors. Another useful measure will be the continued pro-

vision of access to critical government technologies and technical experts in the United States 

national laboratory complex through programs such as the Gateway for Accelerated Innovation 

in Nuclear (GAIN).

Issues Related to Capabilities and Capacity

To maximize job creation opportunities and support the anticipated demand for new plant  

construction, domestic nuclear supply chain capacities and capabilities must be enhanced.  

Key factors include the ability to produce major components, such as the manufacturing and 

fabrication infrastructure within the AP1000 module fabrication facility.153 Supply chain capa-

bilities also include the knowledge and qualifications to produce nuclear grade components, 

such as nuclear grade quality assurance programs including NQA-1 certifications.154 The federal 

government should invest in the development of strategic nuclear fabrication infrastructure, 

which should be developed in a manner that can support multiple reactor types and facilities. 

The United States government should also invest in capability development to ensure that  

personnel, processes, and tools are prepared to produce nuclear quality grade components,  

by supporting other widely accepted quality assurance programs like ISO:9001.155   

For advanced nuclear designs, considerable variation may exist between supply chains for 

different nuclear reactor technologies. These technical differences may complicate efforts to 

standardize components in upstream supply chains in ways that meet the needs of multiple 

developers. For instance, advanced reactors that are cooled using water, molten salt, or helium 

gas will require cooling system parts with different specifications to handle the particular needs 
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of these distinct cooling mediums. Similarly, steam cycle equipment will be designed based on 

the operating characteristics of designs with different outlet steam temperatures and reactor/

generator sizes.

Fuel types will also vary among the different advanced reactor designs. For instance, the 

Natrium sodium-cooled fast reactor design under development by TerraPower or the Xe-100 

high-temperature gas-cooled pebble-bed reactor designed by X-Energy may utilize TRi-structural 

ISOtropic (TRISO) particle fuel enriched to a high-assay, low-enriched uranium (HALEU) standard. 

In contrast, the GE-Hitachi BWRX-300 or NuScale small modular reactors will use more conven-

tional fuel pellets and fuel rods.

To meet future supply chain requirements, the public sector and industry stakeholders should 

work together to proactively develop and expand manufacturing pipelines (for inputs and 

components) that do not currently exist. Agreements between nuclear industry actors and sup-

pliers such as the recently-announced partnership between NuScale and the Korean industrial 

firm Doosan to secure forged reactor components will also play a crucial role in bolstering the 

advanced nuclear supply chain.156 Such consortia can help coordinate the business strategy of 

small suppliers or formalize the involvement of larger suppliers that can play key roles in guar-

anteeing access and availability.

Where possible, industry actors and researchers should exploit opportunities to share informa-

tion and standardize components and parts across designs to take advantage of supply chain 

simplification and manufacturing economies of scale. Advance pre-orders by utility and private 

customers and public sector procurement of reactor projects can also help demonstrate demand 

for nuclear supply chains and incentivize accelerated industry development. Some of these 

results are addressed in the subsequent major report section on policy incentives and policy 

support (see Section 9).

8.2 Regulatory Barriers

The only advanced reactor to receive a design certification from the NRC to date is the 60MW 

version of the NuScale power module. This design certification took approximately five years 

and cost $70 million in fees to the NRC. NuScale will need to secure a site license in addition to 

the design certification and resolve open issues before the first power plant can be constructed. 

Despite this initial investment, NuScale plans to move away from this 60 MW version to a more 

powerful 77 MW version. 
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Advanced reactor developers and licensees are challenged by the fact that the current regulatory 

regime was developed for existing conventional large light-water reactor designs. The licensing 

framework is written in a prescriptive manner, which makes it difficult for advanced reactors 

with different parameters to efficiently progress through the licensing process. 

To address this issue, the United States Congress enacted the Nuclear Energy Innovation and 

Modernization Act of 2018,157 which directed the NRC to develop a regulatory framework for 

optional use by licensees. The NRC has committed to complete this revamped regulatory frame-

work, which is designated as Part 53, in 2025. This regulatory framework includes the following 

components:

•  Technology-inclusive: This approach allows the regulation to consider all technologies, 

instead of being designed for a specific technology class. This means the regulation 

could be applied equally to SMR, HTGR, ARTES, and other technologies.  

•  Performance-based: This approach allows the licensee to meet the regulatory objectives 

by methods of their choice for demonstrating compliance. This is different from  

a prescriptive approach that specifies ‘how’ requirements should be accomplished.  

The performance-based approach is focused on ‘what’ must be achieved. This allows  

the licensee to be innovative and cost-effective in its approach.

•  Risk-informed: This includes a quantitative assessment of risk to identify the most im-

portant risks to focus on and allows for appropriate levels of regulatory action relative 

to the risk. With this approach, the scale and size of SMRs would allow for adjustment 

of  regulatory requirements to account for the smaller risk profile. An example of this is 

the emergency planning zone around the plant — the area that requires a special plan 

in the event of an accident. A risk-informed approach would allow the SMRs to have a 

smaller area than what would be required for a large plant that poses a larger risk  

because of a larger fuel inventory.

With the Part 53 framework still under development, the priorities for overcoming regulatory 

obstacles to advanced reactor deployment are twofold. First, the federal government must  

facilitate ongoing efforts by early advanced nuclear developers to navigate licensing and project 

approval processes using currently-existing, and constantly changing, licensing regulatory  

pathways. Second, the NRC must complete the modernized Part 53 regulatory code on-schedule, 

and the new framework must allow for timely, efficient review and licensing of advanced nuclear 

designs and proposed new nuclear projects.
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Given that an updated Part 53 framework does not yet exist, prospective advanced nuclear vendors 

are currently striving to license their designs via existing regulations that were designed to 

apply to large, conventional, light-water nuclear reactors. The substantial technical differences 

between conventional nuclear designs and advanced designs have led developers to adopt 

improvised approaches to secure licensing approval using current regulatory pathways.  

For instance, advanced nuclear vendors have had to seek exemptions for certain systems or 

infrastructure that advanced nuclear designs do not require. Many advanced reactors contain 

smaller quantities of nuclear fuel, feature inherent safety characteristics like passive cooling 

systems and highly-resilient fuel, and utilize more streamlined, mechanically simplified  

operating principles. However, the process of obtaining numerous exemptions and meeting 

regulatory standards that were written with conventional reactors in mind has prolonged the 

licensing timeline for advanced nuclear developers, increasing costs and making it more  

difficult for vendors to secure private investment. Nonetheless more than a dozen advanced 

reactor developers are pursuing NRC licensing and attracting private investment.

The lengthy duration of NRC licensing reviews could slow deployment of advanced nuclear 

reactors. Historically, a license review for a complex large LWR often took five years or more to 

conduct.158 Even with a well-prepared application the NRC estimates that licensing under existing 

frameworks will take about three to four years using 10 CFR Part 52, and six to seven years to 

complete both phases under 10 CFR Part 50. However, advanced reactors are expected to be 

simpler, smaller, and safer than LWRs. A licensing review timeline of only one ot three years will 

be needed to facilitate business models that reduce cost and allow for the level of deployment 

found in this report. Unnecessarily long licensing reviews can raise significant barriers to  

investment, reduce customer interest in advanced reactors, and threaten their successful long-

term deployment.

The funding structure for the NRC inhibits advanced nuclear innovation by reducing opera-

tional flexibility and efficiency and imposing a significant barrier to new entrants in the form 

of upfront licensing costs. The NRC’s budget has declined more than 30 percent since the mid-

2010s due to plant retirements and reduced application activity, accompanied by a 25 percent 

reduction in NRC staff. The NRC receives fees almost entirely through direct charges to licensees, 

with relatively little funding from the federal government. This constrains the NRC’s ability to 

conduct broad, important rulemaking, licensing reviews, and proactive research to support 

risk-informed, performance-based regulation, and assign and prepare staff ahead of application 

submittals. License applicants must pay millions of dollars in NRC fees years before they begin 
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earning revenues. This is particularly burdensome for developers with limited capital and new 

customer types.  

Proactive, priority efforts by the NRC with the support of the federal government can streamline 

efforts to license advanced nuclear designs using existing regulatory frameworks. NRC leader-

ship and staff will need to consider academic, industry, and expert feedback and adopt more 

flexible, open-minded policies and procedures to avoid imposing unnecessary or non-applicable 

requirements on advanced nuclear developers. An institution-wide shift that more holistically 

considers the societal and environmental benefits of nuclear energy alongside managing risks 

and ensuring robust oversight and accountability will also improve the NRC’s approach to 

advanced nuclear licensing. At the same time, the nuclear energy industry will play an important 

role in improving the licensing process by providing input on policies and activities and by 

promoting efficiency as participants in the regulatory process.

In the future, it will be crucial that the new Part 53 framework for licensing advanced reactors 

adopt a new, innovative approach to nuclear power regulation rather than simply duplicating 

existing regulatory rules and guidelines. This regulatory system will need to prioritize prompt, 

efficient timelines for design and operating license review, in anticipation of an energy system 

future where dozens of designs and potentially hundreds of proposed projects may be seeking 

approval simultaneously. A lengthy, complicated, or excessively uncertain regulatory system will 

directly increase the cost of advanced nuclear deployment, artificially constraining the rate at 

which advanced reactors can enter widespread commercial service.

8.3 Spent Nuclear Fuel and Waste

At present, the total spent fuel and high-level nuclear waste produced domestically from nuclear 

power is minimal, and can be safely and efficiently managed via long-term on-site storage in 

secure concrete dry casks.159 However, in anticipation of a future in which domestic advanced 

nuclear energy production may expand considerably, policymakers should pursue additional 

spent fuel management strategies. Developing sound and efficient regulatory and permitting 

frameworks for a diverse array of spent fuel management options will make such services more 

affordable while increasing public support for nuclear technology. Federal agencies should 

continue to develop a robust national consent-based siting process for spent fuel storage facili-

ties and other back-end fuel cycle services such as vitrification or deep geologic disposal.
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Another option for spent fuel management is recycling, which significantly reduces the quantity 

of waste in need of long-term storage while producing new useful fuel for domestic reactors. 

Recycling of spent nuclear fuels is practiced in several countries, such as France, but is not  

currently practiced in the United States This is in part due to prior policy intended to prevent 

proliferation and the lack of a financial incentive. Despite increasing fuel costs to a small extent, 

France prioritizes reprocessing as a way to reduce the volume of spent fuel by up to 96 percent 

while contributing to the country’s energy independence by reducing uranium consumption.160 

 

Recycling may ultimately require the NRC to resume rulemaking efforts to develop regulatory 

frameworks for the licensing, construction, and operation of spent fuel recycling facilities in the 

United States. The NRC and other parts of the federal government should remain attentive to 

ongoing trends in the back-end nuclear fuel cycle and to new technical developments in repro-

cessing and recycling capabilities globally, in order to react efficiently to technological changes 

and shifts in global demand for such services.

8.4 Project Management

Poor management of nuclear construction projects has historically been a major source of cost 

escalation and increases in build time. Delays and cost overruns have resulted from the need 

to make design changes mid-construction, from the turnover of contractors, and from redoing 

initial construction that failed to meet standards.161

Delays directly contribute to cost overruns by lengthening the period over which interest on  

initial capital costs accumulates.162 As such, effective planning and project management can 

facilitate the deployment of new advanced reactors by bringing down initial project costs,  

enabling more efficient construction, and boosting the confidence of investors and customers by 

demonstrating on-time, on-budget delivery.

Measures to improve nuclear power plant project management include full completion of  

engineering design and regulatory licensing prior to the start of construction, better supply 

chain integration, and efforts to reduce subcontracting. Quality control and technical expec-

tations should be reinforced in advance of each phase of work and then enforced throughout 

construction. Advanced reactors may also be able to benefit from inherent advantages of greater 

modularity, such as standardization of power plant infrastructure and layout, or long-term  

partnerships with suppliers to ensure high-quality component manufacturing.
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8.5 Workforce

Growth of a skilled workforce will need to accompany a growing domestic advanced nuclear  

sector. Critically, efforts to attract, educate, and train nuclear sector workers must take place  

prior to and alongside the initial stage of advanced reactor deployment. Otherwise, a shortage  

of operators, technicians, and engineers throughout the nuclear sector from fuel manufacturing 

to plant operations may constrain the pace at which new nuclear capacity can enter service.

Successfully avoiding labor bottlenecks will also reduce advanced nuclear costs, such as by  

eliminating downtime and workforce turnover between successive orders and projects. 

Sustaining a sufficient volume of orders for new advanced nuclear projects will help avoid such 

issues by generating continued demand for services and personnel.

8.6 State Laws Related to New Nuclear Energy Construction

As of February 2022, twelve states restrict or ban the construction of new nuclear generating  

stations.163 Minnesota has imposed an outright ban on new nuclear energy, while New York has 

a ban on nuclear power plants that is specifically limited to Long Island. California, Connecticut 

and Illinois will only permit new nuclear generation on the condition that nationwide waste 

disposal or reprocessing pathways are developed. State legislatures in Hawai’i, Massachusetts, 

Rhode Island and Vermont restrict new nuclear construction unless various conditions are met 

(e.g., legislature approval and/or approval by registered state voters). Some states (e.g., Oregon 

and Maine) condition new nuclear on both a waste disposal repository and approval by public 

vote.

In New Jersey, approval of new nuclear projects depends upon securing a finding from its 

Commissioner of Environmental Protection that disposal of radioactive waste material pro-

duced by a project “will be safe, conforms to standards established by the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission, and will effectively remove the danger to life and the environment from such 

waste material.”164
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 States with Major Limitations on Nuclear Construction

Figure 8-1: States with laws that place major restrictions on new nuclear construction.

The conditions stipulated by these states are premised on the presumption that waste cannot be 

safely stored today. However, the historical record demonstrates that high-level waste has been 

routinely and uneventfully transferred to safe, secure, and stable interim spent fuel storage can-

isters for decades. Storage sites have been installed at operating and decommissioned nuclear 

plant sites across the country, including the decommissioned Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating 

Station in Forked River, New Jersey.

Self-imposed state obstacles to new nuclear deployment hamper state-level and national efforts 

to reduce carbon emissions and achieve climate goals. States in which nuclear power plants have 

been shut have seen rising carbon dioxide emissions, undermining efforts to reduce carbon 

emissions and meet clean air goals. As reported in February 2022: “a rise in emissions follows  

the closure of three nuclear facilities in Massachusetts, New York and Pennsylvania since 2019. 

While all three states have expanded their renewable energy generation, natural gas has largely 

filled the void left by shuttered nuclear facilities, prompting emissions to rise.”165
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Growing State Support for Nuclear Power

In contrast, many states are increasing support for nuclear power in consideration of the 

many advantages nuclear energy offers as an alternative to carbon-emitting fuels, a source of 

high-paying jobs, and a tax revenue generator. Some states recognized early that nuclear  

energy is a safe, clean source of energy. These states are better positioned to meet climate goals. 

For example, as early as May 2014, the Illinois legislature adopted House Resolution 1146, which 

“supports the state’s existing nuclear fleet and urges the federal government and the Midwest 

grid operator to adopt policies and rules to protect Illinois’s nuclear plants for the sake of the 

environment, the economy, and energy reliability.”166 Since that time, the state has enacted  

legislation (S.B. 2814 and S.B. 18) to establish a zero-emission credit program for five nuclear 

power plants: in Clinton, Quad Cities, Byron, Dresden, and Braidwood.

In April 2021, the Montana legislature passed a bill that removed an obstacle —voter approval 

— from the development of nuclear facilities, paving the way for nuclear projects in that state. 

House Bill 273repealed a 1978 law that required a majority of Montana voters to approve siting 

of any nuclear energy facilities in the State.167 The new law was enacted in May 2021, and that 

same month Montana’s Senate adopted a joint resolution to study the feasibility of advanced 

nuclear generation, including the economic viability of siting advanced reactors at closing  

coal plants.168

On January 10, 2022, Indiana Senator Eric Koch introduced Senate Bill 271 to amend statutes  

governing electric utilities and adopt rules for siting small modular reactors in the state.169  

That bill was signed into law on March 18, 2022. On January 19, 2022, Nebraska State Senator 

Bruce Bostleman introduced LB1100, proposing the appropriation of $1 million of federal  

funding received by the state from the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 to study the feasibility 

of converting existing electric generation facilities into advanced nuclear power plants.170

On February 7, 2022, West Virginia Governor Jim Justice signed a bill lifting a 1996 ban on nuclear 

project,171 emphasizing nuclear energy’s potential as a clean alternative to coal, which supplies 

88 percent of electricity to the state.172 Also on February 7, 2022, Oklahoma State Senator Nathan 

Dahm authored SB 1794 proposing to direct the state’s Department of Environmental Quality to 

study the feasibility and establishment of nuclear facilities in cooperation with the Office of the 

Secretary of Energy and Environment on or before January 1, 2024.173

Many policy makers, environmentalists, and energy researchers anticipate this trend to continue 

as energy demands grow and fossil stations are shut or repurposed to achieve clean air goals.  
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For example, the Ohio House recently passed House Bill 434, “enact[ing] the Advanced Nuclear 

Technology Helping Energize Mankind (ANTHEM) Act by establishing the Ohio Nuclear 

Development Authority.”174 The bill is before the Ohio Senate for a vote. Putin’s invasion of 

Ukraine on February 24, 2022, is now propelling more urgent calls for nuclear energy in the 

United States and abroad to secure energy independence from Russia, a global supplier of oil 

and natural gas.175

However, such efforts are not universal. In Colorado, partisan politics appear to be blocking efforts 

to explore nuclear energy as a strategy for achieving clean air goals. The Republican-backed 

Senate Bill 22-073 would have required the Office of Economic Development to study using small 

modular nuclear reactors as a carbon-free energy source that would contribute to the state’s  

goal of reducing overall carbon emissions.176 However, the Democratic-controlled State, Veterans, 

and Military Affairs Committee voted to postpone the bill indefinitely by a 3-2 party-line vote.

Economic Impacts of State Barriers to New Nuclear Deployment

State-imposed constraints to clean energy deployment in the United States may produce very 

real future economic consequences. The extent of those consequences is analyzed in this section.

Barriers to the deployment of clean, nuclear energy impact state economies. The modeled  

scenarios in this report build a substantial number of new advanced nuclear power facilities  

to meet both climate and least-cost constraints. As such, any legal limitations that prevent  

advanced nuclear construction could increase overall retail electricity prices. 

Construction of nuclear energy facilities involves a direct investment of capital in the state, sup-

port for local businesses and industries, and the creation of both construction and permanent 

jobs. If restrictive state laws preventing new nuclear projects remain in place, an estimate of 

unrealized state-level capital investments as projected in the modeled scenarios can be assessed 

from the capital required for nuclear energy construction in those states.
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Unrealized Captial Investment through 2040

Figure 8-2: Cumulative unrealized capital investment between 2020 and 2040 in the Upper Cost, High Learning model 

for states with current legal limitations on building new nuclear energy facilities. Note that Hawai’i and Alaska are 

not included in the WIS:dom-P model.

Based on the model results, states that have laws restricting new nuclear power plant projects 

may forgo local capital investments of $64 to $75 billion cumulatively between 2020 and 2040.  

In particular, New Jersey, California, and Illinois might relinquish substantial capital investment 

opportunities that might be unlocked if state-level restrictions were revised or repealed. These 

three states might otherwise benefit from advanced nuclear projects worth up to $15, $12, and 

$12 billion respectively. This analysis does not include unrealized capital investment in Hawai’i, 

which was not included in the model.
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9.  MECHANISMS FOR ADVANCED 
NUCLEAR PUBLIC POLICY SUPPORT

Policymakers possess numerous financial and non-financial opportunities to support the suc-

cessful deployment of advanced nuclear power plants at scale. Policy mechanisms for financial 

support can help lower costs and reduce the financial risk associated with early projects while 

encouraging the growth of a robust industry that includes not only reactor developers but also 

upstream manufacturers and suppliers. Meanwhile, non-financial policy support can help  

facilitate power plant siting, train a skilled workforce, formalize management strategies for 

spent fuel, and improve the efficiency with which the United States advanced nuclear industry 

can secure customers internationally. Proactive public policy support across this broad range of 

issue areas will prove crucial for positioning the United States advantageously as a technology 

leader in advanced nuclear energy.

9.1 Direct Financial Support Mechanisms

Federal Loan Guarantees

Upfront capital investments will comprise much of the cost of advanced nuclear projects.  

Due to the higher financial risk associated with backing emerging advanced nuclear reactor 

deployments, financiers will likely expect higher interest rates for lent capital. Higher interest 

rates thus add to the cost of early deployment of advanced nuclear technologies.

To encourage capital investment into US advanced nuclear projects and to reduce project costs, 

federal programs like those administered by the US DOE’s Loan Programs Office (LPO) can  

guarantee repayment of loans for advanced nuclear projects, both reducing financial risks for 

investors and allowing project developers to secure capital at lower interest rates. Such federal 

loan guarantees can thus play a highly influential role in accelerating the domestic development 

of an advanced nuclear sector.

At the national level, the DOE LPO seeks to provide directed public support for energy innovation. 

The DOE LPO currently possesses the capacity to issue up to $40 billion in loans and loan guaran-

tees to support a wide range of groundbreaking energy and energy infrastructure initiatives, 

with up to $10.9 billion in loan guarantees available for promising nuclear energy projects.177  
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This support has historically been extended to conventional nuclear projects such as the  

construction of Units 3 and 4 at the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant in Waynesboro, Georgia.178  

Demonstration and Cost Share 

Publicly funded technology demonstration programs remain a primary driver to assist  

innovative and transformative research to reach commercial scale.179 Over the last 80 years, the 

Department of Energy and the world-leading system of US national laboratories have directly 

driven not only the development but also the demonstration of many new energy technologies 

nationwide. Demonstration programs represent a critical step in the innovation process by 

bridging the research and development process and full-scale commercialization of a technology. 

Public-private partnerships for demonstration projects reduce the burden on the government  

to solely demonstrate the technology. By participating in project cost-sharing, the government 

facilitates “buying down” financial risk, thereby reducing overall FOAK costs. Such demand-pull 

innovation policies have a demonstrated track record of success in commercializing innovative 

technologies in a variety of sectors.180

The DOE’s recent opening of a new Office of Clean Energy Demonstrations (OCED) emphasizes 

the value of this public sector role in driving early deployment for emerging technologies.181 

The OCED will seek to support a range of important technologies, such as carbon capture, clean 

hydrogen, grid infrastructure upgrades, and advanced nuclear demonstration. The recently 

passed Bipartisan Infrastructure Law specifically designated $2.5 billion in OCED funding to 

support two advanced nuclear reactor demonstration projects through the Advanced Reactor 

Demonstration Program (ARDP).182 

The ARDP is a more established but still recent program launched in 2020 to provide public 

support and help advanced nuclear developers secure and build their first projects.183 The ARDP 

currently supports 10 projects, with two full scale demonstration projects. One demonstration 

project will deploy four of X-Energy’s 80 MWe Xe-100 high-temperature, gas-cooled small reactors 

at the Columbia Generating Station in Washington state, currently home to an existing conven-

tional nuclear power plant.184 The other demonstration project will involve building TerraPower’s 

Natrium 345 MWe sodium-cooled fast reactor, with an initial reactor slated for construction in 

Kemmerer, Wyoming at the site of the existing Naughton Coal Plant. Others ARDP projects include 

the Kairos KP-X/Hermes 50 MWe test reactor intended for construction at the Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory in Tennessee.185 Other deployment projects include the six-unit NuScale SMR project 

at INL186 and GE-Hitachi’s BWRX-300 design, at the Clinch River site in Roane County, Tennessee.187
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Tax Credits

Tax credits for renewable electricity generation are a well-established policy mechanism for  

encouraging the greater deployment of new domestic wind and solar capacity.188 Power produced 

by conventional and advanced nuclear reactors provides the same climate and air pollution 

benefits as other sources of clean energy.189, 190 To promote wider adoption of clean electricity 

from a diverse array of sources, optimally-designed clean energy tax credits should be available 

on a technology-neutral basis. A future low-carbon electricity grid will rely upon an array of 

technologies, so nuclear power plants, geothermal facilities, and hydroelectric dams should 

similarly benefit from federal tax incentives intended to accelerate national clean power gener-

ation. Such federal tax incentives will further improve the economics of new advanced nuclear 

projects.

Tax credits require the entity to have a sufficient tax burden for credit to offset. Small organiza-

tions pursuing projects with no existing revenue, therefore no tax liability, often have to partner 

with another organization, which in turn takes some of the tax credit for the service. One option 

to avoid this issue is a direct payment of the tax credit to the entity. A proposed direct pay  

mechanism allows a taxpayer to treat tax credits that it has earned as an overpayment of taxes, 

allowing the tax credit to be received as a direct payment of cash in the form of a refund.

Subsidies

It is our view that technology-neutral subsidies are best employed to promote the accelerated 

early deployment of innovative clean energy technologies in a fair and efficient manner.  

As a promising set of clean energy sources that offer unique strategic and economic advantages 

for the United States, domestic advanced nuclear energy projects are strongly in the national 

interest and possess a good case for inclusion in any technology-neutral clean energy subsidy 

program. 

In the long term, inefficient subsidies may discourage innovation and further improvements 

in efficiency, so such policies might be reconsidered in the future once these technologies have 

become more established.
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Tax Incentives for the Development of Advanced Nuclear and HALEU  
Supply Chains

Successful commercial deployment of advanced reactors will also depend upon the expansion 

of robust upstream supply chains, including factory manufacturing capabilities, production 

of specialized alloys, and components of the nuclear fuel cycle (uranium mining and milling 

capacity, fuel fabrication, and spent fuel and high-level waste processing and reprocessing facil-

ities). Establishing sufficient capacity across these industries will support the commercial-scale 

buildout of advanced reactor designs, reducing technology costs due to faster rates of technolog-

ical learning in the factory, improvements in the cost and availability of components, and more 

affordable HALEU fuel inputs.

Tax incentives can spur growth in these upstream and downstream sectors, promoting the  

development of additional advanced nuclear supply chain capacity beyond that the market 

alone would produce. Such policy measures would yield benefits not just during the early stage 

of advanced nuclear deployment, but well beyond as the industry enters successive stages of 

maturity and scale.

9.2 Supporting Policies and Programs

Support for Environmental Impact Studies and Pre-Qualification  
of Proposed Sites

Another means of helpful policy support for advanced nuclear would involve federal spending 

to identify promising sites for near-term deployment and conduct environmental impact  

studies (EIS) to assess potential candidate locations. 

Such efforts would reduce costs for early deployment, first by obviating the need for the devel-

oper to fund the EIS, and second by reducing financial risks associated with potential rejection 

of an EIS. Additionally, pre-qualification of desirable sites for advanced nuclear reactors would 

accelerate the power plant planning timeline, further reducing costs and minimizing potential 

delays. Performing EISs in advance is thus an affordable policy measure that can meaningfully 

increase the efficiency of advanced nuclear deployment at no cost to environmental oversight.
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Federal Procurement of and Pre-Orders for Advanced Nuclear Designs

Upstream supply chains for the domestic advanced nuclear industry will require a sufficient  

level of customer demand to become more established. The federal government is one of the 

largest single electricity purchasers. Federal procurement of electricity through contract or 

direct purchase of advanced nuclear projects will provide a strong market signal to industry, 

incentivizing the production of HALEU fuel, reactor components, and associated services.  

The public sector could drive early pre-orders of reactor projects by siting a number of small  

reactors or microreactors at military installations, government facilities and infrastructure, 

public universities, and other locations in service of state and national needs. Such public  

sector projects could help support the Biden administration’s Executive Order on Catalyzing 

Clean Energy Industries and Jobs Through Federal Sustainability, which directs the federal  

government to procure 100 percent of all electricity for federal operations using clean electricity, 

with at least 50 percent produced from 24/7 carbon-free generation.191

Public policies could also support the development of specific nuclear manufacturing sectors 

and services. Development of a secure supply chain to ensure sufficient domestic HALEU supplies, 

for instance, would serve the national interest and intersect with any federal advanced reactor 

procurement efforts.192 

Workforce Education

Another key input for the advanced nuclear industry is an expert workforce. From fuel fabrication 

to power plant engineering, plant operations to spent fuel management, the future advanced 

nuclear sector will require specialized knowledge and skills that will be in increasingly high  

demand nationwide. Public support for higher education programs that train industry specialists 

can help ensure a sufficient supply of well-qualified labor, while public funding for academic 

research in nuclear engineering and nuclear science will expand the potential workforce with 

advanced degrees. 

Investing in education and training can help prevent a shortage of skilled employees from  

constraining the growth of the advanced nuclear sector at large. At the same time, public funding 

in nuclear science and engineering will advance these fields of research, producing additional 

benefits for US technology leadership and bolstering other sectors of the American economy. 

Such support, if well designed, could also increase economic prospects for young Americans,  

particularly for students from poor backgrounds and minority populations.
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Consent-Based Siting of Spent Fuel and High-Level Waste Storage  
and Reprocessing

The presence of robust back-end solutions for spent nuclear fuel will also encourage the growth 

of a robust and responsible US advanced nuclear sector. Public funding to support the solicita-

tion and review of nationwide siting applications for spent nuclear fuel storage sites, high-level 

waste storage sites, spent fuel reprocessing plants, vitrification facilities, and similar components 

of the back-end nuclear fuel cycle can help address longstanding nationwide needs for such 

services and capabilities. 

An effective consent-based siting process for spent fuel storage will help proactively address and 

mitigate potential public opposition to new advanced nuclear power projects. A competitive, 

consent-based site selection framework will also support local economic activity in communities 

that successfully bid to host facilities. By encouraging the development of new spent fuel storage 

and reprocessing sites, such federal programs may also help alleviate obstacles presented by  

several state laws that prohibit the construction of new nuclear power plants until more  

satisfactory permanent storage of spent fuel and high-level waste is in place. 

Solutions for Export Control Challenges

Export sales of advanced reactors and SMRs abroad can enhance domestic commercial prospects 

for these technologies by accelerating technological learning, encouraging expanded factory 

production, and creating a stronger demand signal for industry actors. Active US competition 

in the international market for nuclear energy technology will help foster a stronger and more 

advanced domestic next-generation nuclear industry.

The United States imposes controls on the international transfer of civil nuclear power  

technology and reactors. These controls are governed by the DOE and National Nuclear Security 

Administration (NNSA), while the NRC and Department of Commerce provide assistance in 

multiple capacities. It should also be noted that nuclear export approvals are often required 

several years before any actual components are exported, as the approvals also govern the  

exchange of information and sensitive technical details.

The export of intangible nuclear technology and knowledge is licensed by the DOE through  

Part 810 agreements, which permit the sharing of digital blueprints, development of technical  

standards, and where applicable, sharing of proprietary designated information. Part 810  
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authorizations are provided by the DOE after concurrence from the Department of State, and 

consultation with the Department of Commerce, Department of Defense, and the NRC.

The NRC issues licenses for exports of “nuclear reactors and especially designed or prepared 

equipment and components for nuclear reactors” under 10 CFR Part 110.8(a). The Department of 

Commerce regulates the export of “dual-use” nuclear items, which are those with primarily com-

mercial applications that also have proliferation risks. This regulation is performed under the 

United States Export Administration Regulations, through the Bureau of Industry and Security. 

The Department of State collects input from the Departments of Commerce, Defense, and Energy 

for assurances related to the Nuclear Cooperation Agreement (also called the “123 agreements”) 

with the international partner. These inputs are provided to the NRC to support Part 110 license 

approvals.

All three agencies tasked with export controls have reviewed their existing processes and  

determined that current practices are adequate to support advanced reactor technology exports 

with minor modifications, particularly to address safeguards. Nevertheless, the United States 

federal government can better support the export of US advanced reactors and SMRs abroad in 

several ways.

First, federal agencies should organize additional outreach efforts to the community of advanced 

reactor developers. Some advanced reactor developers are less experienced with the export 

control framework than more well-established nuclear vendors, and early communication and 

outreach to the emerging advanced reactor industry will help industry actors more capably nav-

igate this process. Agencies should also proactively develop an integrated schedule of activities 

across all participating agencies to identify optimization opportunities that could reduce the 

lead time needed to secure export approval.

Second, the United States Department of State should proactively review its existing 123 agree-

ments and develop new future nuclear cooperation agreements in close consultation with 

the relevant international partners to address potential obstacles to US nuclear exports. For 

instance, hesitancy over final responsibility for spent nuclear fuel could be addressed through 

arrangements in which the United States government and US vendors agree to re-import spent 

fuel for domestic long-term storage or reprocessing. Alternatively, the Department of State 

could work with foreign governments to develop arrangements for reprocessing of spent fuel 

in the partner country, or for the exporting of spent fuel to a friendly third-party country with 

reprocessing or storage capabilities.193 Taking the considerations of international partners into 

account, the United States government should also work with partner governments to explore 
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more flexible agreement terms that permit uranium enrichment or fuel fabrication in partner 

countries.

Difficulties regarding project financing could be alleviated through a Build-Own-Operate or 

Build-Own-Operate-Transfer model in which US vendors construct and operate nuclear projects 

in the partner country and recoup investments through local energy sales, with the potential for 

the power plant to be transferred to the foreign government or a local investor at a later time.

Finally, federal agencies should work with peer governments and institutions abroad to support 

and accelerate the development of robust institutions, regulatory agencies, technical capabilities, 

and other key factors for successful nuclear cooperation among international governments.
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CONCLUSION

Advanced nuclear projects can drive progress on United States climate goals and deliver hundreds 

of thousands of jobs nationwide. Deploying advanced reactors will create both local and national 

co-benefits, providing reliable, resilient electricity and generating local economic activity and 

public revenue for communities while strengthening energy security and promoting leadership 

in nuclear energy technology for America. 

This report explores how a large-scale clean energy transition in the United States could drive 

construction of a significant quantity of new advanced reactors, with advanced nuclear providing 

20-48% of domestic clean electricity by the year 2050. The magnitude of nationwide deployment 

even in high-cost scenarios highlights the high value that advanced reactors add to a decarbon-

ized energy system by acting as a clean, firm source of power that complements variable renew-

able technologies like wind and solar to efficiently meet electricity demand. Able to co-generate 

clean, useful heat and steam to meet numerous community and industrial needs, advanced 

nuclear designs could ultimately support clean energy applications well beyond the electricity 

sector.

Successful establishment of a domestic advanced nuclear sector will only be possible with 

increasing capital investment starting from the present, with cumulative capital deployment 

reaching $150 to $220 billion by 2035. Cost drivers will play a critical role in determining the 

pace and extent of advanced reactor deployment, with early projects driving important cost  

improvements through learning-by-doing. 

Overall, large-scale deployment of advanced nuclear reactors is now more of a question of  

capital and sound planning than one of technological preparedness. Proactive supporting 

policies like the modernization of nuclear regulatory frameworks, public-private partnerships, 

federal loan guarantees, and tax credits to support power plant and manufacturing supply 

chain projects will significantly accelerate near-term progress and expand long-term domestic 

technological potential. Policymakers and advanced nuclear developers will also need to over-

come possible barriers, by ensuring adequate nuclear fuel supplies, promoting efficient project 

management, and developing a skilled sector workforce. 
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Advanced nuclear power presents a once-in-a-generation opportunity that has languished for 

decades. Yet the world is increasingly interested in the energy security, economic, and climate 

benefits of reliable and clean nuclear energy, deployment efforts are accelerating. If the United 

States does not also act soon to seize this opening, the probability is high that the American 

advanced nuclear industry will be left behind. On the other hand, if America can execute a pro-

active, planned advanced nuclear deployment strategy, then the United States can play a leading 

role in introducing a revolutionary new energy technology to the world at a critical moment in 

the global clean energy transition.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Input Assumptions

Cost Literature Review

The final model input assumptions shown in Table 1-1 of this report were calculated by taking 

an average of the values reported in authoritative sources for each scenario, technology, and 

input variable (Table A-1). When numbers were derived from raw data in the original source, the 

methodology used to do so is also explained in the Methodology column (tables referenced in 

that column are from the cited source). Some proprietary values were also considered. Upper 

HTGR operations and maintenance (O&M) costs were sourced from a comprehensive INL study 

that represented O&M costs aggregated on an annual basis and were thus presented as a single 

fixed O&M cost input with zero variable O&M costs.

Table A-1: Input cost values from the literature. 

Technology FOAK CAPEX  
(2020 $/kWe)

Methodology Source

Traditional 
Nuclear

6,338 NREL mid-ATB 2021194

SMR 6,300* Stewart and Shirvan 2022195

SMR 7,209* Stewart and Shirvan 2022

SMR 7,213 Lucid Catalyst 202196

HTGR 7,500

X-Energy’s cost of $2.4 billion ($1.1 billion
to be paid for via the Advanced Reactor
Demonstration Program), divided by the
320 MWe 4-reactor demonstration project,
and converted from 2021 $ to 2020 $ yields
7,462, rounded to 7,500

X-Energy 202197

ARTES 6,473
6,100 converted from 2017 $ to 
2020 $

MIT Future of Nuclear 2018198

ARTES 5,968

TerraPower’s cost of $1.9 billion for the 
Advanced Reactor Demonstration Program, 
divided by a 345 MWe reactor and  
converted from 2021 $ to 2020 $

Reuters 2021199
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Traditional 
Nuclear

4,614* Stewart and Shirvan 2022

Traditional 
Nuclear

4,160* Stewart and Shirvan 2022

Traditional 
Nuclear

5,575* Stewart and Shirvan 2022

SMR 3,706* Stewart and Shirvan 2022

SMR 4,806* Stewart and Shirvan 2022

SMR 4,843** Boldon and Sabharwall 2014200

SMR 4,641** Boldon and Sabharwall 2014

HTGR 5,518 5,200 converted from 2017 $ to 2020 $ MIT Future of Nuclear 2018

Technology Fixed Cost  
(2020 $/kWe•yr)

Methodology Source

Traditional 
Nuclear

87

Fixed annual cost ($/kWe•yr) calculated 
from 10.00 $/MWh O&M costs (Table 4) 
using provided capacity factor of 92% and 
converted from 2016 $ to 2020 $

CATF 2018201

Traditional 
Nuclear

101 95 converted from 2017 $ to 2020 $ MIT Future of Nuclear 2018

SMR 98 99.46 converted from 2021 $ to 2020 $ EIA 2022 AEO (electricity)202

HTGR 189

Fixed annual cost ($/kWe•yr) of 152 calcu-
lated from $37,540,000 total annual O&M 
costs (fixed and variable) for a 600 MWth 
reactor (Table 18) and an assumed 41% 
thermal efficiency, and converted from 2009 
$ to 2020 $. Total annual O&M costs were 
aggregated and reported solely as fixed 
O&M costs and zero variable O&M costs.

INL 2012203

Traditional 
Nuclear

125 127.35 converted from 2021 $ to 2020 $
EIA 2022 AEO  
(new technologies)204

Traditional 
Nuclear

118

Fixed annual cost ($/kWe•yr) of 106.83 
calculated from 13.55 $/MWh O&M costs 
(Table 3) using provided capacity factor of 
90% (Table 3, footnote 11) and converted 
from 2015 $ to 2020 $

UK National Nuclear 
Laboratory 2016205
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HTGR 31.6 31 converted from 2019 $ to 2020 $ Lucid Catalyst 2020206

HTGR 45.5 34.5 converted from 2006 $ to 2020 $ INL 2010207

Technology Variable O&M Cost 
(2020 $/MWh)

Methodology Source

Traditional 
Nuclear

7.31 6.89 converted from 2017 $ to 2020 $ MIT Future of Nuclear 2018

SMR 3.08 3.14 converted from 2021 $ to 2020 $
EIA 2022 AEO  
(new technologies)208

Traditional 
Nuclear

2.43 2.48 converted from 2021 $ to 2020 $
EIA 2022 AEO  
(new technologies)

HTGR 0.35
Variable cost ($/MWh) of 0.2 taken from 
target modular HTGR generating costs (Table 
7-8) and converted from 1992 $ to 2020 $

Gas-Cooled Reactor 
Associates 1993209

Technology Ramping Cost 
($/MW/h)

Methodology Source

ARTES 0

ARTES was assumed to have no imposed 
ramping costs because thermal energy for 
use in a steam cycle power system was stored 
in molten salt tanks and did not require  
reactor ramping

Authors

Traditional 
Nuclear, 
SMR, HTGR

2.75
Same values for all nuclear taken from 
Vibrant Clean Energy Zero by Fifty study

Vibrant Clean Energy, LLC

Technology Start-Up Cost 
($/MW)

Methodology Source

All 119
Same values for all nuclear taken from 
Vibrant Clean Energy Zero by Fifty study

Vibrant Clean Energy, LLC

Note: Due to an transcription error, values from Stewart and Shirvan (denoted with *) were accidentally adjusted 

to 2020 dollars from 2022 dollars but should have been adjusted from 2018 dollars and values from Boldon and 

Sabharwall (denoted with **)  were accidentally adjusted to 2020 dollars from 2014 dollars but should have been 

adjusted from 2011 dollars. These values were in a reasonable range, roughly the same as if they had been adjusted 

properly, and in some cases were averaged with values that were properly adjusted. We do not anticipate any  

significant changes in results from these errata.
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Operational Characteristic Literature Review

The final model input assumptions were calculated by taking an average of the values in au-

thoritative sources (Table A-2). If numbers were derived from raw data in the original source, the 

methodology used to do so is explained in the Methodology column (tables referenced in that 

column are from the cited source).

Table A-2: Operational characteristic values from the literature.

Technology Heat Rate  
(MMBtu/MWh)

Methodology Source

Traditional 
Nuclear

10.443
EIA 2022 AEO  
(new technologies)210

Traditional 
Nuclear

10.49 Table A.5 MIT Future of Nuclear 2018211

SMR
9.895

From Table 2.2, 300 MWe divided by 870 
MWth yields 34.48% thermal efficien-
cy, which converted to heat rate is 9.895 
MMBtu/MWh

PNNL 2021212

SMR 11.373

Central estimate of 30% thermal efficiency 
converted to heat rate is 11.373 MMBtu/
MWh PNNL 2021

SMR 9.425
From Table 4, 36.2% thermal efficiency con-
verted to heat rate is 9.425 MMBtu/MWh

INL 2021213

HTGR 8.530
From Table 1, 40% thermal efficiency con-
verted to heat rate is 8.530 MMBtu/MWh

INL 2010214

HTGR 8.530

From page 34, 75 MWe (which has since 
been updated to 80 MWe by X-Energy) 
divided by a 200 MWth reactor yields 40% 
thermal efficiency, which converted to heat 
rate is 8.530 MMBtu/MWh

CATF 2018215

Technology Minimum 
Generation (MWe)

Methodology Source

Traditional 
Nuclear

500
Minimum generation reported as 630 MWe 
for a 1260 MWe reactor

Power magazine 2019216
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Traditional 
Nuclear

500
Minimum generation reported as 50% of 
reactor size (MWe)

MIT Future of Nuclear 2018

SMR 30
Minimum generation reported as 20% of 
reactor size (MWe)

EY 2016217

SMR 30
Minimum generation reported as 20% of 
reactor size (MWe)

Atkins 2016218

HTGR 32
Minimum generation reported as 40% of 
reactor size (MWe)

X-Energy219

Technology Maximum Up  
and Down Ramping 

(MWe/min)

Methodology Source

Traditional 
Nuclear

50
Maximum up and down ramping  reported 
as 63 MWe for a 1260 MWe reactor.

Power magazine 2019

SMR 15

Maximum up and down ramping  reported 
as up to 5% with some vendors reporting 
10% of reactor size (150 MWe in this study). 
An optimistic ramp rate was assumed.

Atkins 2016

SMR >7.5
Maximum up and down ramping  reported 
as at least 5% of reactor size (150 MWe in 
this study).

EY 2016

HTGR 4
Maximum up and down ramping  reported 
as 5% of reactor size (80 MWe)

X-Energy220

Technology Outage Rate (%) Methodology Source

Traditional 
Nuclear

8
92% plant availability is a conservative 
estimate from the past six years of capacity 
factor data.

NEI 2021221

SMR 10
Taken from assumed capacity factor of 90% 
(Table 2).

Energy Policy Institute at 
Chicago 2011222

HTGR 5 From section 10.2 General Atomics223

HTGR 5
Online refueling allows for 95% plant 
availability.

X-Energy
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Technology Water Consumption 
(liters/kWh)

Methodology Source

Traditional 
Nuclear

1.514

Steam cycle light water nuclear power, with 
the exception of plants with cooling towers, 
uses 400 gallons of water MWh, which is 
converted to 1.514 liters/kWh.

EPRI 2002224

SMR 1.514
SMRs listed (Table 3.2) as similar water use 
to traditional light water reactors.

MIT Future of Nuclear 2018

HTGR 0.908

Modular HTGRs reported (Table 3.2) as 
using 36-50% less water than traditional light 
water reactors. A 40% reduction in water use 
was assumed.

MIT Future of Nuclear 2018

ARTES 1.030

Several advanced reactor technology types 
including liquid metal and molten salt cooled 
technologies reported (Table 3.2) as using 
32% or up to 40% less water than tradition-
al light water reactors. A 32% reduction in 
water use was assumed.

MIT Future of Nuclear 2018

Discount Rate

A real discount rate of 5.87 percent is used for all technologies in this study. This assumptions is 

slightly lower than the nominal discount rate of 6.5 percent used by the EIA in the 2022 AEO.225 

Learning Rate Literature Review

Learning rates for relevant technologies from authoritative sources (Table A-3) were used to in-

form our selection of bounding learning rates.

Table A-3: Reference learning rates for advanced nuclear and other relevant energy  generation technologies from the 

literature.

Technology Learning Rate (%) Source

Coal PC 5.6-12, mean 8.3 Rubin 2015226

Coal PC + CCS 1.1-9.9 Rubin 2015

Coal IGCC 2.5-16 Rubin 2015
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Natural Gas CC -11-34, mean 14 Rubin 2015

Gas Turbine 10-22, mean 15 Rubin 2015

NGCC+CCS 2 - 7 Rubin 2015

Nuclear -44 Rubin 2015

Onshore Wind -11-32, mean 12 Rubin 2015

Offshore Wind 5-19, mean 12 Rubin 2015

Solar 10-47, mean 23 Rubin 2015

Biomass 0-24, mean 11 Rubin 2015

Hydro 0.5-11.4, mean 6 Rubin 2015

Existing Nuclear -38 Grubler 2010227

Existing Nuclear 5.8 McDonald and Schrattenholzer 2001228

Existing Nuclear 11.8 Zimmerman 1982229

Existing Nuclear -49 Komanoff 1982230

Existing Nuclear 7 Komanoff 1982

Existing Nuclear 28 Paik and Shriver 1980231

Existing Nuclear 11.2 Mooz 1979232

Existing Nuclear 2-11 McCabe 1996233

Existing Nuclear 0 Cantor and Hewlett 1988234

Existing Nuclear -1.2 Rangel and Leveque 2015235

Existing Nuclear 0.5 Rangel and Leveque 2015

Existing Nuclear 0.6 Rangel and Leveque 2015

Nuclear factory costs from SMRs 16 Stewart and Shrivan 2022
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Nuclear labor costs 13.1 Stewart and Shrivan 2022

Nuclear material costs 7.1 Stewart and Shrivan 2022

SMR Nuclear Average 7 Stewart and Shrivan 2022

Advanced Nuclear 4.5 Boldon and Sabharwall 2014236

Advanced Nuclear 3.40 Lyons 2019237

Advanced Nuclear 5.60 Lyons 2019

Advanced Nuclear 6.50 Lyons 2019

Advanced Nuclear 10  Peres 2017238

Advanced Nuclear 15  Peres 2017

Advanced Nuclear 10 Energy Policy Institute at Chicago 2011239

SMR 5-10 Atkins 2016240

New Nuclear 3-10 University of Chicago 2004241

Appendix B: Methods

Endogenous Learning and Overnight Costs

Equation B-1 shows how learning cost reductions are generally calculated for energy generation 

technologies.

Equation B-1: Where the superscript  indexes for technology type and denotes a technology-specific value,   is  

cumulative capacity deployed, is the initial cumulative capacity at the start of analysis,  is the overnight cost  

($/kWe) of the next deployment at  cumulative capacity deployed,  is the initial FOAK overnight cost, and  is the 

learning rate. Some researchers consider the learning rate equivalent to unity minus what we consider to be the  

learning rate.
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Importantly, at present, zero advanced nuclear capacity has been deployed, so . Therefore, the 

initial cost reduction from learning in Equation B-1 is not solvable, because of a division by zero 

error, and a new mathematical formulation is required. Instead, we alter the previous equation, 

as others have done,242 so as to normalize the cumulative capacity deployed by the unit reac-

tor capacity size for each given technology instead of the initial cumulative capacity installed. 

Hence, Equation B-2 provides the new basis for calculating overnight cost reduction from learn-

ing as a function of cumulative deployment. 

Equation B-2: Where the only symbolic difference between Equation B-1 and Equation B-2 is the new subscript in , 

which denotes the unit reactor size of the particular technology, which replaces the subscript in , which denoted 

initial deployment.

This modeling method incorporates endogenous learning-by-doing capital cost reductions as 

opposed to assuming hard-coded temporal cost reductions. In this way, our model reduces some 

uncertainty in future cost reduction assumptions and instead utilizes limited assumptions for 

initial FOAK capital costs and a pair of bounding low and high learning rate regimes. Similarly, 

for FOAK overnight costs, we chose lower and upper estimates.

Inflation Calculations

All cost data in this study are presented in US dollars, adjusted for inflation to 2020. All input 

cost assumptions were adjusted assuming a standard rate of inflation of 2 percent, which is the 

target rate for the Federal Reserve.243 For all other adjustments, including dollar figures sourced 

from other studies, adjustments were made according to the Consumer Price Index.244 Ultimately, 

all such adjustments are only estimates of inflation but are useful to attain general figures given 

the temporal change in the value of currency.

Exponential Interpolation and Annualization

Converting periodic data—in this case, five-year cumulative data—to annualized data requires 

an interpolation method. Linear interpolation is often used as an approximation, but in the 

context of capacity deployment, an exponential smoothing or interpolation methodology is far 

more rigorous and proximate to realistic trends. For this reason, five-year periodic data were 

converted to cumulative annualized data by taking the difference between five-year data points 
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and multiplying the incremental change by five scaling factors that follow an exponential 

curve and sum to unity. For each annual value, the product of the corresponding scaling factor 
and the incremental five-year increase was added to the previous five-year data point, to yield a 
cumulative value for that particular year. The five exponential scaling factors are: 0.0117, 0.0317, 

0.0861, 0.2341, and 0.6364. Each of these values was calculated using the simple expression 

shown in Equation B-3.

Equation B-3: Where is the index for year one through five in the interpolation, is the scaling factor for year , 

is the exponential function of , and takes the sum of all values from equals one through five for each 

annual scaling factor calculation.

Vibrant Clean Energy WIS:dom-P Energy System Model

The grid modeling in this study was performed using the Weather-Informed energy Systems: 

for design, operations and markets (WIS:dom) optimization model, developed by Vibrant Clean 

Energy, LLC (VCE). WIS:dom is a capacity expansion and production cost co-optimization model 

with a myriad of novel modeling capabilities. A linear equation objective function underpins 

the WIS:dom model and optimizes for least-system-cost given a variety of input cost assumptions, 

high-quality empirical datasets, and assumed constraints. VCE executed all WIS:dom model runs 

for this analysis using cost and other input assumptions collaboratively assembled by VCE and 

Breakthrough Institute research staff.

WIS:dom selects new energy infrastructure and power plant deployment from a wide variety of 

technologies, constrained by relevant siting parameters. For example, suitable sites are limited 

by technology-specific land-use and water consumption requirements. Moreover, local trans-

mission constraints are taken into account for siting, including all transmission infrastructure 

down to 69 kV substations. The WIS:dom model features an unparalleled high spatial resolution 

of three square kilometers for siting constraints, weather conditions, and more.

In general, capacity expansion models all aim to determine least-cost solutions. Yet few models 

achieve comparable spatio-temporal granularity of grid operations and energy dispatch demon-

strated by WIS:dom. The realistic temporal granularity of grid operations, where supply must  

always equal demand—with regulation-dependent reserve margins, which WIS:dom also incor-

porates—ensures reliability is maintained throughout the duration of a simulation. Indeed,  
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one of the greatest and distinguishing assets of the WIS:dom model is its access to a wealth of 

3-km and five-minute resolved empirical weather data. This capability is especially valuable as

variable renewable energy deployment is found to be quite high across many capacity expansion

studies, including this analysis. Specifically, WIS:dom draws upon three relevant datasets for our

study of the contiguous United States: 1) wind and solar potential generation from 2013 through

2019 with 3 km and 5-minute granularity; 2) wind and solar potential generation from 2006

through 2016 with 13 km and hourly granularity; and 3) wind and solar potential generation

from 1840 through 2015 with 30 km and hourly granularity.

The WIS:dom model has the ability to implement different constraint conditions and add  

functionality. For instance, VCE has previously modeled net-zero by 2050 simulations with an 

assumed high-voltage direct-current macrogid by 2025. A macrogrid would indeed likely be  

beneficial for decarbonization, but as of yet, efforts to build such a system have faced steep 

regulatory hurdles. VCE has also developed a novel distributed energy resources (DERs) capacity 

expansion methodology that co-optimizes the distribution and utility-scale energy infrastructure. 

All WIS:dom model runs provide granular detail on DERs. The model aggregates and parameterizes 

the energy distribution network, forming an interface with the utility-scale system, commonly 

referred to as the grid-edge. However, WIS:dom’s distribution co-optimization tool requires the 

model to optimize both utility and distribution energy infrastructure deployments to obtain a 

least-cost solution as opposed to only optimizing the utility-scale system. For the purposes of 

this study, neither the macrogrid nor the distribution co-optimization features were enabled. 

While our study does include distributed rooftop solar PV buildout, since we did not enable the 

distribution co-optimization feature, thus prohibiting distributed energy storage deployment. 

Our reasoning for disabling the distribution co-optimization tool is twofold. First, this function-

ality substantially increases computation time but generally does not result in major changes  

in utility-scale capacity expansion.245 And since our intention was to study utility-scale energy 

infrastructure, not DERs as others have done, we determined the added functionality was not 

worthwhile. Second, most capacity expansion models in the literature do not include similar 

distribution co-optimization modalities, which would potentially complicate cross-model 

comparisons.

For our study, WIS:dom found optimal, least-cost solutions to achieve a net-zero grid by 2050. 

However, an esoteric but important note on model constraints is that the 2050 electricity carbon 

constraint in the model was actually set to 99 percent—that is, a 99 percent decarbonized elec-

tricity sector. This adjustment was made to avoid potentially unrealistic model artifacts such as 

ballooning costs associated with transient solutions to a 100 percent decarbonized electricity 
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sector boundary condition. To assess power sector emissions, the VCE team assumed emission 

rates for different electricity technologies based on datasets from the United States Energy 

Information Administration,246 National Renewable Energy Laboratory,247 and Environmental 

Protection Agency.248

General WIS:dom Inputs

Most model assumptions not associated with advanced nuclear technology costs and characteris-

tics were similar to those in previous studies that use the WIS:dom model, but with some import-

ant exceptions. For standard energy generation and storage technologies, we used the National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL) Annual Technology Baseline (ATB) mid and low capital, 

fixed, and variable cost projections for our two Upper and Lower Cost model runs, respectively.  

We also allowed the model to deploy natural gas combined cycle power plants with carbon capture 

and storage (NGCC+CCS) and an ambitious 95 percent assumed carbon capture efficacy. We used 

the NREL ATB mid-cost projections for NGCC+CCS capital, fixed, and variable costs and used the 

US Energy Information Administration (EIA) 2022 Annual Energy Outlook (AEO) reference case 

projections for natural gas and coal fuel prices for electric power for all model runs.249 Figure B-1 

plots historical natural gas prices for electric power from the EIA,250 assumed 2022 AEO reference 

gas fuel costs, and alternative 2022 AEO projections for high and low gas supply.

Historical U.S. EIA Natural Gas Electric Power Price and EIA 2022 AEO Projections

Figure B-1: Historical and projected natural gas prices for electric power. Prices are annualized from 1997 through 

2021 and shown monthly for January 2022. EIA 2022 AEO natural gas prices for electric power prices projections are 

for three scenarios: a reference, low gas supply, and high gas supply.
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New traditional, large light-water nuclear power plants are allowed to be deployed in the mod-

el but very little, and in some cases, none are built. Upper-end traditional nuclear capital costs 

were taken from the NREL ATB mid costs projections, while the lower-end costs were taken from 

the sources listed in Table A-1. Existing traditional nuclear reactors remain online as per their 

license schedule, at which point the WIS:dom model determines if it is cost-optimal to relicense 

reactors on an individual basis.

One difference from some other VCE studies is that we used the NREL High Electrification 

Futures load forecast to project future electricity demand. Implicit in this assumption is the 

electrification of 80-90 percent of light-duty, 60 percent of medium-duty, 40 percent of heavy-duty 

vehicles, all transit, significant deployment of electric heat pumps for space heating, and the 

allowance of hydrogen from electrolysis—mostly for industrial decarbonization purposes.

Our perspective is that the combination of generally low-end standard technology cost projec-

tions and the inclusion of a very competitive, low-cost NGCC+CCS technology option with  

high carbon capture rates lends credence to our results. In particular, NGCC+CCS is a firm, 

low-carbon resource and will naturally compete with advanced nuclear technologies. And  

because NGCC+CCS technology experiences cost reduction regardless of deployment—whereas 

advanced nuclear technologies begin at high FOAK capital costs and experience cost reductions 

only via endogenous, deployment-driven learning—we believe our projected advanced nuclear 

deployment results are robust and not a feature of our modeling assumptions.

Demonstration Projects and Learning

Since our study leverages endogenous learning, we capture realistically high initial overnight 

costs (OC) and subsequent reductions. However, since non-nuclear technologies have prescribed 

cost reductions, it was important to initiate OC reductions by instructing the model to deploy 

select planned or announced advanced nuclear demonstration projects. These deployments 

include but are not limited to those announced in the Department of Energy’s Advanced Reactor 

Demonstration Program and some projects that applied but were not successful. Other projects 

that were deemed to have a high chance of success were also included. We ensured that several 

demonstration projects, in the range of hundreds of MWe in aggregate, were built for each reac-

tor technology type. These projects helped seed early cost reductions and are listed along with 

project-specific information in Table B-1.
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Table B-1: US advanced nuclear demonstration projects seeded in our model.

Name of 
Project

Company
Reactor 

Type
Capacity 
(MWe)

Capacity 
(MWth)

Developer  
Project Cost ($)

Government 
Grant ($)

Project Site Location Latitude Longitude

Anticipated 
or Stated 
Project 

Deployment 
year

Natrium 
Plant

TerraPower ARTES 345 840 $2,100,000,000 $1,900,000,000 Naughton Coal Plant Kemmerer, Wyoming 43.00671 -107.56725 2028

BWRX-300 GE-Hitachi SMR 300 870 Clinch River
Roane County, 

Tennessee
35.64062 -86.691 2032

Xe-100 X-energy HTGR 320 800 $1,400,000,000 $1,100,000,000
Energy Northwest's 
Columbia Nuclear 

Power Plant
Washington State 46.22284559 -119.6975387 2027

NuScale 
SMR

NuScale SMR 462 1542 $2,245,000,000 $1,355,000,000
Idaho National 

Laboratory
Idaho 43.5115 -112.2887086 2029

KP-X / 
Hermes

Kairos 
Power

ARTES 50 $326,000,000 $303,000,000
Technology Park, 

Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory

East Tennessee 36.01938 -84.2432 2026

SMR-160 Holtec SMR 160 525 $31,500,000 $116,000,000
Oyster Creek Nuclear 

Power Plant
Lacey Township, New 

Jersey
39.50428 -74.4165 2030

Aurora Oklo SMR 1.5 $35,000,000 $30,000,000
Idaho National 

Laboratory
Idaho 43.5195 -112.0459 2025

Micro-Mod-
ular Reactor 

(MMR)

Ultra Safe 
Nuclear 

Corporation
HTGR 5 15

University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign

Urbana-Champaign, 
Illinois

40.10789 -88.2443 2026

HALEU and Traditional Nuclear Fuel Costs

Nuclear fuel prices also play an important role in the future cost of both advanced and tradi-

tional nuclear energy. Traditional nuclear fuel prices in the United States have varied over the 

past two decades and are subject to some uncertainty. This is ever more relevant after Russia’s 

invasion of Ukraine, as 10-15 percent of the United States uranium oxide supply chain, used for 

traditional nuclear fuel, is sourced in Russia, and an additional 30 percent is sourced from  

former Soviet countries, where Russia maintains varying degrees of influence.251 Nevertheless, 

our traditional nuclear fuel price projections are based on a simple line-of-best-fit model of 

Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) annual price data for US nuclear reactor power plants from 2002 

through 2020.252 Fuel price data were presented as a levelized cost of electricity ($/MWh) and  

converted to a cost-of-fuel equivalent ($/MMBtu), assuming a heat rate of 10.47, an average of 

data from the EIA,253 and MIT.254 Our line of best fit is presented in Equation B-3.

Equation B-3: Where  is the nuclear fuel price ($/MMBtu) and  is the year.

Many new advanced nuclear technologies use high-assay, low-enriched uranium (HALEU) fuel 

instead of traditional nuclear fuel. There is currently no commercial production capacity for 

HALEU fuel, making price estimates quite difficult and future price projections even more so. 
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Our HALEU fuel price projections were adapted from data provided by a private firm under 

conditions of a non-disclosure agreement. Using these data, we constructed a learning curve for 

HALEU fuel price as a function of advanced nuclear capacity deployment. We assumed a 15 percent 

learning rate for HALEU fuel price reduction, which was informed by the constructed learning 

curve. We generated HALEU fuel price curves using our assumed 15 percent learning rate and 

advanced nuclear capacity deployment results from VCE’s previous Zero by Fifty capacity expan-

sion study. In particular, we used four scenarios that resulted in advanced nuclear deployment: 

EBAU, ECE, ECE_HVDC, and ECE_HVDC+ (described in Appendix C). We used an average of the gen-

erated cost curves for our model.

Our traditional and HALEU nuclear fuel price projections, along with NEI historical and EIA 2022 

AEO projected traditional nuclear fuel prices, are shown in Figure B-2.

Historical and Projected U.S. Traditional and Haleu Nuclear Fuel Price

Figure B-2: Historical and projected traditional nuclear and HALEU fuel prices. Data shown are NEI historical  

traditional nuclear fuel price data from 2002 through 2020 (solid black);255 two linear interpolations from historical 

data to projections (dashed-black); Breakthrough Institute fuel price projections for traditional nuclear (magenta)  

and HALEU (teal); and EIA’s 2022 AEO conventional nuclear fuel price projections (yellow).256
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Appendix C: Comparison to Other Net-Zero Studies

Study: Net-Zero America

The Princeton University study titled Net-Zero America: Potential Pathways, Infrastructure, and 

Impacts (Princeton NZA) utilized a combination of Evolved Energy Research’s EnergyPATHWAYS 

(EP) and Regional Investment and Operations (RIO) models to examine five scenarios that 

achieve a goal of net-zero US emissions in 2050 while seeking to minimize total energy system 

costs. The five scenarios are:

E+  High Electrification

E- Less High Electrification

E-B+   High Biomass

E+RE-   Renewable Constrained

E+RE+  100% Renewable

The E+ and E- scenarios assumed higher and lower degrees of end-use electrification in the 

United States energy system but did not significantly constrain energy technology options 

(Table C-1). The E-B+ scenario assumes a lower electrification level and higher utilization of bio-

mass-based liquid fuels. The E+RE- and E+RE+ scenarios both assume a higher level of electrifica-

tion, but in the former scenario, the wind and solar deployment rate is constrained to the max-

imum historical deployment rate, while the latter scenario assumes no underground carbon 

storage, no new nuclear projects, and requires a 100 percent renewables-based energy supply by 

2050. These were all compared against a base Reference (REF) scenario based on the 2019 Annual 

Energy Outlook published by the United States Energy Information Administration (EIA).

The study produced the following results for nuclear deployment. The E+, E-, and E+B+ scenarios 

exhibit a modest amount of 10-20 GWe of new nuclear capacity deployed in the 2030s and 2040s, 

but overall installed nuclear power capacity declines due to retirements in the existing reactors. 

As stipulated by the modeling assumptions, the E+RE+ scenario adds no new nuclear capacity. In 

the E+RE- scenario, where renewable technologies are constrained, the model showed a buildout 

equivalent to 250 1 GWe reactors (or ~3,250 NuScale SMRs), with an unprecedented nuclear build 

rate expanding rapidly after 2025 to reach a total national nuclear-generating capacity of 310 

GWe in 2050. In contrast to nuclear deployment which is modeled continuously, nuclear retire-

ments are modeled as discrete decisions for each individual existing plant. Excluding the E+RE+ 
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scenario where all nuclear capacity retires, the other scenarios project that 25 reactors (24 GWe) 

are retired by 2030, and 110 reactors (105 GWe) retire by 2050, approximately equal to the entire 

existing nuclear power capacity. 

Considering the broader adoption of clean firm generating technologies including nuclear  

energy, geothermal power, bioenergy, and fossil energy with carbon capture in the Princeton  

NZA modeling, the study assesses the total market opportunity for clean firm generation to be 

between 500 and 1,000 GWe by 2050, roughly equivalent to existing firm capacity today.

Table C-1: Selected model results in 2050 for five scenarios in the Princeton NZA study.

E+ E- E-B+ E+RE- E+RE+

Final energy demand (EJ) 52 59 59 52 52

Total electricity generation (TWh) 9,825 11,111 8,865 8,512 15,950

Nuclear (% of electricity generation) 5% 5% 5% 30% 0

Wind and solar (% of electricity generation) 87 89 84 44 98

Net system cost as share of GDP in 2050 (%) 4.5 5.4 4.6 4.4 5.7

Total energy system cost (2020-2050),  
net present value, $B, 2018 dollars* 26,000 28,000 27,000 26,000 28,000

Land use for utility-scale wind and solar  
(million hectares) 59 74 51 25 107

*Assumes a 2% societal discount rate

Study: Carbon-Neutral Pathways for the United States

In January 2021, a team of researchers led by James Williams from the University of San  

Francisco published a study titled “Carbon-Neutral Pathways for the United States” in the journal 

AGU Advances that examined a number of pathways that achieve net-zero or net-negative US 

emissions by 2050.257 This study will be referred to henceforth as “Williams et al., 2021.” Similar  

to the Princeton NZA project, this analysis employed a combination of the EP and RIO models. 

The authors tested seven scenarios with a variety of assumptions, and the Central and Reference 

scenarios each having two additional sensitivity scenarios:
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Reference: Business as usual scenario with no climate target and based on the EIA 2019 

AEO. This scenario also examined two sensitivity tests assuming 1) low fossil fuel prices or 

2) low-cost renewables

Central: Pursuit of the lowest-cost carbon-neutral scenario. This scenario also examined 

two sensitivity tests with least-cost scenarios assuming 1) low fossil fuel prices or 2)  

low-cost renewables

Delayed electrification: Full uptake of some technologies like electric vehicles and heat 

pumps delayed by 15 years relative to the Central case.

100% renewables: Disallowed nuclear, fossil fuels, and geologic carbon sequestration.

Low land: Limited land use for wind and solar facilities to 50% of the Central scenario, 

and limited biomass to 50% of its assessed technical potential.

Low demand: High levels of energy conservation.

Net negative: Targeted deeper emissions reductions consistent with a 1.5°C global 

warming peak followed by a return to 1°C (350 ppm CO2) by 2100.

The Williams et al., 2021 analysis found that, outside of the low land case, no new nuclear ca-

pacity was added throughout the 2020-2050 period (Table C-2). With the gradual retirement of 

existing capacity, the number of operating nuclear reactors shrinks to less than half of current 

operating capacity, except for the 100 percent renewables scenario in which all nuclear retires. 

This contrasts with the Princeton NZA study, which saw a small amount of new nuclear capacity 

(1-2 GWe/yr) added in scenarios without a 100 percent renewables or low-land constraint. This 

slight difference likely results from minor differences in detailed model assumptions or model 

resolution.

In the scenario where solar and wind land use is constrained, nuclear capacity expands to ~150 

GWe capacity relative to the 98.5 GWe operating today. This scenario begins adding ~2GWe/year of 

new nuclear in the late 2030s, increasing to ~6 GWe/yr in the early 2040s before climbing further 

to ~11 GWe/year in the late 2040s. The total net system costs of the low land scenario do not differ 

considerably from the Central scenario.

Similar to the Princeton NZA study, the total market for clean, firm generating capacity ranges 

between ~500 and 1,000 GWe across all scenarios in 2050.
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Table C-2: Selected model results in 2050 for six of seven scenarios in the Williams et al., 2021 study that includes a 

climate target.

Central Delayed 
Electrification

100% 
Renewable

Low land Low 
Demand

Net 
Negative

Final energy demand (EJ) 50.97 55.1 50.97 50.97 40.2 50.97

Total electricity generation (TWh) 12,040 12,420 15,190 9,570 9,550 12,840

Electricity share of final energy (%) 49% 40% 49% 49% 50% 49%

Nuclear (% of electricity generation) 3% 3% 0% 13% 4% 3%

Wind and solar (% of electricity 
generation)

91% 93% 98% 81% 90% 93%

Energy and industrial sector net system 
cost in 2050, in $B, 2018 dollars

145 225 340 161 N/A 214

Net system cost as share of GDP (%) 0.38% 0.59% 0.89% 0.42% N/A 0.56%

E&I net system cost (2020-2050),  
net present value, $B, 2018 dollars* 1,728 2,496 2,644 1,799 N/A 2,215

Land use for utility-scale wind and solar 
(million hectares)

36 38.6 47.7 16.6 29 38.8

*Assumes a 2% societal discount rate

Study: Zero by Fifty

Vibrant Clean Energy’s United States Zero Emission Economy-Wide by 2050 study (VCE Zero by 

Fifty) provides another independent modeling analysis with which to contextualize potential 

future US nuclear deployment. This modeling study uses Vibrant Clean Energy’s proprietary 

WIS:dom-P energy system model. Preliminary results from this study were released to the public 

on July 22, 2021,258 with a full report scheduled for release in the near future at the time of this 

writing in 2022.

The VCE Zero by Fifty study differs from the Williams et al., 2021 and Princeton NZA analyses  

in that it examines a narrower set of future energy demand scenarios. In addition to a pair of  

reference “business-as-usual” scenarios with no climate or emissions targets (not discussed 

here), the VCE team modeled three scenarios with a net-zero national economy by 2050, along 
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with four more aggressive scenarios that satisfied a net-zero national economy by 2050 while 

also achieving a net-zero electricity sector by 2035 (Table C-3). Five of these seven 2050 net-zero 

scenarios assume the construction of a large-scale high-voltage direct current (HVDC) trans-

mission macrogrid by 2025, including all four of the scenarios with a 2035 net-zero power grid 

target. Five scenarios allow for grid balancing with distributed energy resources (DERs), with 

three of those five also permitting deployment of “novel” generation technologies, namely fossil 

generation with carbon capture and sequestration and advanced nuclear power (SMRs and 

molten salt reactors [MSRs]). Finally, three scenarios enable accelerated rates of wind, solar, and 

storage deployment well beyond their historical pace of installation, implicitly assuming vastly 

expanded manufacturing supply chains and industry installation capacity.

Table C-3: Overview of Vibrant Clean Energy’s Zero by Fifty study scenarios.

Scenario Includes novel 
technologies like 
advanced nuclear

Includes DER 
co-optimization

Enhanced variable 
renewable energy 

and storage  
buildout rates

National  
HVDC macrogrid 

by 2025

Clean electricity 
grid by 2035

ECE Yes Yes

ECE-* Yes

ECE_HVDC Yes Yes Yes

ECE_HVDC+ Yes Yes Yes Yes

ECE_HVDC- Yes Yes Yes

ECE_HVDC-* Yes Yes Yes Yes

ECE_HVDC-- Yes Yes Yes

In the model scenarios that explored advanced nuclear technologies (ECE, ECE_HVDC, ECE_HVDC+) 

alongside fossil CCS and DER capabilities, overall nuclear generating capacity increased markedly, 

with advanced nuclear growing substantially while conventional nuclear generation fell (Table 

C-4). These three scenarios deployed 125 to 274 GWe of SMRs and 151 to 189 GWe of MSRs, with

existing light-water reactor capacity largely retiring (0-10 GWe remaining). In these three scenarios,

nuclear power supplies 25-38 percent of national electricity generation. Nationwide fixed costs

for advanced nuclear reactors total $12.5-21.5 billion by 2035, and range between $178.7 and

$232.0 billion by 2050.
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In the four scenarios that disallow advanced nuclear builds and other novel technologies  

(ECE_HVDC-, ECE-*, ECE_HVDC--, ECE_HVDC-*), conventional nuclear capacity declines from 104 

GWe in 2018 to 32-58 GWe in 2050. Comparing power sector net system costs, these scenarios are 

either of comparable cost, or 10-20 percent more expensive than the scenarios that permit  

novel clean energy technologies including advanced nuclear.

The total market for clean firm electricity in 2050 ranges between 500 and 700 GWe of capacity 

for the scenarios with DER and novel technologies including advanced nuclear, and it is roughly 

~200 GWe of capacity for the scenarios that disallow novel technologies and thus rely more  

heavily on variable renewables and storage.

Table C-4: Selected model results in 2050 for seven scenarios in the VCE Zero by Fifty study. Results are from preliminary 

published results. 

ECE ECE-* ECE_HDVC ECE_HVDC+ ECE_HDVC- ECE_HDVC-* ECE_HVDC—

Total electricity  
generation in 2050 
(TWh)

8,210 8,751 8,218 8,271 9,071 8,531 8,442

Nuclear  
(% of electricity  
generation in 2050)

38% 4% 30% 25% 3% 5% 5%

Advanced nuclear  
(% of electricity  
generation in 2050)

37% 0 30% 25% 0 0 0

Wind and solar  
(% of electricity  
generation in 2050)

49% 79% 64% 60% 79% 80% 81%

Power sector total  
resource cost in  
2045-2050 period, 
in $B

$409 $446 $391 $382 $496 $407 $435
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Appendix D:  Levelized Annual Cost of Capacity

To supplement levelized cost of electricity (LCOE), we introduce a metric we call the levelized an-

nual cost of capacity (LACC), in units of $/kWe•yr. LACC is a capacity-based metric that diminishes 

the impact of the average capacity factor on the final value for technologies where variable costs 

makeup a small proportion of overall costs. In particular, LACC uses the average capacity factor 

to levelize only variable costs which, in general, make up a small proportion of advanced nuclear 

costs. Equation D-1 presents the equation for LACC.

Equation D-1: Expression for the technology-specific LACC broken down into contributions from capital (CAPEX), fixed, 

and variable costs, of which only the last is levelized by a levelization factor (in brackets), based on the average capacity 

factor (CF). Units are noted in parentheses. Capital costs are amortized over the technology lifetime. The constant 8,766 

is the number of hours in a year.

Similar to Figures 3-6 and 3-7, Figure D-1 presents capital formation alongside the range and 

central weighted-average estimate of advanced nuclear LACC. All weighted averages are weighted 

using capacity. Since the influence of average capacity factor on levelized cost is reduced, over-

night costs (OC) reductions for advanced nuclear technologies are more evident throughout the 

modeled period across the full range of scenarios. In particular, the absolute maximum of the 
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LACC range does not see a modest uptick in the late 2040s as was the case for LCOE in Figure 3-6 

due to a dip in capacity factor.

Advanced Nuclear Capital Formation and Levelized 
Annual Cost of Capacity Across Scenario Ranges

Figure D-1: Required cumulative capital deployment to realize modeled levelized annual cost of capacity reductions. 

Cumulative capital is in blue; levelized annual cost of capacity reductions are in yellow and red. Since no advanced 

nuclear is deployed by 2025, the capacity-weighted average LACC for advanced nuclear technologies is calculated using 

technology-specific capacity from 2030, only for the purposes of plotting a continuous estimation of LACC.

The reduced influence of capacity factor on LACC as compared to LCOE can be further elucidated 

by plotting the constituent levelized cost contributions to LACC with respect to the average  

capacity over time and across scenarios, as is done in Figure D-2. 
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Breakdown of Temporal Levalized Annual Cost of Capacity Across Scenarios

Figure D-2: Breakdown of levelized annual cost of capacity relative to average capacity factor for different clean firm 

power technologies that reach significant deployment by 2050 in this study. Breakdown of LACC is in stacked bar plots; 

average capacity factor is shown in yellow lines. Results are presented for all four scenarios in five-year intervals, with 

LACC categorized into contributions from levelized capital, fixed, and variable costs.

An important qualification of the efficacy of LACC is that because it uses the average capacity 

factor to levelize variable costs, it is sensitive to energy sources that have higher portions of 

variable cost. Variable costs makeup a much larger proportion of overall costs for natural gas 

combined cycle plus carbon capture and storage (NGCC+CCS) than for nuclear energy. As a result, 

as NGCC+CCS capacity factor decreases the total, annual variable costs—and by extension the 

LACC—significantly reduces, thereby concealing the fact that NGCC+CCS moves to a marginal, 

backup operation role. More importantly, advanced nuclear does not see similarly significant 

declines in capacity factor and as such, there is a sort of opportunity cost in building more 

NGCC+CCS as advanced nuclear continues to be favored for grid dispatch. NGCC+CCS is instead 

better described using LCOE. In line with this logic—and with the exception of the Upper Cost, 

Low Learning scenario—the model slows the deployment of new NGCC+CCS after 2045. 
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